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This summer
summer offers
offers some
some exciting workshops around the
This
nation and
and hopefully
hopefully many
many of
of our members
members will take adadnation
vantage of
of these
these opportunities
opportunities to
to further their training and
vantage
to perfect
perfect their
their skills.
skills. Response
Response to
to the
the National Stage ComComto
bat Workshop
Workshop in
in Cedar
Cedar City
City has been good and
and will prove
bat
to be
be an
an exciting
exciting experience
experience in
in the unique and
and invigorating
to
atmosphere of
of the
the Utah
Utah Shakespearean
Shakespearean Festival.
atmosphere
am quite
quite pleased
pleased with the response to Dr.
Dr. Tarassuk's
II am
article on
on the
the evolution
evolution of
of the parrying dagger in
in double
article
fencing and
and know
know that many
many of you are looking forward
fencing
to the
the second
second installment.
installment. This
This issue
issue also features
features the
to
"Dean of
of Fight Choreographers,"
Choreographers," Paddy Crean, in our
"Dean
Society Spotlight
Spotlight as
as well as an
an excerpt from his
his book More
More
Society
Champagne Darling.
Darling. Dr.
Dr. Callahan
Callahan shares
shares some thoughts
thoughts
Champagne
on the
the lack
lack of
of physical violence on
on stage in
in Greek tragedy
tragedy
on
and David
David Boushey
Boushey gives us a behind-the-scenes
behind-the-scenes glimpse
and
at the
the making
making of "Combat
"Combat for the Stage and Screen."
Screen."
at
Normand Beauregard
Beauregard and
and Craig
Craig Handel
Handel let us in on the
Normand
fascinating background
background of
of the
the Cumberland
Cumberland Company
Company as
fascinating
well as
as the
the training
training available
available there
there this
this summer
summer and
well
throughout the
the year.
year. And
And special
special thanks
thanks go to Warren
throughout
Treisman for
for securing
securing permission
permission to
to reprint
reprint the article
article on
Treisman
dueling, "Trial
"Trial by
by Mayhem."
Mayhem."
dueling,
is always
always helpful
helpful to
to hear
hear your
your opinions
opinions and to get your
ItIt is
reactions to
to The Fight
Fight Master.
Master. Your
Your comments
comments are honestly
reactions
appreciated. When
When writing,
writing, please
please include
include some current
current
appreciated.
information on
on your
your activities
activities that
that could
could be included
included in the
information
Society News
News or
or Points
Points of
of Interest
Interest sections
sections of the Journal.
Society
Reviews of
of plays,
plays, films,
films, or
or television
television productions
productions involvReviews
ing fight
fight choreography
choreography or
or stunts
stunts are
are always welcome
welcome as
ing
are reviews
reviews of
of books,
books, workshops
workshops and
and teaching
teaching methods.
are
The evaluation
evaluation of
of work
work in
in the
the field
field and
and the establishment
establishment
The
of criteria,
criteria, along
along with
with the
the sharing
sharing of
of ideas,
ideas, are a means
of
of improving
improving the
the quality
quality of
of the
the work
work being
being done as well
of
as enlightening
enlightening the
the industry
industry to
to the
the possibilities
possibilities available.
as
hope that
that many
many of
of you
you will
will share
share your
your experiences
experiences this
this
II hope
summer with
with the
the rest
rest of
of us.
us. Remember
Remember that
that articles
articles will
will
summer
be accepted
accepted at
at any
any time.
time. Those
Those articles
articles to
to be
be considered
considered
be
specifically for
for the
the September
September issue
issue need
need to
to arrive
arrive by
July
by July
specifically
15th.
15th.
would also
also like
like to
to thank
thank Akiko
Onaka for
illustrating Dr.
Dr.
for illustrating
Akiko Onaka
II would
Tarassuk's article
article and
and Beverly
Beverly Hertig
Hertig for
her management
management
for her
Tarassuk's
assistance in
in helping
helping me
me through
through the
official "paperwork"
"paperwork"
the official
assistance
that is
is needed
needed to
to publish
publish The Fight
Fight Master.
Master.
that
With David
David Leong
Leong needing
needing to
his energies
his
on his
energies on
focus his
to focus
With
position in
in the
the Society
Society of
of National
National Fight
Fight Workshop
CoWorkshop Coposition
ordinator, II have
have agreed
agreed to
to take
responsibilities
the responsibilities
over the
take over
ordinator,
of secretary
secretary to
to the
the Society
Society of
Fight Directors.
Directors. II
American Fight
of American
of
realize that
that these
these added
added duties
duties will
but
consuming but
time consuming
be time
will be
realize
foresee this
this consolidation
consolidation to
comof comlines of
the lines
simplify the
to simplify
foresee
munication within
the Society,
Society, and
the
serve the
to serve
pledge to
and II pledge
within the
munication
Society and
and its
its members
members to
capabilities.
my capabilities.
of my
best of
the best
to the
Society

• Linda Carlyle McCollum

agenda is
It would appear that the main topic
topic on the agenda
the upcoming National Stage Combat Workshop to be held
handsome
in Cedar City,
City, Utah. The brochures
brochures are indeed handsome
job workand I think
think that David Leong has done a good job
ing with Southern
Southern Utah State College
College in getting
getting the information out in plenty of time. Last year we were pleased
to have Normand
Normand Beauregard
Beauregard take time from his busy
schedule to join us at the workshop in Salem, and this year
Cedar
time at Cedar
joining us for the first time
J. R.
R. Beardsley
Beardsley will be joining
other
opportunity to ask other
City.
City. I would also like to take this opportunity
their interest if instructing
Full members
members to express
express their
instructing at
them.
future workshops
workshops holds any appeal for them.
At this time I must report that I have been asked by three
President
office of President
of our Full members
members to remain in the office
schedules and personal confor one more year while work schedules
ALL Full
where ALL
point where
ditions
ditions sort themselves
themselves out to the point
President or Vice
members who have not held the office of President
memberentire memberthemselves to the entire
President
President can present
present themselves
that the
important that
that it is very important
vote. I do feel that
ship for a vote.
every eligiconsider every
entire membership
membership have the chance to consider
choice for
latitude of choice
widest latitude
ble Full member
member to insure
insure the widest
memberthe memberdisturb the
delay will not disturb
this delay
leadership.
leadership. I hope this
the
remedied in the
quickly remedied
terribly and that it will be quickly
ship too terribly
membership
the membership
coming
coming year in such a way as to afford the
offices.
these offices.
selection for these
a real selection
endeavors,
personal endeavors,
commitments and personal
career commitments
Due to career
Secretary
position of Secretary
relinquishing the position
David Leong will be relinquishing
consolidate
decided to consolidate
of the Society
1st. It was decided
Society as of June 1st.
of
June 1st. It
Society as of June
the Society
Secretary of the
position of Secretary
the position
with
secretary with
position of secretary
consolidate the position
decided to consolidate
was decided
McColl um has
Linda McCollum
Journal, and Linda
editor of the Journal,
that of the editor
that
changes of adNotification of changes
appointed secretary. Notification
been appointed
status
questions as to status
membership and questions
inquiries on membership
dress, inquiries
are to be sent to her in Las Vegas.
that I have
colleagues that
inform colleagues
closing, I want to inform
In closing,
Department at
Theatre Department
decided
faculty of the Theatre
decided to join the faculty
91355.
California 91355.
Valencia, California
California
Institute of the Arts, Valencia,
California Institute
and
Arbor and
Ann Arbor
decision. I am very fond of Ann
tough decision.
It was a tough
for
opportunities for
the opportunities
my
friends here at the University, but the
my friends
and
Arts, and
better at Cal Arts,
my
this time, better
my wife and me are, at this
professionals
faculty of professionals
II look
joining an exciting faculty
look forward to joining
address, I
headed
Appel. Until I have an address,
Libby Appel.
headed by Dean Libby
can
underplease underschool. ....and please
the school.
through the
reached through
be reached
can be
write
that write
back to any of you that
stand
get back
awhile to get
takes awhile
stand if it takes
move aa
to move
trying to
hectically trying
since
since my wife and I will be hectically
coming
the coming
over the
Arbor over
Ann Arbor
household
household from NYC and Ann
months.
months.
profitable
and profitable
happy and
for a happy
My
wishes to all of you for
best wishes
My best
and
workshop and
the workshop
of you at the
summer.
many of
see many
summer. I hope to see
work.
to
good work.
your good
hear often of your
to hear

• Erik Fredricksen,

President

Those
members of the Society
Society who have yet to pay their
Those members
their
annual dues
dues are reminded
reminded that their
annual
their dues must be paid
opted to
extend the
deadline one
one month
month
by June
June 1st. We
We opted
to extend
the deadline
by
for dues collection
collection because
because the January
January issue was so late
getting to you,
getting
you.
everyone in the Society
Society realizes the importance
importance
I think
think everyone
producing the Journal
of cash flow in regard to producing
Journal as well as
the Society's
Society's other financial obligations. The Society relies
support through
annual dues, so
a great deal on your support
through the annual
please be
be prompt.
prompt.
please
As the Society
Society continues
continues to grow, the rigors of colleccollecting dues
dues and advertising
advertising make life that much more difficult
especially when he has to perficult for your treasurer, especially
sonally contact
contact you regarding
regarding your annual dues. So often
sonally
members have found themselves
in the past, members
themselves paying dues
just
previous year because
because
just after having paid them for the previous
delinquent. Avoid this problem
problem in the future
they were delinquent.
future by
paying your
dues by
by June
1st.
paying
your dues
June 1st.
We
are now
now in
in the
process of
of having
having S.A.F.D.
S.A.F.D. cloth
cloth
We are
the process
badges and enamel
enamel lapel pins made under the
(thread) badges
artistic direction
direction of Ms. Susan Murar,
Murar, wife to Paddy Crean.
artistic
designed the badges
badges and pins and soon we will
She has designed
members, The price of the
have them for sale to our members.
dollars and the lapel pins eight
eight dollars.
badges will be six dollars
handsome and will look quite
quite smart
smart
They are indeed very handsome
on your
suits, sport
sport coats,
coats, et
et al.
al. You
be able
able to
on
your track
track suits,
You will
will be
to
May. Susan is to be comorder your badge or pin or both in May.
mended for her quality
quality work on these
these works of art. Conmended
tact me if you are interested
interested in purchasing
purchasing either
either of the
included in the price stated above.
above items. Mailing is included
Remember to contact
contact me in advance
advance if you are intendRemember
students certified.
certified. Remember
Remember that a full
ing to have your
your students
member must conduct
conduct the certification
certification and that the fees
member
collected in advance
advance of the day of adjudicaadjudicaneed to be collected
tion. The test fee is still twenty
dollars per person.
twenty dollars

• David L.

Boushey, Treasurer

Initial membership in
in the
concerning new
Inquiries concerning
S.A.F.D.
memberships,
SAF.D. is
is $25.
$25. Dues
Dues for Full.
Full.
memberships, status
status or
Associate, Affiliate Members.
change of add1·ess
should be
Associate,Affiliate
Members,
addt'essshould
be
and Frier-ids
are $25
Friel1dsare
$25 annualsecretary,
addressed to the secretary,
ly.
$·15 annualIy. Students are $'15annualLinda McCollum.
McCollum, DepartDepartLinda
Iy. All membership dues are
Univerment of Theatre Arts,
ly.
Arts, Univerto be
be paid
paid in January to the
sity of Nevada,
Nevada, 4505
sity
treasurer, David
Maryland
treasurer,
David Boushey,
Boushey,
Maryland Parkway. Las
4720 38th
38th NE.
NE, Seattle,
Seattle,
Vegas,
I\Jevada89154.
Vegas, I\Jevada
89154.
Washington 98105.
g
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As of June 1st Linda McColl
McCollum
officially become the
um will officially
new secretary
secretary of
of the
Society. This
changeover will
expedite
new
the Society.
This changeover
will expedite
recording of new memberships
memberships in The
matters such as the recording
Fight Master,
Master, the
maintenance of
an up-to-date
up-tO-date roster,
roster, and
and
Fight
the maintenance
of an
the mailing
mailing of new membership
membership cards
cards and by-laws. All
these responsibilities
responsibilities handled
handled by a central office
office will also
process for the recording
recording of dues
dues and adspeed up the process
changes. I wish to thank
cooperation
dress changes.
thank you for your cooperation
over the past two years and ask that you give her the same
support that was given to me when I stepped into the office.
With the responsibilities
responsibilities of secretary
coming to a close,
secretary coming
National Fight
I feel that I can begin to organize
organize (as National
Workshop
Coordinator) the workshop
Workshop Coordinator)
workshop for the summer
summer of
1986 and the years thereafter.
bounds over the
Stage combat
combat has grown by leaps and bounds
Fortunately or unfortunately
unfortunately everyone
past five years. Fortunately
thinks he knows how to handle a sword. If there's so much
interest in swordplay, then why don't we have more people
attending the summer
summer workshops?
attending
workshops? One reason may be
we're not promoting the event effectively.
effectively. Currently, the colleges and
universities are
S.A.F.D.'s primary
primary target
leges
and universities
are the
the S.A.F.D.'s
target
groups. Perhaps we need to approach
approach acting
acting studios
studios in
Chicago and other cities
cities thriving
New York, Los Angeles,
Angeles, Chicago
thriving
with theatre
theatre activity.
These issues and others like it will be the focus of my
attention as I gather
information for future
gather information
future workshops.
workshops. A
attention
detailed summary
detailed
summary of how the fights
fights are selected
selected and the
minimum requirements
requirements for
be,put
minimum
for workshop
workshop facilities
facilities will
will be.put
together
interested in reading
together in the next few months. If interested
this report, contact
contact me in the fall.
meantime have a happy
happy and healthy
healthy summer
In the meantime
summer
choreographing and fighting.
choreographing
fighting. I look forward to meeting
those of you attending
attending the workshop
workshop this summer.
Sincerely,

• David S.

Leong, Secretary
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Application
change in
in
Application for
for change
status within the Society
be addressed
addressed to Erik
should be
Fredricksen, Theatre
DepartFredricksen,
Theatre Department, California
California Institute
Institute of
of
ment,
the
California
the Arts,
Arts, Valencia.
Valencia. California
91355.
91355.

Articles
consideration in
in /
Articles for
for consideration
The Fight
Fight Master
Master should be
be
submitted to the editor,
editor, Linda
Linda ,
submitted
McCollum, Department of
Theatre
University of
of
Theatre Arts,
Arts, University
Nevada, 4505 Maryland
Maryland I
Nevada,
Parkway,Las
Nevada
Parkway,
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Vegas, Nevada
89154.
89154.
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POINARD
By Dr.
Dr. Leonid
Leonid Tarassuk
Tarassuk
By
Research Associate,
Associate, Department
Department of
of Arms
Arms and
and Armor,
Armor, Metropolitan
Metropolitan Museum
Museum of Art
Art
Research
Consulting Curator
Curator of
of Arms
Arms and
and Armor,
Armor, The
The Art
Art Institute
Institute of
of Chicago
Chicago
Consulting

Parrying daggers
daggers and
and poinards
poinards with
with aa side
side ring
ring and
and S-shaped
S-shaped
Parrying
crossguard (Figures
(Figures 19,
19, 20,
20, 22)
22) remained
remained in
in use
use till
till the
the middle
middle of the
crossguard
seventeenth century.
century. They
They go
go back
back to
to an
an early
early stage
stage in
in swordplay
swordplay history,
history,
seventeenth
as can
can be
be seen
seen from
from illustrations
illustrations in
in Marozzo's
Marozzo's book.
book.18 Depending
Depending on
as
position of
of the
the dagger,
dagger, these
these crossguards
crossguards resemble
resemble either
either S or inverse
inverse
position
itself
finds
quillon
front
the
22),
S.
In
the
"type
A"
daggers
(Figures
19,
22),
the
quillon
finds
itself
19,
(Figures
daggers
A"
S. In the "type
curving toward
toward the
the blade,
blade, when
when the
the dagger
dagger is
is held
held in
in the left hand, but
curving
toward the
the fingers,
fingers, when
when the
the dagger
dagger is
is gripped
gripped by the right hand.
hand. In
toward
the "type
"type B"
B" daggers
daggers (Figure
(Figure 20),
20), the
the crossguard
crossguard is bent in the opposite
opposite
the
way: front
front quillon
quillon is
is curving
curving toward
toward the
the fingers
fingers when the dagger
dagger is in
way:
the
left
hand,
but
toward
the
blade
when
same
dagger
is held in
dagger
same
the
when
blade
the
toward
but
the left hand,
the right
right hand.
hand.
the
Of these
these two
two variations,
variations, the
the "type
"type ~·
~' dagger
dagger held in the left hand
hand
Of
that
parries
(by
a
right-hander)
seems
to
have
been
convenient
parries
that
for
convenient
more
been
have
to
seems
right-hander)
a
(by
19
could
would
meet
the
opponent's
sword.
occurrence,
fencer
could
fencer
the
occurrence,
such
At
sword.
opponent's
the
meet
would
count on
on the
the upwardly
upwardly curved
curved quillon
quillon to stop the sliding
sliding sword
sword blade
blade
count
and
possibly
to
jam
it
by
a
well-timed
clockwise
twist
hand
(Figure
(Figure
hand
the
of
twist
clockwise
well-timed
a
by
it
jam
to
and possibly
23). Using
Using the
the "type
"type B"
B" dagger,
dagger, the right-hander
right-hander would
would find the decurved
decurved
23).
front quillon
quillon too
too short
short to
to cover
cover the knuckles
knuckles from cuts and not reliable
reliable
front
enough
to
block
the
sword
blade,
which
slide
over
curve
and
and
curve
the
over
slide
may
which
blade,
sword
the
block
to
enough
wound
the
fingers
(Figure
24).
To
catch
sword
blade
with
the
rear
the
with
blade
sword
the
catch
To
24).
(Figure
fingers
the
wound
quillon, for
for instance,
instance, the
the fencer
fencer parrying
parrying in an outward
outward line would
have
would have
quillon,
to
turn
his
hand
clockwise
while
throwing
(Figure
25);
(Figure
left
the
to
arm
his
throwing
while
clockwise
hand
to turn his
then, at
at impact,
impact, he
he would
would have
have to
to twist
twist his
his hand
hand again
again but in opposite
opposite
then,
motion (Figure
(Figure 26).
26).
motion
For the
the left-handed
left-handed swordsman,
swordsman, the
the position
position of the
and
quillons and
the quillons
For
movements
of
the
right
hand
would
be
reversed.
With
the
"type
A"
dagdag"type
the
With
reversed.
be
would
hand
right
the
of
movements
ger, he
he should
should perform
perform somewhat
somewhat complicated
complicated actions
rightthe rightof the
actions of
ger,
hander armed
armed with
with the
the "type
"type B"
B" dagger
dagger and trying
sword
the sword
catch the
trying to catch
hander
blade. But
But with
with the
the "type
"type B"
B" dagger,
dagger, the
movements
left-hander's movements
the left-hander's
blade.
become much
much simpler,
simpler, particularly
particularly in
in a
a parry-and-trap
parry-and-trap action
(Figure 28).
action (Figure
become
Use of
of either
either frontal
frontal or
or rear
rear quillon
quillon as
certainly
device certainly
trapping device
a trapping
as a
Use
depended on
on individual
individual training,
training, fencing
fencing style,
skills.
and skills.
habits and
acquired habits
style, acquired
depended
These factors
factors must
must have
have also
also played
played an
choice
the choice
in the
part in
important part
an important
These
of the
the weapon
weapon constructions
constructions that
that a
a swordsman
swordsman preferred
his
at his
have at
to have
preferred to
of
disposal. Fencers
Fencers who
who favored
favored heavy
heavy cut-and-thrust
cut-and-thrust weapons
use
could use
weapons could
disposal.

about
Italian, about
dagger, Italian,
Parrying dagger,
Figure
19. Parrying
Figure 19.
of
Gift of
Art, Gift
of Art,
Museum of
Metropolitan Museum
1560-80.
The Metropolitan
1560-80. The
his
of his
memory of
1926, inin memory
Jean
Reubell, 1926,
Jacques Reubell,
Jean Jacques
Adeline
wife, Adeline
his wife,
of his
and of
Coster, and
C. Coster,
Julia C.
mother,
mother, Julia
26.145.92.
City, 26.145.92.
York City,
New York
of New
both of
E.
Post, both
E. Post,

18. Achille Marozzo, Opera nova (Modena, Antonio Bergoia, 1536), ff. 129, 133.
19. According
According to
to Giovanni
Giovanni di
(Venice,
i'arme (Venice,
sicuramente i'arme
adoprar sicuramente
di adoprar
Raggione di
Grassi, Raggione
di Grassi,
19.
1570) p.
p. 36,
36, the
the dagger
dagger should
while
up, while
knee up,
the knee
from the
side from
left side
body's left
the body's
protect the
mainly protect
should mainly
1570)
the sword
sword beats
beats off
off strikes
knee.
the knee.
below the
leg below
left leg
the left
to the
and to
side and
right side
the right
to the
directed to
strikes directed
the
In practice,
practice, however,
however, the
engaged
was engaged
sword was
the sword
when the
side when
right side
the right
defend the
might defend
dagger might
the dagger
In
in a
a different
different action
action (R.
scerma
de/la scerma
dell'uso deila
del/'arte ee deii'uso
simu/acro deii'arte
Gran simuiacro
Cagli, Gran
da Cagli,
Ferro da
Capo Ferro
(R. Capo
in
1610J ).
Basic instructions
[Siena, 1610]
right-handers,
to right-handers,
addressed to
generally addressed
were generally
manuals were
all manuals
in all
instructions in
). Basic
[Siena,
the main
main dagger
dagger parries
di
("guardia di
side ("guardia
left side
positions: left
following positions:
the following
to the
corresponding to
parries corresponding
the
fuora"). tierce
tierce for
high
dentro"), high
di dentro"),
("guardia di
side ("guardia
right side
parry; right
low parry;
for low
seconde for
parry, seconde
high parry,
for high
fuora").
quarte and
and low
low quarte.
posithese posihand, these
right hand,
the right
in the
dagger in
the dagger
holding the
left-handers, holding
For left-handers,
quarte. For
quarte
tions and
and names
names had
body's
the body's
protecting the
instance, protecting
for instance,
tierce, for
the tierce,
meanings, the
inverse meanings,
had inverse
tions
right side
side in
in upper
lines.
upper lines.
right

Leonid Tarassuk 1978
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Figure 20. Parrying
Parrying poniard,
poniard, Swiss
Swiss (?), dated
dated
Figure
1585. The
The Metropolitan
Metropolitan Museum
Museum of Art,
Art, Gift
Gift of
1585.
Jean
Jean Jacques
Jacques Reubell,
Reubell, 1926,
1926, in memory
memory of his
mother, Julia
Julia C.
C. Coster, and
and of his wife, Adeline
Adeline
mother,
PfJst. both of New
New York City, 26.145.95.
26.145.95.
E. P0st.

Figure 21. Parrying
Parrying dagger,
dagger, Italian
Italian or French,
French,
Figure
about 1560-70.
1560-70. The
The Metropolitan
Metropolitan Museum
Museum of Art,
Art,
about
Gift of Jean
Jean Jacques
Jacques Reubell,
Reubell, 1926,
1926, in memory
memory
Gift
mother Julia
Julia C.
C. Coster
Coster and
and of his wife,
wife,
of his mother
26.145.90.
Adeline E. Post, both of New
New York City, 26.145.90.
Adeline

Figure 22.
22. Parrying
Parrying dagger
dagger with
with "type
"type A" SFigure
crossguard. Wavy
Wavy edges
edges of the
the blade
blade were
were
crossguard.
designed to slow
slow down
down moves
moves of the
the opponent's
opponent's
designed
sword blade.
blade. North
North Italian,
Italian, about
about 1570-80.
1570-80. The
The
sword
Metropolitan Museum
Museum of Art, Gift
Gift of Jean
Jean Jacques
Jacques
Metropolitan
Reubell, 1926,
1926, in memory
memory of his mother,
mother, Julia
Julia C.
Reubell,
Coster, and
and of his wife, Adeline
Adeline E. Post, both of
Coster,
New York City, 26.145.94.
26.145.94.
New

Figure 23. Tierce
Tierce parry
parry and
and trapping
trapping of sword
sword
Figure
blad9 with
with dagger
dagger shown
shown in Figure
Figure 22. This
This outoutblad9
ward high
high parry
parry requires
requires simultaneous
simultaneous counter-.
ward
clockwise motions
motions of both
both arm
arm and
and hand,
hand, then
then
clockwise
clockwise twist
twist of the
the hand
hand to jam
the blade.
blade.
a clockwise
jam the

parrying
parrying daggers
daggers with
with a particular
particular form of the
the S-crossguard
S-crossguard (Figures
(Figures
29,
30). In this
with the quillons
29,30).
this design,
design, with
qui lions fairly
fairly large
large and strongly
strongly curved,
curved,
the
the frontal
frontal quillon
quillon was clearly
clearly intended
intended as a knuckle-bow
knuckle-bow supplementsupplementing the
the side
side ring and protecting
protecting the
the fingers
fingers from cutting
cutting strikes.
strikes. Using
Using
such dagger, the blocking
blocking and entrapment
entrapment of the opponent's
opponent's sword could
could
such
be performed
performed only
only with
with the rear quillon
quillon curving
curving upward.
upward. In this
this group
group
of parrying
parrying daggers,
daggers, construction
construction itself
itself makes
makes it very
very simple
simple to deterdetermine
which hand
weapon was
was designed
mine for which
hand any
any given
given weapon
designed since
since it can be
conveniently
conveniently gripped
gripped in one mode
mode only
only (Figures
(Figures 29-32).
29-32).
The history
history of modern
modern fencing
fencing shows
shows an astonishingly
astonishingly high number
number
of successful
successful left-handed
left-handed fencers,
fencers, and
and they
they doubtless
doubtless existed
existed as well
in past
past times.
times. Left-handed
Left-handed swordsmen
swordsmen must
must have demanded
demanded particular
particular
attention
attention from sword and dagger
dagger makers
makers as it was the case of left-handed
left-handed
shooters,
with the left eye, for whom
whom special
shooters, or marksmen
marksmen aiming
aiming with
special guns
guns
20 Those
were made.20
with S-crossguard
were
Those daggers
daggers with
S-crossguard which
which presumably
presumably were
intended to accommodate
accommodate left-handers
left-handers are considerably
considerably fewer
fewer than
than the
the
intended
daggers obviously
obviously fitting
fitting right-handers,
right-handers, the
the ratio, based
based mainly
mainly on
daggers
preserved specimens
specimens in the collections
collections of The
The Metropolitan
Metropolitan Museum
Museum
preserved
and the
the Hermitage
Hermitage Museum,
Museum, being
being about
about one to three.
three.
and
*

*

*

illustrating Marozzo's
Marozzo's treatise
treatise there
there is a picture
picture of
In the woodcuts
woodcuts illustrating
dagger with
with symmetrical
symmetrical arched
arched cross-guard
cross-guard whose
whose ends
ends are curved
curved
a dagger
toward the
the point.
point.2211 This
This form,
form, traceable
traceable back
back to corresponding
corresponding late
toward
medieval sword
sword guards,
guards, became
became probably
probably the
the most
most popular
popular design
design in
medieval
parrying weapons
already during
during Marozzo's
Marozzo's life time
time (he died
died between
between
parrying
weapons already
22 The
1558).22
The reason
reason for this
this popularity,
popularity, known
known from
from the
the comcom1550 and 1558).
paratively large
large number
number of specimens
specimens extant
extant and by numerous
numerous illustraillustraparatively
tions in fencing
fencing books,
books, is closely
closely connected
connected with
with the development
development of
tions
fencing by the mid-sixteenth
mid-sixteenth century.
century. Camillo
Camillo Agrippa's
treatise
the art of fencing
Agrippa's treatise
3 shows that
(1553)23shows
that leading
leading Italian
Italian teachers
teachers of the period,
period, above
above all the
(1553)2
author himself,
himself, rationalized
rationalized actions
actions performed
performed with
with the sword
sword and
author
worked out a simpler
simpler and more
more practical
practical system
system of basic
basic positions
positions
worked
("guards"), which
often resemble
resemble positions
positions adopted
adopted by classical
classical and
("guards"),
which often
24 Experience
modern fencing.
fencing.24
Experience and theoretical
theoretical calculations
calculations led masters
masters
modern
conclude that
that the thrust
thrust required
required less time
time for preparation
preparation and exto conclude
ecution than
than the cut, and let the
the fencer
fencer score
score a hit from a greater
greater
ecution
distance. At this
this time
time the thrust
thrust was given
given at least
least an equal
equal importance
importance
distance.
with
the cut, but soon,
soon, from
from the
the third
third quarter
quarter of the
the century,
century, the
the thrust
thrust
with the
25 Along
increasingly prevailed,
prevailed, as attested
attested by manuals
manuals of this
this period.
period.25
increasingly
Along
with
the application
application and perfecting
perfecting of these
these principles
principles went
developwith the
went the development of lighter
lighter swords, their
their balance
balance improved
improved by decreasing
decreasing the weight
ment
weight
reducing its mass
mass but not its length.
length. The rapier
rapier somewhat
somewhat
of the blade by reducing
cutting properties
properties but gave
gave the
the fencer,
fencer, instead,
instead, more
more ease and
lost its cutting
speed in performing
performing thrusts,
thrusts, feints,
feints, changes
changes of position,
position, and various
various
speed
combinations. As swordplay
swordplay gradually
gradually became
became more
more subtle
subtle and comcomcombinations.
plicated, with hits delivered
delivered more accurately,
accurately, new modes
modes of defense
defense were
plicated,
contrived by fencers
fencers and
and swordsmiths.
swordsmiths. Rapier
Rapier guards
guards became
became more
more
contrived

Figure 29. Parrying
Parrying dagger,
dagger, nicknamed
nicknamed "Sword"SwordFigure
breaker," for left-hand
left-hand use
use only
only (by right-handed
right-handed
breaker,"
swordsman). The
The hand
hand was
protected by a side
side
swordsman).
was protected
and a sturdy
sturdy knuckle-bow
knuckle-bow formed
formed by frontal
frontal
ring and
quillon. Long
Long teeth
teeth of blade
blade and
and rear
rear quillon
quillon
quillon.
served to trap
trap the sword. Probably
Probably Italian
Italian or South
South
served
German, last
last quarter
quarter of the
the 16th century.
century. The
The
German,
Metropolitan Museum
Museum of Art,
Gift of Mrs. George
George
Metropolitan
Art, Gift
64.203.3.
S. Amory,
Amory, 1964, 64.203.3.

20. Leonid
LeonidTarassuk,
European and
and American
Firearms at the Hermitage
Hermitage Museum
Museum
20.
Tarassuk, Antique
Antique European
American Firearms
(Leningrad, 1972) nos.
nos. 213, 233.
(Leningrad,
Marezzo,f.
This woodcut,
woodcut, like
like those
those on
on ff.
ft. 129, 133, illustrating
illustrating the
the use
use of
of dagdag21. Marozzo,
f. 128. This
ger alone,
alone, shows
shows the
the weapon
in a
a position
position that
that makes
makes itit impossible
impossible to
to say
say whether
whether the
the
ger
weapon in
dagger had
had a
a side
side ring.
ring.
dagger
Egerton Castle,
Castle, Schools
Schools and
and Masters
Masters of Fence
Fence (1885; rpt.
rpt. London:
London: Arms
and Ar22. Egerton
Arms and
Armor Press,
Press, 1969), p.
p. 35.
mor
23. Camillo Agrippa, Trattato di scientia d'arme (Rome, 1553).
24. Egerton Castle, p. 45.

Giacomo di
di Grassi.
Grassi. A.
Viggiani, Lo
La schermo
schermo (Venice,
(Venice, 1575). Viggianni's
Viggianni's treatise,
treatise,
25. Giacomo
A. Viggiani,
actually completed
completed in
in 1560, was
the first
first to
to emphasize
emphasize the
the superiority
superiority of
of the
the thrust
thrust over
over
was the
actually
the cut.
cut.
the
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Figure 30. Parrying
Parrying dagger
dagger with
hilt designed
designed for
Figure
with hilt
right-hand use by left-handed
left-handed fencer. Front quillon
quillon
right-hand
and a shield
shield (instead
(instead of a side
side ring) protected
protected the
the
and
hand while
the rear
rear quillon
quillon could
could be used
used to trap
trap
hand
while the
the sword.
sword. Probably
Probably Italian,
Italian, beginning
beginning of the
the 17th
the
century. The
The Metropolitan
Metropolitan Museum
Museum of Art, Rogers
Rogers
century.
Fund, 04.3.151.
04.3.151.
Fund,

sophisticated, affording
affording better
better protection
protection for the hand, while
while artful
artful traps
traps
sophisticated,
devised in bucklers
bucklers to catch the thrusting
thrusting blade. At the same
same period,
period,
were devised
parrying daggers
daggers were
were provided
provided with
with special
special contrivances
contrivances designed
designed to
parrying
entangle the opponent's
opponent's blade;
blade; the most
most dangerous
dangerous of these
these are now
entangle
usually called
called "sword-breakers"
"sword-breakers" (Figures
(Figures 29, 31).
31).
usually
sur~ly not by chance
chance that
that di Grassi's
Grassi's treatise
treatise (1570),
(1570), which
which
It is surely
describes contemporary
contemporary methods,
methods, pays
pays great
great attention
attention to sword-andsword-anddescribes
dagger fencing.
fencing. It gives
gives instructions
instructions in different
different ways of handling
handling the
the
dagger
dagger2626 and depicts,
depicts, in particular,
particular, what
what may be called
called a parrying
parrying traptrapdagger
dagger whose
whose guard
guard was provided
provided with
with two steel prongs,
prongs, directed
directed along
along
dagger
blade and expressly
expressly intended
intended to entangle
entangle the sword.
sword.2727 The
The descripdescripthe blade
this weapon
weapon calls
calls to mind
mind a dagger
dagger in the Walters
Walters Art
Art Gallery
Gallery
tion of this
(Figure 33) as well as a variant
variant having
having one prong
prong only
only (Figure
(Figure 19). Di
(Figure
Grassi clearly
clearly dwelt
dwelt on the
the trap-dagger
trap-dagger because
because its original
original design
design was
was
Grassi
:uite uncommon,
uncommon, which
which is confirmed
confirmed by extreme
extreme rarity
rarity of this
this type
type
:::uite
among large
large numbers
numbers of extant
extant parrying
parrying daggers.
daggers.
among
Daggers with
with symmetrical
symmetrical arched
arched crossguards,
crossguards, first
first shown
shown by
Daggers
Marozzo, proved
proved to be the most
most practical
practical parrying
parrying weapons
weapons as soon
soon as
Marozzo,
this guard
guard was supplemented
supplemented by a side
side ring. The
The ring, turned
turned in the
the
this
direction of the parry, protected
protected the knuckles,
knuckles, and the quillons,
quillons, curved
curved
direction
toward the
the point,
point, gave
gave the
the hand
hand an additional
additional protection,
protection, stopping
stopping the
the
toward
blade in case
case the fencer
fencer could
could not complete
complete a circular
circular motion
motion of the
the
blade
hand to expose
expose the side
side ring to the
the blow. With
With the
the increasing
increasing complicacomplicahand
swordplay in di Grassi's
Grassi's day, the
the arched
arched crossguard
crossguard underwent
underwent
tion of swordplay
technically simple
simple but very
very important
important modification
modification that
that perfected
perfected the
a technically
this most
most convenient
convenient parrying
parrying weapon.
weapon. Both ends
ends of the arched
arched
form of this
quillons were
were slightly
slightly bent
bent toward
toward the side
side ring, enabling
enabling the
the fencer
fencer to
quillons
parried blade
blade more easily
easily and to jam it by a swift twist
twist of the hand.
trap a parried
When such
such a situation
situation occurred
occurred close
close to, a rapid
rapid and vigorous
vigorous slide
slide of
When
dagger, commanding
commanding the trapped
trapped blade,
blade, could
could lead to a thrust
thrust inthe dagger,
flicted with
with the dagger
dagger itself
itself (Figure
(Figure 35).
flicted
The long
long popularity
popularity of parrying
parrying daggers
daggers with
with arched
arched crossguards
crossguards
The
manifested, in particular,
particular, by the fact
fact that
that a daghetta,
daghetta, a light
light version
version
was manifested,
"cinquedea," survived
survived its heavy
heavy prototype
prototype and continued
continued in use,
of the "cinquedea,"
least in its native
native land,
land, Italy, well into the last third
third of the sixteenth
sixteenth
at least
century, as shown
shown by numerous
numerous illustrations
illustrations in a fencing
fencing treatise
treatise by
century,
28 The parrying
Giovanni Antonio
Antonio Lovino
Lovino (about
(about 1580).
1580).28
parrying daggers
daggers pictured
pictured
Giovanni
therein had the great
great advantage
advantage over
over their
their forerunners
forerunners from the turn
turn
therein
century (Figures
(Figures 1,
1, 2) in that
that they
they were
were equipped
equipped with
with the side
side
of the century
(Figure 36).
ring (Figure
With all their
their practical
practical merits,
merits, arched-crossguard
arched-crossguard daggers
daggers had one
With
deceptive quality
quality that
that hindered
hindered their
their universal
universal adoption,
adoption, at the expense
expense
deceptive
other types
types of parrying
parrying weapons.
weapons. A fencer
fencer using
using such
such a dagger
dagger had
of other
very skillful
skillful fighter.
fighter. In particular,
particular, having
having caught
caught his opponent's
opponent's
to be a very
26. Giacomo di Grassi, pp. 36-49.

Figure 31. Parrying
Parrying dagger,
dagger, "Sword-breaker,"
"Sword-breaker," for
Figure
right-hand use by left-handed
left-handed swordsman.
swordsman. The
The
right-hand
traps are formed
formed by the
the arched
arched crossguard,
crossguard, nartraps
space between
between blade
blade and
and small
small shield,
shield, and
row space
teeth of the
the blade.
blade. The
The serrate
serrate back
back edge
edge slowslowteeth
down the
the sliding
sliding sword
sword blade
blade and
and helped
helped to
ed down
prevent the
the opponent
opponent from
from seizing
seizing the
the dagger
dagger
prevent
hand, even if it were gloved.
gloved. Italian, about
about
with his hand,
The Metropolitan
Metropolitan Museum
Museum of Art, Gift
Gift of
1550-75. The
William H. Riggs,
Riggs, 1913,
1913, 14.25.1275.
William

Figure 32.
32. The
The dagger
dagger shown
shown in Figure
Figure 31
31 can
Figure
gripped by the
the right
right hand
hand only, otherwise
otherwise the
the
be gripped
hilt cannot
cannot accommodate
accommodate the
the thumb
thumb and
and the
the
hilt
guard does
does not cover
cover the
the hand
hand outside.
outside.
guard

27. Giacomo
Giacomo di Grassi,
Grassi, p. 39: "Altri
"Altri sono
sono a quali
quali piace
piace di tenir
tenir iiil pugnale
pugnale con la faccia
faccia
27.
uerso l'inimico,
I'inimico, seruendosi
seruendosi per
per difesa
difesa non solo
solo del pugnale,
pugnale, ma delle
delle quardie
quardie ancora
ancora
uerso
esso pugnale
pugnale con
con le
Ie quali
quali dicono
dicono che
che si fa presa
presa d'una
d'una spada,
spada, & per
per cio fare
fare piu
di esso
facilmente, hanno
hanna i loro
loro pugnali,
pugnali, i quali
quali oltra
oltra !'else
I'else ordinarie,
ordinarie, hanno
hanno ancora
ancora due
due alette
alette
facilmente,
ferro lunghe
lunghe quatro
quatro ditta
diaa diritte
diritte distanti
distanti dal pugnale
pugnale la grossezza
grossezza d'una
d'una corda
corda d'arco,
d'arco,
di ferro
nellaiquale distanza
distanza quando
quando auiene,
auiene, che se gli cacci
cacci la spada
spada inimica,
inimica, essi subito
subito uolgendo
uolgendo
nellaiquale
la mano
mano stringono
stringono la spada
spada facendo
facendo prese
prese di essa."
essa." Translation:
Translation: "There
"There are others
others [fencers]
[fencers]
who prefer
prefer to hold
hold the
the dagger
dagger with
with its face
face toward
toward the
the opponent,
opponent, using
using for
for defense
defense not
not
who
only
only the
the blade
blade but
but also
also the
the guard;
guard; they
they say that
that with
with the
the guard
guard the
the [opponent's]
[opponent's] sword
sword
can be captured;
captured; to do
do it more
more easily,
easily, their
their daggers,
daggers, beside
beside ordinary
ordinary hilts,
hilts, have
have also
also two
two
iron
four-fingers long
from the
iron prongs
prongs four-fingers
long and
and distant
distant a bow-string
bow-string [diameter]
[diameter] from
the blade;
blade; if the
the
opponent's
this clearanc8
the prongs
the blade],
opponent's sword
sword gets
gets into
into this
clearanc8 [between
[between the
prongs and
and the
blade], a sudden
sudden
turn of the
the hand
the parrying
jams the
the sword
turn
hand [with
[with the
parrying dagger]
dagger] jams
sword capturing
capturing it."
il."
28. G.A.
GA Lovino
Lovino (Traite'
(Traite'd'escrime
deCiie'au
Henri Ill),
III), Italian
Italian MS No. 959, BibliotheBibliothe28.
d'escrime deciie'
au roi Henri
que Nationale,
Nationale, Paris. Facsimile
Facsimile edition,
edition, BN, n.d. Cinquedea
Cinquedea - a large
large dagger
dagger of the
the fifque
teenth and early
early sixteenth
sixteenth century
century with
with the
the blade
blade in the
the form
form of an elongated
elongated triangle,
triangle,
teenth
about five
five fingers
fingers wide
wide at the
the base.
base.
about
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blade, he had to know
know how to use this
this tense
tense moment
moment to advantage,
advantage, and
blade,
how to free his dagger
dagger when
necessary without
"sticking" himself
himself in
how
when necessary
without "sticking"
otherwise extremely
extremely dangerous
dangerous engagement.
engagement. The
The parrying
parrying dagger
dagger
the otherwise
provided with still more sophisticated
sophisticated sword traps
traps could
could prove even more
provided
treacherous if its owner
owner had not mastered
mastered the
the weapon.
This was probprobtreacherous
weapon. This
reasons why many
many swordsmen
swordsmen preferred
preferred daggers
daggers of simably one of the reasons
designs, such
such as those
those with straight
straight crossguard
crossguard and side ring. These
These
ple designs,
were
used in Germany,
Germany, where
the style
style of double
double fencing
fencing was
were widely
widely used
where the
less complicated
complicated than
than in Italy or France.
France.
less
As has been
been pointed
pointed out, the
the side
side ring hinted
hinted at on some
some early
early
Landsknecht daggers
daggers and portrayed
portrayed by Marozzo,
Marozzo, played
played the
the essential
essential
Landsknecht
part in the
the designing
designing of 1ffective
,ffective parrying
parrying weapons.
The function
function of the
the
part
weapons. The
performed by a shell bent toward
toward the blade in certain
certain heavy
side ring was performed
Landsknecht daggers,
daggers, already
already spoken
spoken of, and Marc
Marc de la Beraudiere
Beraudiere
Landsknecht
(1608) mentions
mentions "advantageous
"advantageous poniards"
poniards" equipped
equipped with
with a shell
shell that
that
(1608)
French parrying
parrying dagger
dagger of about
about 1600,
1600, with
well covered
covered the hand.
hand.2929 A French
well
with
arched quillons
quillons and shell
shell guard
guard bent
bent toward
toward the grip
grip (Figure
(Figure 37), corarched
responds exactly
exactly to this
this description
description and has analogies
analogies to contemporary
contemporary
responds
shell-guard swords.
swords. 30
3D The
The English
English fencing
fencing master
master George
George Silver, active
active
shell-guard
during the same
same period,
period, probably
probably meant
meant daggers
daggers of this
this general
general design
design
during
31
when he wrote
"close hylt
hylt vpon
vpon yor
yor daggr
daggr hand."
hand."31
when
wrote of a "close
A finer
finer rapier
rapier play
play in the
the second
second half
half of the
the sixteenth
sixteenth century
century was
responsible for parrying
parrying daggers
daggers in which
steel screen
screen was
fixed inwhich a steel
was fixed
responsible
side the ring to protect
protect the fingers
fingers against
against a thrust
thrust into the ring itself.
itself.
side
another design
design a very
very large
large side
side ring was supplemented
supplemented by an underunderIn another
lying concave
concave shell,
shell, with
with a slight
slight clearance
clearance between
between them,
them, to trap
trap a
lying
Later, Spanish
Spanish masters
masters developed
developed this
this type
type to a close
close shell
shell guard
guard
blade. Later,
with
straight quillons
quillons (Figure
(Figure 38). This
This design
design facilitated
facilitated intercepintercepwith long straight
ting the rapier
rapier blade
blade and jamming
the way performed
performed with
archedting
jamming it, in the
with archedcrossguard daggers.
daggers. While
While enlarging
enlarging defense
defense fields
fields covered
covered by respecrespeccrossguard
tive parries,
parries, long
long quillons
quillons on Spanish
Spanish daggers
daggers and swords
swords made
made fine
fine
tive
disengagements and feints
feints at a close
close distance
distance much
much more
more difficult
difficult and
and
disengagements
the fencer
began such
such an action
action inevitably
inevitably had to circumcircumrisky, for the
fencer who
who began
vent the
the quillons,
qui lions, thus
thus greatly
greatly uncovering
uncovering himself
himself and giving
giving his adveradvervent
sary an ostensible
ostensible advantage.
advantage. These
These weapons
weapons fell in line well with
the
sary
with the
overcomplicated principles
principles of the
the Spanish
Spanish fencing
fencing school.
school. Followers
Followers of
overcomplicated
the other
other schools
schools preferred
preferred the
the parrying
parrying dagger
dagger with
simple side
side ring
the
with simple
arched or straight
straight crossguard,
crossguard, and this
this design
design remained
remained the
the most
most
and arched
popular for a hundred
hundred years.
popular
A dagger
dagger with
side ring was nearly
nearly as portable
portable as one without
without the
the
with side
the swordsman
swordsman who
who carried
carried a parrying
parrying dagger
dagger felt much
much more
more
ring, but the
assured if he knew
knew he might
might have to draw. The
The side
side ring in no way
assured
prevented the
the dagger
dagger from
from being
being used as an ordinary
ordinary knife
knife or dagger
dagger
prevented
gripped with the
the thumb
thumb at the pommel),
pommel), while
dagger without
(that is, gripped
while the dagger
without
side ring, while
useful for stabbing,
stabbing, could
could not be used so securely
securely in
side
while useful
fencing. If the
the side
side ring
ring or an adequate
adequate protective
protective device
device is taken
taken as
fencing.
the distinguishing
distinguishing feature
feature of parrying
parrying weapons,
stated that
that their
their
the
weapons, it can be stated
number is the
the majority
majority among
among all kinds
kinds of daggers
daggers and poniards
poniards prenumber
served from about
about 1525
1525 to 1650.
1650. This
This is quite
quite understandable,
understandable, since
since it
served
only logical
logical to suppose
suppose that
that most
most armed
armed men preferred
preferred to carry
carry paris only
rying weapons,
over ordinary
ordinary daggers
daggers and poniards.
poniards. Acrying
weapons, fit for any use, over
cordingly, it seems
seems reasonable
reasonable to assume
assume that
that the greater
greater part of all dagcordingly,
gers and poniards
poniards produced
produced during
during this
this period
period were
parrying weapons
gers
were parrying
weapons

Figure 33. Parrying
Parrying dagger.
dagger. Italian
Italian about
about 1560-70.
1560-70.
Figure
Walters Art
Gallery, 51.522.
Walters
Art Gallery,

aa

de la Beraudiere,
Beraudiere, Le combat
combat de seul
seul
seul en camp
camp c/os
clos (Paris,
(Paris, 1608) p. 182:
29. M. de
seul
"Le poignard
poignard est
est sernblablernent
semblablement rendu
rendu advantageux
advantageux d'vne
d'vne coquilie
coquille bien
bien couuerte."
couuerte."
"Le
Dulty, European
European Swords
Swords and
and Daggers
Daggers in the Tower of
of London
London (London,
(London,
30. Arthur
Arthur R. Dufty,
1974) pl.
pI. 41
41 a, b.
1974)
b.

31. The Works of George Silver, ed. Cyril G.R. Matthey (London, 1898) pp. 106-107.
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Figure 34. Parrying
Parrying dagger.
dagger. North
North Italian,
Italian, about
about
Figure
The Metropolitan
Metropolitan Museum
Museum of Art, Gift
Gift ot
of
1550-60. The
Jean
Jean Jacques
Jacques Reubell,
Reubell, 1926, in memory
memory of his
mother, Julia
Julia C
C. Coster, and of his wife, Adeline
mother,
Adeline
both of New
New York City, 26.145.88.
E. Post, both

of one design
design or another. Among
Among the exceptions
exceptions are parade
parade or costume
costume
daggers,
daggers, and smaller
smaller weapons
weapons for covert
covert carrying,
carrying, such
such as stilettos.
stilettos.
However, even these
these light,
light, graceful
graceful poniards
poniards were
were sometimes
sometimes provided
provided
with
with a side
side ring (Figures
(Figures 39,
39, 40),
40), sufficient
sufficient to give
give the fingers
fingers minimal
minimal
protection
protection if one wished
wished to parry
parry but not so bulky
bulky as to hamper
hamper conconcealment
cealment under
under the dress
dress when
when necessary.
necessary. This
This combination
combination of stiletto
stiletto
and parrying
parrying poniard
poniard seems
seems to have been particularly
particularly popular
popular in Italy
Italy
and France,
France, as shown
shown by the
the number
number of these
these weapons
weapons preserved
preserved in
32 In some
collections.
collections.32
some parrying
parrying stilettos
stilettos the blade-stopping
blade-stopping function
function was
was
performed
performed by outwardly
outwardly bent
bent quillons
quillons (Figure
(Figure 41);
41); less effective
effective than the
the
this design
design made
made the
the stiletto
stiletto easier
easier to conceal.
conceal.
side ring, this
So potent
potent were
were the
the tradition,
tradition, fashion,
fashion, and habit
habit of using
using a weapon
weapon
for parries
parries that
that a fencer
fencer without
without his dagger,
dagger, cloak,
cloak, or gloves
gloves sometimes
sometimes
,sntured
.entured to beat off the
the adversary's
adversary's blade
blade with
with his unprotected
unprotected hand.
hand.
This
This was the
the case
case with
with de Quielus,
Quielus, in the "duel
"duel des
des mignons"
mignons" (1578),
(1578),
33 On such
when
when he "had
"had his hand
hand all cut by wounds."
wounds."33
such occasions
occasions
anything
pictured in a German
anything fit to parry
parry with could
could be used, as
aspictured
German treatise
treatise
(1612)
(1612) wherein
wherein a fencer
fencer (a left-hander,
left-hander, by the way) beats
beats off the sword
sword
with his scabbard
scabbard and hanger
hanger and wins, his opponent
opponent also being
being without
without
a parrying
parrying dagger.3
dagger.344
The
The design
design and perfection
perfection of parrying
parrying weapons
weapons depended
depended greatly
greatly
on the collaboration
collaboration of fencing
fencing masters
masters with
with sword-makers.
sword-makers. The
The swordswordmaker, apart
apart from being
being an artisan,
artisan, had to understand
understand the qualities
qualities and
functions
functions required
required of the weapons
weapons he was to create.
create. Starting
Starting with
with the
the
adjustment of weapons
weapons current
current in the early
early sixteenth
sixteenth century
century to a new
adjustment
modifying their
their guards,
guards, the next, and most
most important,
important, step was
use, by modifying
when parrying
parrying daggers
daggers with side ring were designed.
designed. The gradual
gradual
taken when
refinement of double
double fencing
fencing led to more
more complicated
complicated parrying
parrying techtechrefinement
niques, and the development
development of the parrying
parrying weapons
weapons themselves
themselves was
niques,
largely responsible
responsible for the process.
process. Some
Some of the
the dagger
dagger designs
designs were
were
largely
inspired by a whim
whim or the imagination
imagination of individual
individual inventors
inventors and did
inspired
become popular;
popular; other
other patterns
patterns gained
gained widespread
widespread recognition,
recognition,
not become
thanks either
either to simplicity
simplicity in their
their use (the straight-crossguard
straight-crossguard dagger)
dagger)
thanks
constructional subtleties
subtleties for more complex
complex actions
actions (the dagger
dagger with
or to constructional
arched and outwardly
outwardly bent
bent cross-guard).
cross-guard). Not only
only hilts but blades
blades of
arched
oarrying weapons
weapons were subject
subject to changes
changes and improvements.
improvements. A
aarrying
massive double-edged
double-edged blade
blade of a simple
simple shape
shape was retained
retained for more
massive
hundred years in heavy parrying
parrying daggers
daggers used with cut-and-thrust
cut-and-thrust
than a hundred
swords (Figures
(Figures 6-11,
6-11, 17,
17, 19,
19, 21,
21, 34).
34). The prevalence
prevalence of the thrust
thrust in rapier
swords
mid-sixteenth century
century on, and the gradual
gradual lightening
lightening of
play, from the mid-sixteenth
blades in this
this connection,
connection, affected
affected the parrying
parrying weapons.
weapons. IncreasIncreassword blades
daggers and poniards
poniards were
were given
given lighter
lighter blades
blades and,
and, often,
often, only
only
ingly, daggers
thrusting blades
blades in which
which a delicate
delicate balance
balance of rigidity
rigidity and elasticity
elasticity
thrusting
necessary to withstand
withstand severe
severe shocks
shocks was obtained
obtained by skillful
skillful combinacombinanecessary
tions of ridges,
ridges, grooves,
grooves, and perforations
perforations (Figures
(Figures 13,
13, 14,
14,20,30,34).35
tions
20, 30, 34). 35
About the same
same time, stiff
stiff blades
blades of square
square or triangular
triangular section
section started
started
About

Figure
Tierce parry
and catching
catching of rapier
Figure 35. Tierce
parry and
rapier
blade
with arched
arched crossguard
crossguard parrying
blade with
parrying poniard.
poniard.
The crossguard
crossguard being
also outwardly
outwardly bent,
the
The
being also
bent, the
trapping is easily
easily done
done with
with either
either quillon.
quillon. At close
close
trapping
quarters, a swift
swift and
and powerful
sliding motion
quarters,
powerful sliding
motion of
the poniard
over the
the rapier
could inflict
the
poniard over
rapier blade
blade could
inflict a
thrust, while
while the
the rapier
was kept
away in "opposi"opposithrust,
rapier was
kept away
tion." Poniard,
about 1570-80. The
The
tion."
Poniard, French
French (?), about
Metropolitan
Gift of Jean
Jean Jacques
Jacques
Metropolitan Museum
Museum of Art, Gift
Reubell,
Julia C.
Reubell, 1926, in memory
memory of his
his mother,
mother, Julia
Coster and
and of his wife,
wife, Adeline
Adeline E. Post, both
Coster
both of
New
City, 26.145.99.
New York City,

Bashford Dean
Dean appeared
appeared to hesitate
hesitate in classifying
classifying stilettos
stilettos with
with side
side ring
ring in the
the
32. Bashford
Metropolitan Museum,
Museum, describing
describing them
them as "stylets
"stylets which
which in fact, were
were it not for their
their small
small
Metropolitan
size and
and slender
blades, might
might justly
included with
with parrying
parrying daggers"
daggers" (Catalogue
(Catalogue of
size
slender blades,
justly be included
European Daggers,
Daggers, p.
p. 142). Nevertheless,
Nevertheless, he placed
placed these
these weapons
weapons in the
the group
group entitled
entitled
European
"Stylets-parrying
daggers." B&sides
Besides the
the three
three stilettos
stilettos illustrated
illustrated as Figures
Figures 30-32,
30-32, others
others
"Stylets-parrying
daggers."
the Metropolitan's
Metropolitan's coilection
coilection belong
belong to the
the same
same group:
group: nos. 14.25.1300
14.25.1300 and
and 26.145.85,
in the
101,113-115,117.
101,
113-115, 117.
Bourdeille, seigneur
seigneur ce
de B~anttme,
Brant~me, Memoires
Memoires ..... . touchant
touchant les
duels (Leyden,
(Leyden,
33. P de Bourdeille,
/es duels
100-101'· ·'pour
"pour parer
parer et destourner
destourner les coups
coups que
que l'autre
I'autre luy donnoit,
donnoit, iiil avail
avoi,
1722), pp. 100-101
la main
main toute
toute decoupee
decoupee de piayes.·•
playas."
Jakob Sutor, New Kuiist/iches
KuiJstliches Fechtbuch
Fechtbuch (Frankfurt,
(Frankfurt, 1612), facsimile
facsimile edition
edition (Stut(Stut34. Jakob
tgart, 1849) p.
p 75.
tgart,
diagrammed analysis
anaiysis of the
the structure
structure of these
these blades,
blades, see Bashford
Bashford Dean,
Dean,
35. For a diagrammed
Catalogue of European
European Daggers,
Daggers, p.
p. 111.
111.
Catalogue
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Figure 36. Cinquedea-type
Cinquedea-typeparrying
daggers with
with
Figure
parrying daggers
side ring.
ring. Manuscript
Manuscript fencing
fencing treatise
treatise by
by GA
G.A.
side
Lovino,about
1580Bibliotheque
Nationale, Paris;
Paris;
Lovino,
about 1580
Bibliotheque Nationale,
facsimile publication,
publication, pl
pi xxxii
xxxii (reproduction
(reproduction of
of a
a
facsimile
detail).
detail).

regaining the
the popularity
popularity they
they had enjoyed
enjoyed until
until the
the early
early sixteenth
sixteenth cencenregaining
slender and graceful
graceful in stilettos,
stilettos, these
these blades
blades formed
formed perfect
perfect
tury. More slender
stabbing tools,
tools, yet a stiletto
stiletto of medium
medium or large
large size, with
with a side
side ring,
stabbing
strong and reliable
reliable enough
enough to parry
parry a light
light thrusting
thrusting rapier
rapier (Figures
(Figures
was strong
28-30).
Studying various
various specimens
specimens of parrying
parrying weapons,
weapons, one cannot
cannot help
Studying
feeling that
that many
many of them
them were
were produced
produced by connoisseurs
connoisseurs of swordswordfeeling
must have possessed
possessed a refined
refined knowledge
knowledge of the potential
potential perplay who must
formance of given
given designs.
designs. It does
does not seem
seem unlikely
unlikely that
that some
some of these
these
formance
makers were very
very keen on fencing
fencing themselves,
themselves, as was
was surely
surely the case
case
makers
with the
the artists
artists who
who illustrated
illustrated the treatises
treatises and displayed
displayed an excellent
excellent
with
understanding of most
most complicated
complicated actions.
actions. During
During the heyday
heyday of doudouunderstanding
fencing, the
the craftsmen
craftsmen certainly
certainly sought
sought to provide
provide a wide
wide assortassortble fencing,
ment of parrying
parrying daggers
daggers and poniards,
poniards, so that
that a fencer
fencer might
might have
ment
weapons according
according to his particular
particular taste, skill, training
training style
style and favorite
favorite
weapons
parrying methods.
methods. A number
number of swords
swords and daggers
daggers were
were also made
made
parrying
replace damaged
damaged or lost weapons,
weapons, an unavoidable
unavoidable effect
effect of the duelduelto replace
epidemic that
that ravaged
ravaged Europe
Europe for many
many decades.
decades. These
These consideraconsideraing epidemic
tions taken
taken together,
together, it is hardly
hardly correct
correct to assume
assume that
that all parrying
parrying dagdagtions
gers and poniards
poniards were
were made
made en suite
suite with
with swords
swords and rapiers.
rapiers. Such
Such
gers
often artistically
artistically decorated
decorated and provided
provided with
with no less expensive
expensive
sets, often
belts and hangers
hangers adorned
adorned to match
match the
the weapons,
weapons, were mostly
mostly created
created
belts
special order
order or were
were kept in stock
stock for prospective
prospective wealthy
wealthy buyers.
buyers.
to special
These garnitures
garnitures must
must have been
been financially
financially out
out of reach
reach for many
many
These
adepts of sword-and-dagger
sword-and-dagger fencing,
fencing, and there
there can be little
little doubt
doubt that
that
adepts
ordinary customers
customers took
took their
their pick
pick of separate
separate parrying
parrying weapons
weapons and
ordinary
swords, which,
which, therefore,
therefore, had to be produced
produced in considerable
considerable quantities.
quantities.
swords,
Accordingly, it does
does not seem
seem correct
correct to consider
consider any parrying
parrying dagger
dagger
Accordingly,
poniard, preserved
preserved without
without a matching
matching sword
sword or rapier, only
only as a reor poniard,
maining part
part of a former
former garniture.
garniture.
maining
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Figure 37.
37. Parrying
Parrying poniard,
poniard, French
French about
about 1600.
1600.
Figure
The Metropolitan
Metropolitan Museum
Museum of
of Art,
Gift of
of William
William
The
Art, Gift
H. Riggs,
Riggs, 1913,
1913,14.25.1288.
H.
14.25.1288.

(Drawings of
of Figures
Figures 22,
22, 23,
23, 29,
29, 30,
30, 32,
32, 34,
34,
(Drawings
36, 37,
37, 38,
38, 39
39 and
and 41
41 by
by Akiko
Onaka.)
36,
Akiko Onaka.)
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Figure
Figure 38. Parrying
Parrying dagger.
dagger. Spanish,
Spanish, early
early 17th
century. The
The Metropolitan
Metropolitan Museum
Museum of Art, Rogers
Rogers
Fund,
Fund, 04.3.119.
04.3.119.

Figure
Figure 40. Parrying
Parrying stiletto,
stiletto, Italian
Italian or French,
French,
about
about 1560-80. The
The Metropolitan
Metropolitan Museum
Museum of Art,
Gift of Jean
Jean Jacques
Jacques Reubell,
Reubell, 1926, in memory
memory
Gift
mother, Julia
Julia C. Coster,
Coster, and
and of his wife,
of his mother,
Adeline
Adeline E. Post, both of New
New York City, 26.145.112.
26.145.112.

Figure
Figure 39. Parrying
Parrying poniard
poniard (stiletto).
(stiletto). The
The loop
loop
the scabbard
scabbard shows
shows that
that this
this weapon
weapon was
was aton the
tached
tached to the
the belt
belt in vertical
vertical position,
position, probably
probably
frontal
frontal right
right or left
left side.
side. French,
French, about
about 1550-75.
The
The Metropolitan
Metropolitan Museum
Museum of Art, Gift
Gift of Jean
Jean JacJacques Reubell,
Reubell, 1926, in memory
memory of his mother
mother Julia
Julia
ques
C. Coster,
Coster, and
and of his wife, Adeline
Adeline E. Post, both
both
of New
New York City, 26.145.85.

Figure
Figure 41. Parrying
Parrying stiletto.
stiletto. In the
the absence
absence of a
side ring, the arched
arched cross-guard
cross-guard is bent
bent outward
outward
side
protect the
the fingers.
fingers. Swiss
Swiss or German,
German, mid-16th
mid-16th
to protect
century. The
The Metropolitan
Metropolitan Museum
Museum of Art,
Art, Gift
Gift of
century.
Jean Jacques
Jacques Reubell,
Reubell, 1926, in memory
memory of his
Jean
mother
mother Julia
Julia C.
C. Coster, and
and of his wife, Adeline
Adeline
both of New
New York City, 26145.101,
26,145.101,
E. Post, both
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BREAKING A LEG FOR
ERROL FLYNN
An Excerpt from Paddy Crean's MORE CHAMPAGNE DARLING
His life was one of highs and lows,
lows, and he burned
burned himself
himself out much too
soon. In thinking of him, let us remember,
remember, above all,
all, that to millions of people
the world
world over he brought
brought exhilarating
exhilarating and joyous entertainment,
entertainment, and lifted
lifted
their imagination
imagination and their spirits out of the doldrums
doldrums and tensions of daya glorious
glorious vision of adventure, chivalry
chivalry and romance.
to-day living with a
- Greer Garson
One of the most vivid memories
memories of Errol Flynn was in Sicily
Sicily where the
pirate ships sequences
sequences for The
The Master
Master of Ballantrae
Ballantrae were being filmed.
filmed.
Alerted
Alerted by ship-to-shore
ship-to-shore radio, a white launch
launch flying a pennant
pennant would set
out from the quay about a mile or so away,
away, a sailor
sailor at the wheel. As it drew
near,
near, scudding
scudding white flakes flying,
flying, Flynn in costume
costume - the same as I was
was- wearing
wearing as his double
double - would be seen standing
standing in the bows, every inch
the sea captain,
captain, gold cigarette
cigarette holder
holder at a rakish angle between his teeth,
youthful
youthful girl friend
friend in dark
dark glasses
glasses alongside.
alongside. When the launch
launch tied up to
the schooner, a ladder would be tossed over the side and up would go Flynn,
followed by the sailor
sailor with his portable
portable bar,
bar, and the girl friend bringing
bringing up
the rear.
rear. Errol would then watch while I showed him the sword-fight
sword-fight routine.
finished he'd say crisply, "I'll
"I'll do that bit by the rigging,
rigging, the stuff
stuff
When I'd finished
cannon and the 'assembly'
'assembly' against
against the mast. Let's go, Pat!"
Pat!" And
on the cannon
handing his vodka and his cigarette
cigarette holder
holder to his lady,
lady, he would take his
handing
rapier and make film history.
studio hired me,
me, they told me to phone Errol at the Savoy.
Savoy. A
When the studio
"Hallo?"
very quiet voice came on the line. "Hallo?"
Flynn?" I asked, very excited.
"Mr. Flynn?"
"Yes."
fencing instructor
instructor for The
The Master
Master of
"Mr. Flynn, I'm Patrick Crean, fencing
Ballantrae.
"Hallo, Pat.
Pat. I've
I've heard
heard of
of you,"
you," the
the Cutlass
Cutlass King
King said,
said, "but
"but don't
don't call
call me
me
"Hallo,
Mr. Flynn. Call me Old Dad!"
Dad!"
Mr.
meeting took place the following
following day.
day. I had just gotten off the
Our first meeting
studio gates when I recognized
recognized him sitting
sitting at the
bus from London at the studio
convertible. Girls draped
draped themselves
themselves about
about the car while
wheel of a convertible.
photographers took publicity
publicity shots. Errol looked bored. Realizing
Realizing with
photographers
something of a shock that we were dressed alike in polka-dot scarves, flansomething
approached.
nels and dark blue blazers, I approached.
"Old Dad?"
Dad?" I said. The girls stared at me.
me. So did Flynn - coldly. My
"Old
familiar? Like calling
calling Olivier
Olivier
heart sank. Had I made a mistake? Been too familiar?
Larry?
"You're Pat
Pat Crean,"
Crean," he said, and then imIt seemed not. Flynn smiled. "You're
accent, "Let's
"Let's go see Keighley, old boy."
itating my accent,
Scattering girls, he leaped from the car and led the way to the office where
Warner executives
executives took stock of me.
me.
he, Keighley and a bunch of Warner
Errol Flynn was six foot one inch, I five-eleven. His hair was light brown,
shoulders were very broad, mine medium.
medium. I was
mine black. His chest and shoulders
"We've got to do a job on Pat," Keighley said, so
forty-one, he forty-three. "We've
while Errol roared off in the convertible
convertible back to London, Warners set about
while
turning me into a look-alike Errol Flynn. First, every type of boot or shoe
turning
sequences was fitted to my foot, with an especially
especially
that Errol wore for fight sequences
high heel - hell to fence in - to give me his height. A cast was taken of
upper body from which
which a latex torso would be made to wear under my
my upper
costumes, corresponding
corresponding to .Errol's
Errol's chest and shoulder
shoulder measurements.
measurements. My
costumes,
bleached and set la Flynn and a period back-piece
back-piece with bow
hair was bleached
moustache similar
similar to his while my
added. I was then sent home to grow a moustache
"double" costumes
costumes were
were being
being built.
built.
"double"
everything was ready and I stood on the castle set, sword in hand,
At last everything
dressed and made up faithfully
faithfully as Errol Flynn. Cameras
Cameras whirred,
whirred, still
dressed
photographer flitted. "Move
"Move around, Pat," said Keighley. "Do
"Do some bladephotographer
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work like Errol!" I had seen every swashbuckling
swashbuckling movie that Flynn had made.
made.
I knew his style pretty well, and I also knew he had worked for years with
the
the legendary
legendary Hollywood
Hollywood fencing
fencing master, Fred Cavens. For fencing
fencing buffs,
moves devised
devised by Cavens for Flynn sometimes
sometimes combined
combined a combination
combination
of triple
molinelfo, followed
followed by a cut to centrehead,
centrehead, a thrust
thrust centre, a prime
prime
triple molinello,
parry to riposte-cut
riposte-cut to centre head, a thrust
thrust centre, a prime parry to ripostecut at chest, this prime parry leading
leading to cuts at left cheek and right cheek.
So I leaped about and did a bit of Cavens'
Cavens' routines
routines in shadow-play. "Keep
"Keep
your mouth shut, Pat.
Pat. Errol doesn't
doesn't fence like that," cautioned Keighley.
Keighley. This
was a great fault of mine which
which took years to rectify and was a particular
particular
embarrasment
embarrasment in Ballantrae.
Balfantrae. (When we went to Sicily, Bill Keighley had a
board alongside the camera on which was written: "Pat! For Chrissake keep
your mouth shut! I can't
can't use the footage if it's open!")
open!") Finally, Keighley appeared satisfied
satisfied and walked me all over the "Durrisdeer
"Durrisdeer Hall"
Hall" settings
settings so
that I could visualize
visualize the kind of choreography
choreography I would have to stage. "I
will shoot it step by step according
according to your planning,
planning, Pat," said Keighley.
"There
"There will be a big rehearsal of the castle
castle fight sequence
sequence in three weeks.
You know Jock
Jock Easton, of course?"
course?" I said "of course," not having the faintest
You
Jock Easton was. "He'll
"He'll be working
working with you."
idea who Jock
The Jock
Jock Easton Agency, Spotlight
Spotlight said, specialized
specialized in stunt
stunt teams for
Captain Jock
Jock Easton himself
himself was doubling
doubling for Errol in semotion pictures. Captain
quences demanding
demanding falls from horses and leaps from heights. I learned
quences
commando in Malaya. His second-in-command
second-in-command in the agency
he had been a commando
adjutant, so to speak, Paddy Hayes. Joe was a
was Joe Powell and his adjutant,
cheery, open-faced individual whose specialty was crashing cars, and Paddy
cheery,
fierce-looking was a lovable Irish character
character who did
Hayes, bearded and fierce-looking
stunting and had the Crucifixion
Crucifixion in fantastic
fantastic detail tattoed on his
general stunting
chest. They had just
making The Crimson
Crimson Pirate
Pirate with Burt
just returned from making
Lancaster in Italy.
Italy. I went home to figure
figure out spectacular
spectacular stunts for them
Lancaster
sequences for Errol, Anthony Steel, Roger Livesey and
and exciting dueling sequences
the others.
conceivable stunt and fight gimmick
gimmick I could drag out
First, I listed every conceivable
imagination that might
might fit into a big action routine taking
taking place in a
of my imagination
sequence Bill Keighley said he would rehearse
castle hall. This was the sequence
which a mass of extras, principals,
principals, stunt men, stunt girls
in three weeks in which
Scottish dancers
dancers was involved. My first major fight scene in a movie
and Scottish
exciting prospect.
prospect. Next, I sat down with two miniature
miniature swords and
- an exciting
hundreds of combinations
combinations in sword-play
sword-play which
which I then commitcommitworked out hundreds
recruit fencers to double
double for other printed to paper. The third stage was to recruit
Highlanders embroiled
embroiled on
cipal actors and to fight as the Redcoats and Highlanders
either side. Noted fencing
fencing master
master Professor
Professor Leon "Papa"
"Papa" Paul
Paul recruited
recruited
either
fencing masters to fight in the movie, among
among them Bob
a group of tip-top fencing
Anderson, fencing
fencing coach of the British
British Olympic
Olympic team. I cleared
cleared a section
Anderson,
Chiswick house and began work. Anna
Anna had a great many
of a room in my Chiswick
empty nail varnish
varnish bottles; these I labeled with the names
names of actors and
empty
"Redcoat" or "Highlander."
"Highlander." With a ground
ground plan of the film set stapled to
"Redcoat"
the floor I positioned the bottles and plotted the action. Finally there emerged
a "castle
"castle fight
fight script."
script." At
At Paddy
Paddy Hayes's
Hayes's suggestion
suggestion II numbered
numbered the
the stunts
stunts
a
numbers and the stunt men would
so that all he had to do was to call out numbers
their stuff when their
their numbers
numbers were called. There was to be a huge
then do their
burning in a grate during
during the castle fight and when we saw this for the
fire burning
first time at rehearsal
rehearsal Paddy turned
turned to Kenneth
Kenneth Gilbert,
Gilbert, an actor
actor friend
friend who
who
first
"Ken, me boy,
boy, would you allow yourself
yourself
was one of my fencers, and said, "Ken,
fiver?"
to be thrown into the fire for an extra fiver?"
Ken, and was.
"Yes," said Ken,
choreography called for stunt men to die in spectacular
spectacular
Part of my choreography
"They can't
can't do that, Pat," said Paddy.
Paddy.
fashions. "They
"Why not?"
not?" I asked.
"Why
they're seen dyin', d'ye see, they can't
can't be used again!"
again!"
"Well, if they're
thought of that. Another
Another lesson learned. Thereafter, no stunt men
I hadn't thought
close-up on Ballantrae,
Balfantrae, or for that matter on any picture
picture I've since
died in close-up
director unless they wanted out or were guaranteed
guaranteed
worked on as a fight director
competent swordsmen
swordsmen and
other days. Some of Jock Easton's boys were competent
in doubling chores. Flynn is on record as saying that wherever
so were useful in
possible he'd always rather fight with a stunt man doubling
doubling for the actor
possible
himself because
because the stunt man is trained
trained to be safe.
safe.
than the actor himself
Balfantrae progressed,
progressed, I found myself more and more frequently
frequently not
As Ballantrae
doubling for Errol but for other actors he had to fight with. That, after
only doubling
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decades
decades with Ralph Faulkner, Fred Cavens
Gavens and other Hollywood
Hollywood greats
directors, Errol was willing
willing to take direction
direction from me was teramong fight directors,
perfectionist. If you knew
rifically exciting. I learned at the start that he was a perfectionist.
your job he would listen. If he suspected
suspected you didn't,
didn't, a verbal comparison
comparison
between Hollywood
Hollywood and Elstree would be made in the nicest possible
possible way
- and you'd be out in short
short order. On the first day of shooting
shooting the castle
explained to Errol what I'd worked out. Errol nodded, said
fight Bill Keighley explained
"Good"
"Good" or "Very
"Very Good"
Good" or "I like that,"
that," but without
without enthusiasm.
enthusiasm. This he
things about picture-making
picture-making from Erreserved for the take. II learned many things
completely between takes. When he was
rol Flynn, and one was to relax completely
just
sitting on the set waiting,
waiting, he would be wearing
wearing glasses
glasses and reading
just sitting
glanced at a volume
volume he'd been perusing
perusing and found it was
a book. Once I glanced
treatise on economics.
economics. After Errol was placed "in
"in the picture,"
picture," Keighley
a treatise
Hollywood. Pat
Pat knows
told me he had said no need to get the guy from Hollywood.
thrilled.
what he's about and he's good. I was thrilled.
strange moment
moment when the great swashbuckler
swashbuckler first came on set
It was a strange
identical even to our swords. Missing from the lookin costume, for we were identical
cigarette holder, and the pretty girl the real Flynn had
alike was the gold cigarette
penchant for nubile
nubile young blood; I was once in a
at his side. Errol had a penchant
"What would your friend like
Rome bar with Errol and the usual little miss. "What
drink, Errol?"
Errol?" I asked. "Milk,"
"Milk," was the laconic
laconic reply.
reply. In my view the girls
girls
to drink,
were fortunate
fortunate to have him as their
their patron. When Errol walked in he began
talking to Gus Agosti, the first assistant
assistant director, and I caught
caught a snatch
snatch of
talking
their conversation:
conversation: "If
"If you could fix her in a bit part
part....
.. just
couple of
just for a couple
their
days," murmured Errol, his eyes wandering restlessly around, "I'd appreciate
sport." The young lady stood beside him, long-lashed
long-lashed eyes innocently
innocently
it, sport."
staring, gold cross on chain round her neck, auburn
auburn hair cascading
cascading down
staring,
high-school back, and I thought, I wish I were in your shoes, Errol. Then
her high-school
flashed and clashed
clashed everywhere
everywhere and fast
we began the fight, and swords flashed
action exploded.
exploded.
"Gut and Print!"
Print!" on the master
master shot, when
Bill Keighley had just
just cried "Cut
Anthony Steel came striding
striding up.
up. Tony
Tony was then a promising
promising young British
British
Anthony
star, successor
successor to Stewart Granger
Granger who had gone to Hollywood,
Hollywood, and had
star,
fencer in my class at the Charm
Gharm School. He was a left-hander
left-hander
been best fencer
pitting left-handed
left-handed
and I have always enjoyed, unlike some fight directors, pitting
fencers against
against right because
because I think
think it makes for interesting
interesting combinations
combinations
fencers
in routine.
Tony was angry. "Paddy,"
"Paddy," he said, containing
containing himself,
himself, "you've
"you've got to do
Tony
something about this chap Anderson.
Anderson. He can't
can't fence."
something
"Tony!" I exclaimed,
exclaimed, aghast. "I matched
matched you with him because
because he's the
"Tony!"
fencer on the set. He's the coach to the British
British Olympic
Olympic team."
team."
best fencer
"My God!"
God!" gasped
gasped Tony Steel, "why
"why didn't
didn't you tell me?"
me?" Redfaced,
Redfaced, he
"My
apologizing profusely, fenced superbly
superbly with
went to Bob Anderson and after apologizing
remainder of the sequence.
sequence.
Bob for the remainder
There was a scene where
where Errol had to fight Tony Steel in a stable filled
There
episode was one of the best pieces
pieces of action in
with restless horses. This episode
flashy of eye and snorty
snorty of nostril, reminding
reminding
the movie. The horses were flashy
vividly of when I rode old Rollo at Newbiggins
Newbiggins Hall as a boy,
boy, and the
me vividly
fought with rapiers.
duel was fought
At one point Errol broke off his rehearsal with me and said sharply,
"Gavens never taught
taught me this."
this." I was appalled.
appalled. How could /I have given
"Cavens
Gavens hadn't? I should have stuck to the rapier swordhim a move the great Cavens
play I knew he knew. But to my surprise
surprise Errol said, "It's
"It's good. Do it again
and finish
finish with the assembly."
assembly."
wondered? "I'm
"I'm sorry, Errol," I said heavily,
What on earth was that, I wondered?
"I don't
don't know what that is."
"Keighley,"
"Keighley," Flynn scoffed.
scoffed. "Who
"Who is this guy? Doesn't
Doesn't know what the
assembly
,'0
assembly is!"
is!"
Suddenly
Suddenly I had a hunch. "Is
"Is it a corps-a-corps?
corps-a-corps? Like this?"
this?" and banged
banged
against his in the classic
classic fashion.
my sword hilt against
"Whatever you said, that's
that's it." remarked Errol and laughed.
laughed. It was one
"Whatever
times I ever saw him laugh heartily. Mostly
Mostly he only half-smiled,
half-smiled,
of the few times
thoughts were far away among people
his eyes restless, even said, as if his thoughts
places that he loved, an impression
impression at variance
variance with the popular
popular idea
and places
dashing blade. When fencing,
fencing, he used to whistle
whistle softof Errol Flynn as the dashing
ly and was always very quick
quick on his feet. He had a habit of goading
goading me
fought - "to
"to get the gut,"
gut," as he put it - and encouraged
encouraged me
when we fought
to do likewise. "Goddamn
"Goddamn limey!"
limey!" he would hiss, thrusting
thrusting fiercely, "Aussie
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bastard!" I'd retort, cutting
cutting back. One day Bill Keighley said he wanted to
bastard!"
sword-fight sequence
sequence between me as a British Redcoat
Redcoat officer
officer and
shoot a sword-fight
delighted. At last I could be myself on camera
camera with H,mn. We
Errol. I was delighted.
rehearsed and
and among
among other
other spectacular
spectacular items
items II have
have myself
myself a
a corps-a-corps
corps-a.-corps
rehearsed
flight of stairs onto Errol positioned
positioned on the treads
leap from the top of a flight
below. I leaped. Once. Twice.
Twice. Then, "One
"One more time, Pat," called Keighley,
below.
"just to make sure, I'll shoot the whole
whole scene tomorrow
tomorrow morning."
morning."
"just
anything had happened
happened to stop me.
me.
If only the lights had failed. If only anything
But itit didn't.
didn't. II leaped
leaped for
for the
the third
third time,
time, misjudged,
misjudged, and
and somersaulted
somersaulted down
down
But
studio floor,
floor, where
the stairs and over and over until I came to rest on the studio
dazedly watching
watching my left ankle swell like a balloon. Gus Agosti came
I lay dazedly
running.
"Don't worry,
worry, Gus,"
Gus," II said,
said, "I'll
"I'll fence
fence tomorrow."
tomorrow."
"Don't
"Fence?" Gus exclaimed,
exclaimed, incredulous.
incredulous. "You'll be lucky with this lot if you
"Fence?"
mate!"
can walk, mate!"
He was right. Next day I came to work on crutches and had to get another
fencer to
to do
do my
my stuff
stuff with
with Flynn.
Flynn. It
It was
was a
a bitter
bitter disappointment.
disappointment. But
But II stayed
stayed
fencer
director - and was lucky in that too. Bill Keighley told me that as
as fight director
hospital Errol had said to him, "Shame
"Shame about
soon as I was taken to the hospital
Pat. Good boy.
boy. Now get the guy from Hollywood."
Hollywood." But Bill refused, pointPat.
contract for the movie and he'd shoot around my doubling
doubling
ing out I had a contract
Although I had a fine rapport with Errol, it took him a
until I'd recovered. Although
time to forget he hadn't
hadn't had his way.
way.
long time
Sicilian sun blazed down while Anna, pretty and appealing,
appealing, waited
The Sicilian
water's edge. Errol leaped from the grounding
grounding jolly-boat,
at the water's
jolly-boat, picked her
up, gave her a passionate
passionate kiss and bore her off. "Cut.
"Cut. Print it!"
it!" called
up,
Anna enjoyed her
Keighley and then, "Your wife is a good actress, Pat." Anna
Bal/antrae. Like me, she thought
thought Errol a gentleman
gentleman and highly
highly
bit part in Ba/lantrae.
professional. The
The film
film unit
unit was
was staying
staying in
in a
a beautiful
beautiful hotel
hotel called
called the
the Villa
Villa
professional.
Igea, facing the blue Mediterranean
Mediterranean and the anchored
anchored schooners
schooners on which
lgea,
I was to work. On our first day a flamboyant character arrived and announced
Count of you-name-it,
you-name-it, and that he was placing
placing himself
himself and
that he was the Count
members of his Palermo fencing
fencing club at the disposal
disposal of "Signor
"Signor
the fifty members
Fleen" for
for use
use as
as pirates.
pirates. George
George Maynard
Maynard engaged
engaged them
them all
all on
on the
the spot.
spot.
Fleen"
Sicilian fencers
fencers were volatile, gregarious
gregarious and completely
completely uncontrolled
uncontrolled
The Sicilian
from the
the point
point of
of view
view of
of filmmaking.
filmmaking. So
So the
the Count's
Count's men
men were
were all
all given
given
from
cutlasses and told to go at it in their
their own fashion when they got the
rubber cutlasses
"Action!" The results were endearing,
endearing, busy, gutsy and safe. The land
word "Action!"
shooting was done at Aranella,
Aranella, a fishing
fishing village
village - and no mistake when
shooting
direction blew towards the hotel. It was in Sicily
Sicily I first
the wind from the direction
acquaintance of vino in quantity. The Sicilian white and red wines
made the acquaintance
pungent and strong. It was utter joy, after fencing
fencing all day on the ships,
are pungent
drink them from thick
thick glass
glass tumblers
tumblers in a small bar near the lgea.
Igea. I date
to drink
finest hours in the drinking
drinking trade from the times
times I spent in that bar.
bar.
my finest
hospital back home had been cavalier
cavalier in pronouncing
pronouncing my injury
injury a
The hospital
bandage as instructed
instructed the ankle was as large
sprain, for when I cut off the bandage
doctor diagnosed
diagnosed it as fractured. Keighley advised
as ever and the film unit doctor
"Errol will go off the deep end if he hears this." There was a big
silence. "Errol
dueling sequence to be shot on board a schooner between Errol and French
Jacques Berthier.
Berthier. Bob Anderson was doubling
doubling for Berthier, I for Flynn.
actor Jacques
because he wanted
Errol wanted it the other way round, Bill Keighley said, because
double with two
two good legs. I was in great pain but so excited by the
a double
glamour of fencing for Flynn that I would have done it with both ankles fracglamour
Warner, was in the habit
tured. Frank Mattison, production manager for Jack Warner,
sitting in a tower at Aranella
Aranella and watching
watching Bob and me through
through a
of sitting
telescope to see if we were working.
working.
telescope
buggy to shop, people
When Anna and I went into Palermo by horse and buggy
"Errol Fleen! Errol Fleen!"
Fleen!" I cheerily
cheerily
called out when they spotted us: "Errol
acknowledged their
their greetings,
greetings, even signed an autograph
autograph or two. Allen
acknowledged
Pomeroy, top Hollywood
Hollywood stunt director, was with us "just
"just for the holiday,"
Pomeroy,
as he
he put
put it.
it. Porn
Porn had
had been
been in
in the
the stunt
stunt business
business since
since his
his first
first job
as a
a
as
job as
dispatch rider in John Gilbert's
Gilbert's silent war epic The Big
Big Parade.
Parade. I had the
dispatch
me. If so,
so, it was my
feeling Jack Warner had sent him to keep an eye on me.
Pom didn't
didn't know about stunting and action sequences
sequences wasn't
gain, for what Porn
worth knowing. He had a marvelous sense of humour and was always smartturned out. One day Jock
Jock Easton's boys and I were practicing
practicing falls into
ly turned
the sea
sea from
from the
the ship's
ship's rail.
rail. Watching
Watching on
on deck,
deck, immaculate
immaculate in
in white
white as
as usual,
usual,
the
Pom. As fall-splash
fall-splash followed fall-splash,
fall-splash, Paddy Hayes crept stealthily
stealthily
was Porn.
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behind him. "Now
"Now it's your turn,
turn, Pomeroy,
Pomeroy, me boy!"
boy!" exclaimed
exclaimed Paddy
up behind
pushed him through
through a gap in the rail. White perfection
perfection
gleefully, and pushed
descended into the water amid cheers
cheers and laughter.
descended
regularly took dips during
during lunch breaks. The sun was so hot
The cast regularly
clothes would go in as we were, then climb
climb
that those of us in rough pirate clothes
deck and dry out in a few minutes. "Where's
"Where's Pat?"
Pat?" Bill Keighley
back on deck
would
call. •~ust
'~ust went
over the
the side,
side, sir,"
sir," Gus
Gus Agosti
would reply.
reply. "Well,
"Well,
would call.
went over
Agosti would
plan." Gus would bawl through
through his megaphone
megaphone
get him back; we've got to plan."
moment I'd be standing
standing before Keighley dripping
dripping wet waiting
waiting
and the next moment
nearly knew tragedy. The scene was a boatload
to be briefed. Once we nearly
of pirates being hit by cannon-fire. Unaccountably, the special effects charge
under the
the boat
boat had
had been
been made
made too
too strong,
strong, so
so that
that itit blew
blew the
the boat
boat out
out of
of
under
water. A dozen stunt-boys floated unconscious,
unconscious, but fortunately
fortunately there was
the water.
lack of swimmers
swimmers to pull
pull them
them in. The following
following day we heard a different
different
no lack
kind of
of gunfire
gunfire coming
coming from
from the
the nearby
nearby hiJ/s.
hiJIs. It was
was the
the police
on one
one of
of
kind
police on
their periodic
periodic visits
visits to a local celebrity,
celebrity, the bandit
bandit Guiliano.
their
At night we dined
dined under
under the stars on the hotel terrace
terrace to the music
music of
rhumba band. Once a group
group of American
American naval officers
officers and their
their ladies
a rhumba
came to get a look at Flynn, who sat at a nearby table with two girls, bored
something to one of the girls
girls and
at being on show. At one point he said something
indicated the Americans.
indicated
Americans. The young lady was French and knew little or no
English. She got up, went to the Americans'
Americans' table
table and said painstakingly
painstakingly
English.
"Greetings, ladies and gentlemen,"
gentlemen," then to an officer
officer
with a lovely smile, "Greetings,
"Mon Capitaine,
Capitaine, Errol 'e say 'e 'ope you'ave fuckin'
fuckin'
covered in gold braid, "Mon
'ere!" Flynn then removed one of the other
other girl's
girl's shoes, poured
good time 'ere!"
champagne into it, rose,
rose, bowed to the Americans
champagne
Americans and toasted them. Later
crossed to his table
table and told him I was ready to fence for him next mornI crossed
"Pat," he said, while I smiled
smiled at his girls and he stared at my swollen,
swollen,
ing. "Pat,"
bandaged ankle, "you
"you couldn't
couldn't fence
fence pussy!"
pussy!"
bandaged
nothing when he saw Bob Anderson
Anderson was still doubling
doubling for JacErrol said nothing
exciting,
ques Berthier. The big duel went all over the ship and was very exciting,
Count and his men waving their
their rubber
rubber cutlasses
cutlasses and shouting
shouting
with the Count
encouragement. I demonstrated some new business on a cannon and asked
encouragement.
thought? "That's
"That's how an elephant
elephant would do it," he remarked
Errol what he thought?
barb. He made requests rather than
quietly. He was soft-spoken even with a barb.
demands. And he was quick
quick to champion
champion causes. Bill Keighley asked me
demands.
Ballantrae. When I told him he said I ought
once what salary I was getting on Ballantrae.
examined and promptly
promptly relayed the information
information to Flynn.
to have my head examined
appeared in a London daily. The
Errol wrote to the Press and his remarks appeared
"There's a bunch of stunt-men down at Elstree who think
think
article was headed "There's
guy...
quoted Errol: "The
"The stunt-boys
stunt-boys are getting
getting
Flynn is quite a guy
..." then it quoted
.. in particular
particular Pat
Pat Crean (Flynn's double)
such a raw deal that it's shameful. ..
...
... Crean worked like hell and didn't
didn't squawk
squawk about
about his remuneration
remuneration which
peanuts ...
... we can't
can't go back to Hollywood
Hollywood and have those
those stunt-boys
stunt-boys call
is peanuts
cheap skates." The article
article concluded
concluded with an appeal to Frank Mattison:
Mattison:
us cheap
"How about it, Mr.
Mr. Mattison?"
Mattison?" The result was I met with Jack
Jack Warner
Warner and
"How
Ballantrae ended,
ended, Errol engraved
engraved a sword for me
received a bonus. When Ballantrae
photograph of himself:
himself: "Hello,
"Hello, Pat!" Thanks
Thanks a helluva
helluva lot,
and wrote on a photograph
pal, for
for making
making me
me look
look good.
good. Errol
Errol Flynn."
Flynn."
pal,
If anyone had panache, he did - and to spare.
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COMBAT FOR THE
THE
STAGE AND SCREEN
SCREEN
By David L. Boushey
ItIt has been my intention
produce a combat
combat instructional
instructional film
film for
for aa
intention to produce
number
pleased to announce
announce that
that my video
video series,
series,
number of years now,
now, and I am pleased
Combat for the Stage and Screen, is now in distribution.
distribution. I wrote
wrote and
and cocoproduced_the series with the media
center at the
the University
University of
of Washington
Washington
media center
(Seattle). I feel very positive
about the results
results and consider
consider it the
the crowning
crowning
positive about
achievement
achievement of my professional
professional career.
The series is comprised
trilogy of videos, the first
first segment
segment covering
covering
comprised of a trilogy
Medieval Weaponry, the second
Elizabethan Weaponry,
Weaponry, and the
the
second covering
covering Elizabethan
third
segments I have begun
third covering Unarmed Combat. In
In each of the three segments
by
choreographed at a given
given theatre
theatre
by presenting
presenting a fight in progress
progress that I choreographed
(Actors
University of
(Actors Theatre Louisville, Utah Shakespearean
Shakespearean Festival, University
Washington's
segment with an actual
actual
Washington's Meany Theatre). I began each film segment
performance
product with all the acperformance fight to enable one to observe
observe a final product
tion
Shakespearean
tion plus
plus costumes and set. Each segment
segment then leads into a Shakespearean
monologue
introduced in the
the segment.
segment.
monologue and a brief history of the combat
combat introduced
From
weapons introduced,
introduced, starting
From this
this point I detail the use of the various
various weapons
starting
with
through the various
various attacks,
'Nith the
the basic grip, stance, et al. and moving through
attacks,
parries,
parries, safety factors and many other
other important
important facets of the particular
particular
weapon.
weapon. II then introduce the elements of basic fight choreography
choreography and what,
to
this
to my
my mind,
mind, makes
makes a good fight director. I include
include a notation system at this
point
fight with
point in
in each
each film and then proceed to execute an extensive stage fight
my
my assistant
assistant Robert
Robert Macdougall
Macdougall (an
(an affiliate
affiliate member
member of the S.A.F.D.).
S.A.F.D.). This
fight
fight is
is then
then shown
shown in
in slow motion with voice over,
over, and all the safety factors
factors
are
are specifically
specifically detailed.
detailed. Finally,
Finally, I address
address the question
question of safety versus
versus
realism
realism and
and the
the importance
importance of each.
The
The amount
amount of
of material
material II have
have explored in each segment
segment is very extensive
sive and,
and, as
as many
many of
of my
my colleagues
colleagues know,
know, I work very quickly and thoroughly
thoroughly
and
and leave
leave few
few stones
stones unturned.
unturned.
Each
Each segment
segment is
is one
one and
and aa half
half hours
hours in
in length! The
The entire four and
and a
a
half
half hour
hour series
series could
could be
be the
the groundwork
groundwork for a ten
ten week course. What is
is
covered
covered in
in five
five minutes
minutes in
in the
the film
film could
could be explored by a teacher
teacher and
and
students
students for
for an
an entire
entire class
class period.
period. II might
might add that I have been very careful
careful
to
to make
make the
the material
material accessible
accessible and
and interesting
interesting to high school students,
students,
college
college students
students and
and professionals
professionals alike.
alike.
The
The technical
technical aspects
aspects of
of the
the films
films are
are superlative. I had the good
good fortune
fortune
to
to work
work with
with state-of-the-art
state-of-the-art equipment
equipment which
which makes
makes the quality of
of the
the series
series
first
first rate.
rate. Three
Three cameras
cameras were
were used.
used. Computer
Computer editing as
as well
well as
as stop
stop acaction,
tion, slow
slow motion,
motion, voice
voice over,
over, and
and fades
fades are
are among the
the techniques
techniques used
used
to
to make
make this
this aa first
first rate
rate video
video presentation.
presentation.
II feel
feel the
the extensive
extensive amount
amount of
of material
material covered
covered in
in the
the series
series will
will go
go a
a
long
longway
way in
in providing
providing high
high school
school and
and college
college instructors
instructors with
with added
added material
material
to
to further
further their
their own
own skills
skills as
as movement
movement or
or combat
combat teachers.
teachers.
The
The purchase
purchase price
price for
for the
the three
three film
film series
series is
is six
six hundred
hundred fifty
fifty dollars
dollars
or
or two
two hundred
hundred fifty
fifty dollars
dollars individually.
individually. The
The six
six hundred
hundred fifty
fifty dollar
dollar figure
figure
isisroughly
roughly what
what itit costs
costs to
to bring
bring in
in an
an experienced
experienced fight
fight director
director for
for one
one week.
week.
The
The advantage
advantage of
of the
the series
series is
is that
that the
the films
films will
will remain
remain with
with the
the purchaser
purchaser
for
for years.
years.
Ttlese
These films
films are
are not
not intended
intended to
to replace
replace qualified
qualified fight
fight directors.
directors. Nothing
Nothing
can
can replace
replace aa competent
competent fight
fight director
director who
who is
is on
on location!
location! But
But there
there are
are
many
many schools
schools that
that cannot
cannot afford
afford to
to bring
bring in
in professionals
professionals and
and this
this series
series
was
was developed
developed for
for them.
them.
IIintend
intend to
to introduce
introduce the
the series
series at
at various
various conferences
conferences by
by way
way of
of aa thirty
thirty
minute
minute introductory
introductory film
film capsulizing
capsulizing all
all three
three segments.
segments. IfIf you
you are
are interested
interested
purchasing the
the film(s)
film(s) or
or wish
wish further
further information
information please
please write
write or
or call:
call:
inin purchasing
COMBATVIDEO,
VIDEO,4720
472038th
38th N.E.,
N.E., Seattle,
Seattle, Washington
Washington 98105
98105or
or phone
phone (206)
(206)
COMBAT
522-7001.
522-7001.
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GREEK TRAGEDY: RELATIVELY
BLOODLESS BLOODLETTING
BLOODLETTING
BLOODLESS
By Dr. John M. Callahan
was part
of the
the requirements
requirements of
of the
the 1982
1982 National
National Endowment
Endowment
This paper
paper was
part of
for the Humanities
Humanities Summer
Summer Seminar
Seminar for College
College Teachers
Teachers at Stanford
Stanford UniverUniverfor
a.e. Performances
Performances and
and Twentieth-Century
Twentieth-Century
"Greek Tragedy:
Tragedy: Fifth-Century
Fifth-Century B.C.
sity, "Greek
Interpretations," with
with Professor
Professor Marsh
Marsh H. McCall,
McCall, Jr., Chairman,
Chairman, Department
Department
Interpretations,"
of Classics,
Classics, Stanford
Stanford University.
University. This paper
was delivered
delivered orally
orally at
at the UniverUniverof
paper was
sity of
of Florida-Gainesville.
Florida-Gainesville.
sity
Of the
the twenty-five
twenty-five extant
extant Greek
Greek tragedies
tragedies wherein
wherein death
death occurs,
occurs, the
the acacOf
tual killing
killing is shown
shown only
only two
two times
times (the
(the suicides
suicides of Ajax
and Evadne),
Evadne), the
the
tual
Ajax and
moment of death
death a scant
scant two
two more
more times
times (Alcestis
(Alcestis and
and Hippolytus),
Hippolytus), and
and
moment
serious onstage
onstage wounding
only once
once (Prometheus).
(Prometheus).1 1 Why
Why did
did the
the Greek
Greek
a serious
wounding only
tragic poems
poems so deliberately
deliberately and
and conspicuously
conspicuously deprive
deprive themselves
themselves of one
one
tragic
the prime
prime sources
sources for
for visible
visible dramatic
dramatic conflict,
conflict, namely
namely onstage
onstage violence?
violence?
of the
The three
three reasons
reasons most
most commonly
commonly given
given for
for the
the lack
lack of violence
violence in Greek
Greek
The
religious proscriptions
proscriptions against
against violence;
violence; (2)
(2) aesthetic
aesthetic
tragedy are
are these:
these: (1) religious
tragedy
reasons; and
and (3) practical
practical problems
problems of stagecraft
stagecraft and
and staging.
staging.
reasons;
Religion would
would seen
seen to be a promising
promising area
area because
because of tragedy's
tragedy's evoluevoluReligion
tion from
from the
the dithyramb,
dithyramb, and
and because
because
tion
not only
only was
was the
the theater
theater sacred
sacred ground
ground but
but all who
who were
were conconnot

nected with
with the dramatic
dramatic performances
'were looked upon
upon
nected
performances ...... 'were
ministers of religion,
religion, and
and their
their persons
persons were
were sacred
sacred and
and inas ministers
violable.'2
violable.'2
But religious
religious reasons
reasons will
will not stand
stand up to intensive
intensive scrutiny
scrutiny because
because Greek
Greek
But
religion was
was organized
organized ad
ad hoc.
hoc. As Edith
Edith Hamilton
Hamilton writes
writes in The Greek
Greek Way:
religion
Greek religion
religion was
was developed
developed not by priests
priests nor
nor by prophets
prophets nor
nor
Greek
saints .
.... . ; it was
was developed
developed by poems
poems and
and artists
artists and
and
by saints
philosophers ..
.. .The
The Greeks
Greeks had
had no authoritative
authoritative Sacred
Sacred Book,
Book,
philosophers
creed, no ten
ten commandments,
commandments,
dogmas. The
The very
very idea
idea
no creed,
no dogmas.
orthodoxy was
was unknown
unknown to them.
them.3 3
of orthodoxy
And people
people who
who espouse
espouse religious
religious reasons,
reasons, such
such as Roy
Roy C. Flickinger,
Flickinger,
And
have to conjure
conjure up some
some rather
rather tenuous
tenuous explanations
explanations to account
account for
for the
the
have
violence which
which is undeniably
undeniably present.
present. And
religion won't
won't allow
allow onstage
onstage
violence
And if religion
violence, why
why does
does it allow
allow graphic
graphic violence
violence to be described
described by the
the ubiubiviolence,
quitous messenger,
messenger, or the
the results
results of offstage
offstage violence
violence to be shown
shown by means
means
quitous
the ekkyklema?
ekkyklema? This
This is a strange
strange religion
religion indeed
indeed which
which permits
permits a
of the
playwright to kill
kill someone
someone nicely
nicely offstage,
offstage, and
and then
then vividly
vividly describe
describe it or
or
playwright
bring out
out their
their chopped
chopped up bodies
bodies onstage.
onstage. No, religious
religious reasons
reasons will
will not
not
bring
hold up.
hold
Aesthetic reasons
reasons against
against showing
showing violence
violence have
have more
more validity.
validity. One
One
Aesthetic
theory holds
holds that
that "the
"the susceptibilities
susceptibilities
the Greeks
Greeks were
were so
so refined
refined as to
theory
of the
have been
been offended
offended by scenes
scenes of bloodshed,"
bloodshed," but
but this
this would
would not
not explain
explain
have
the suicides
suicides of Ajax
Ajax and
and Evadne,
Evadne, or
or the
the bloody
bloody mask
mask of Oedipus,
Oedipus, or
or the
the
the
grisly death
death of Hippolytus.
Hippolytus.4 4 Besides,
Besides, Greek
Greek society
society told
told bloody
bloody myths
myths about
about
grisly
sanguinary
wars, dismemberments,
dismemberments,
murders, and
and Greek
Greek culture
culture also
also
sanguinary
wars,
murders,
glorified
the soldier/citizen.
soldier/citizen.
Sophocles
was an elected
elected general
general and
and
glorified
the
Sophocles
was
Aeschylus himself
himself was
was a hero
hero of Marathon.
Marathon. The
The savage
savage slaughter
slaughter on the
the
Aeschylus
island of Melos,
Melos, the
the Peloponnesian
Peloponnesian War, the
the stories
stories of the
the Iliad,
Iliad, the
the myths,
myths,
island
vase-paintings,
prove that
that the
the Athenians
Athenians were
were not
not squeamish
squeamish about
about
vase-paintings,
all prove

1.
1.
2.
ty of
3.
4,
4.
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Pathmanathan, "Death
"Death in Greek
Greek Tragedy,"'
Tragedy," Greece
Greece and
and Rome
Rome Xii
XII (April
(April 1965): 3.
3
R. Sri Pathmanathan.
Flickinger, The Greek
Greek Theatre and
and its Drama,
Drama, 4th edition
edition (Chicago
(Chicago UniversiUniversiRoy C. Flickinger,
Chicago Press,
Press, 1938), pp.
pp, 131-32.
Chicago
w.w. Norton
Norton & Company.
Company, Inc.
Inc. 1952).
1952), p. 174.
174
Edith Hamilton,
Hamilton, The Greek
Greek Way
Way (NY: W.W.
Edith
Flickinger,
130.
i=lickinger, p. 130.

bloodshed.
bloodshed. So why the dichotomy
dichotomy between Greek society
society and Greek
tragedy? Why did a rather violent
violent society
society normally
normally avoid onstage violence?
One aesthetic
aesthetic factor could be that although
although religion did not proscribe
proscribe the
depiction
depiction of violence,
violence, Greek tragedy
tragedy was deeply
deeply religious
religious in tone, almost
almost
a form of worship. As Edith Hamilton
Hamilton states:
The Delphic way and the way of Dionysus reached their
their perfect
union in the fifth-century
fifth-century theatre. There the great mystery,
mystery, human
life, was presented
presented through
through the power of great art. Poet and actors and audience
audience were conscious
conscious of a higher
higher presence. They
worship ..
were gathered
gathered there in an act of worship
.. .The
The poet and the
actors did not speak to the audience;
audience; they spoke for them. Their
Their
task and their power was to interpret and express the great communal emotion.
emotion.55
One can argue convincingly
convincingly from this that in such a set of conditions
conditions a Greek
playwright
which case his decision
playwright did not wish
wish to show violence,
violence, in which
decision would
have been more aesthetic
aesthetic than religious.
H.C.
show violence
violence
H.C. Baldry
Baldry makes a good base that Greek poets did not show
:::>ecause
necause their
their audiences
audiences were already
already pre-conditioned
pre-conditioned to hear
hear about
violence, "a readiness
readiness to trust imagination
imagination more than sight, the ear rather
than the eye."6
eye."6 After centuries
centuries of an oral tradition,
tradition, of hearing
hearing the Iliad
Iliad and
Odyssey, Athenian
audiences would find visual
visual displays
displays of violence
violence
the Odyssey,
Athenian audiences
:he
unnecessary.
Peter Walcot argues
argues in a similar
similar manner:
manner:
..
.. .We
We must reckon with the possibility
possibility that the Greek dramatist
dramatist
chose
chose quite
quite deliberately
deliberately not to depict
depict violence, preferring to have
acts of violence reported by a messenger. If the playwright made
conscious choice, and was not compelled
compelled by the physical
physical
a conscious
limitations of his theatre
theatre to exclude
exclude acts of violence,
violence, it follows
limitations
considered to be dramatically
dramatically more
that a report of violence was considered
effective than violence
violence itself on stage, and we must proceed
proceed by
effective
asking why this was so.
so. The answer to this question,
question, I suggest,
suggest,
asking
character of Greek society in the fifth cenis provided by the oral character
tury B.C.
B.C. and
and a
a consequent
consequent preference
preference for
for the
the spoken
spoken word.7
word.?
tury
these men are very convincing,
convincing, and I find myself in agreement
agreement that
Both of these
tragedy reads as if it were designed
designed for Readers'
Readers' Theatre.
much of Greek tragedy
But this still does not explain away Ajax or Evadne.
theatre made all but the grossest
grossest (in terms
terms
Perhaps the vast size of the theatre
violence unusable.
unusable. From the last row of the Theatre
Theatre of Dionysus
Dionysus
of size) violence
hundred yards) "the
"the actor looked about three-quarters
three-quarters of an inch
(almost a hundred
dagger would have been nearly invisible
invisible - Ajax had to fall
high," and a dagger
on his
his sword
sword rather
rather than
than stab
stab himself.
himself.88 Having
Having to
to stage
stage violence
violence on
on such
such
on
visible might have mitigated
mitigated against
against showing
showing any
a grand scale to make it visible
violence because
because of the poets' notions
notions of good taste, religious
religious propriety,
violence
because anything
anything too large could have been ludicrous.
ludicrous.
or because
probably the strongest
strongest evidence
evidence of an aesthetic
aesthetic bias against onstage
But probably
Poetics, which states that the weakest area
violence is found in Aristotle's
violence
Aristotle's Poetics,
drama is its production,
production, its spectacle,
spectacle, because
because a tragic
tragic poet's play can
of a drama
"the production
production
be read and does not have to be seen. As Aristotle
Aristotle writes, "the
spectacular effects depends
depends more on the art of the stage machinist
machinist than
of spectacular
that "a superior
superior poet"
poet" should
should make
on that of the poet." (VI) Later he adds that
impression with the words of the drama, not stage effects, because
because
his impression
"those who employ spectacular
spectacular means to create a sense not of the terrible
terrible
·'those
monstrous, are strangers
strangers to the purpose
purpose of Tragedy
Tragedy...
but only the monstrous,
..." (XIV)
Poetics about "Scenes
"Scenes of Suffering."
Suffering."
However, Aristotle also writes in the Poetics
However,
"The Scene of Suffering
Suffering is a destructive
destructive or painful
painful action, such as death
·'The
wounds and the like." (XI)
(XI) He writes
writes nothing
nothing
on the stage, bodily agony, wounds
further of this, nor does he condemn
condemn such scenes, suggesting
suggesting that there
further

5. Hamilton,
Hamilton, p. 180.
5.
1971), p. 50.
Baldry, The Greek
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Theatre (London:
(London: Chatto
Chatto & Windus, 1971),
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Drama in Its Theatrical
Theatrical and
and Social
Social Context
Context (Cardiff,
(Cardiff, Wales:
Wales: UniverUniver7.l. Peter Walcot, Greek
sity of Wales
Wales Press,
Press, 1976).
1976), p.
p. 28.
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Theater in Its Time: An Introduction
Introduction (Boston:
(Boston: Little,
Little, Brown
Brown and ComCom8.
Arnott, The Theater
37
pany, 1981), p. 37.
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stc1tPS that
Bc1ldry states
was never
never a ban on staging
violence, and Baldry
that many
many of the
stagmg violence,
was
lost plays
plays may well have included
included violence.99
lost
is also
also possible that a playwright did not wish to portray onstage violence
ItIt is
in a
a theatre
audience "was
"was punishable
punishable by
violence in the audience
wherein real violence
theatre wherein
in
10 Besides being a capital offense, Flickinger
violence in
death."10
Flickinger holds that violence
death."
desecration," of sacrilege. However,
the
theatron was considered
However,
considered "an act of desecration,"
the theatron
Flickinger also
information which
doubts upon
which tends to cast some doubts
offers information
also offers
Flickinger
his sacrilege
theory:
sacrilege theory:
his
disapproval
their disapproval
express their
Convention
audience to express
Convention allowed the audience
pelting them with figs,
of actors
actors or of their
their performances
performances by pelting
of
sanctity to this
their sanctity
du lied their
olives, or even stones. Custom had dulled
olives.
11
extent.11
extent.
It is
is puzzling
puzzling that Flickinger
Flickinger will allow actors to be pelted by stones
stones for bad
It
portray make-believe
performances, but will not allow those sarne
same actors to portray
performances,
violence.
R. Sri
Sri Pathmanathan's
Pathmanathan's thesis
is that
Greek
violence was avoided by the Greek
that violence
thesis is
R.
playwrights for internal dramatic
dramatic reasons, and not because of any proscripplaywrights
tions.
He mentions
mentions as
murders take place offstage
that many murders
example that
one example
as one
tions. He
chorus would have rushed to preor
behind the
palace doors because
because the chorus
the palace
or behind
12II can
vent
murder.12
theory for the most part but
accept this theory
can accept
onstage murder.
any onstage
vent any
theatre than most other
seems to grant more verisimilitude
verisimilitude to the Greek theatre
itit seems
critics are
are willing
admit. Greek
Greek tragedy
tragedy was not realistic. Would a
to admit.
willing to
critics
playwright then truly
concern himself
himself with the idea of a chorus
ohorus somehow
somehow
truly concern
playwright
Eiectra worry about
interfering with
Euripides in Electra
about the chorus
chorus
with a murder? Did Euripides
interfering
scene and murder
overhearing the Orestes-Electra
Orestes-Electra recognition
recognition scene
murder plot? Did
overhearing
any of
of these
these women
Clytemnestra? No! Greek tragedy
tragedy was arbitrary.
warn Clytemnestra?
women warn
any
A
playwright did
did what
he wanted
because he wanted to do it.
to do because
wanted to
what he
A playwright
All
are possible
possible aesthetic
aesthetic reasons against the onstage depicthen are
these then
of these
All of
tion
Arnott believes, and I agree with him, that more
violence, but Peter Arnott
of violence,
tion of
pressing theatrical
practical problems
problems of stage managemanage"the practical
concerns, "the
theatrical concerns,
pressing
13
ment," prevented
prevented violence
normally being shown.13
from normally
violence from
ment,"
B.C.
As far
far as anyone can tell, a Greek tragic
tragic actor of the Fifth Century
Century B.C.
As
(Athenians normally
wore an
an elaborate
elaborate costume
costume of a long-sleeved
long-sleeved chiton (Athenians
normally
wore
never wore sleeves).
sleeves), a mask, onkos, and cothurni. The significance
significance of the
never
"'Greek tragedy
costume, according
according to Margarete
Margarete Bieber.
Bieber, was that "Greek
tragedy was
costume,
god" and the tragic
always a
a sacred ceremony
ceremony in honor
honor of the god"
tragic costume,
always
"borrowed from the Dionysiac
Dionysiac religion and its ritual, had to stay as a sym"borrowed
bol of
of the
devotion of
of his
his followers
costume appeared
appeared
god." 14 The costume
the god."14
to the
followers to
the devotion
bol
solemn
unrecognizable
to the lightly-clad Greeks and it also made its wearer unrecognizable
solemn to
15
(a decided
is, play several roles).
roles).15
advantage when one had to double, that is,
decided advantage
(a
The
cothurnus during
buskin with a
simply a soft buskin
Age was simply
Classical Age
the Classical
during the
The cothurnus
slight
centuries.
added over the centuries.
being added
height being
the height
with the
sole, with
slight sole,
violence on the Classical
The cothurnus
cothurnus would not have restricted violence
Classical Stage,
The
it,
but the
the mask,
mask, onkos,
onkos, long-sleeved
long-sleeved chiton
chiton and the padding
underneath it,
padding underneath
but
would have made large-scale
large-scale violence,
violence, such as duels or elaborate
elaborate battles.
battles,
would
16 Violence requires a great deal of mobility.
mobility,
difficult to stage.
stage, if not impossible.16
difficult
especially between two or more actors.117?
especially
Baldry, p. 50.
9. Baldry,
10. Oscar
Oscar G. Brockett,
Brockett, History
History of
of the Theatre, 4th ed. (Boston:
(Boston: Allyn
and Bacon,
Bacon, Inc.,
Allyn and
10.
1982), p. 40.
1982),
11. Flickinger,
Flickinger, p. 132.
11.
Pathmanathan, p. 9.
12. Pathmanathan,
Claren13. Peter
Peter Arnott,
Greek Scenic
Scenic Conventions
Conventions in the Fifth
(Oxford: ClarenB.C. (Oxford:
Fifth Century, B.C.
Arnott, Greek
13.
don
Press, 1962),
1962), p. 136.
136
don Press,
(Princeton,
Margarete Bieber,
Greek and
Theater, 2nd
nceton,
2nd ed. (Pri
Roman Theater,
and Roman
of the Greek
History of
Bieber, The History
14. Margarete
Princeton University
University Press,
Press, 1961), p. 22.
NJ: Princeton
Bieber, p. 27.
27.
15. Bieber.
blade
production of Romeo
Romeo and
and Juliet.
Juliet, myself
my dagger
dagger blade
Tybalt, my
myself playing Tybalt,
16. In a 1964 production
was torn
torn out
out of its wooden
wooden handle
handle when
when it got
got wrapped up
long sleeves.
sleeves.
Mercutio's long
up in Mercutio's
was
sleeves) to
their battle
battle dress
dress the
Greeks wore
short tunics
tunics and
and short
short sleeves
sleeves (or no sleeves)
wore short
the Greeks
In their
prevent entanglement
or grabbing
grabbing by an enemy.
enemy.
entanglement or
prevent
riis sword,
17. The
The safest
safest violence
done by an actor
alone, a fall,
trip, falling
sword,
falling on his
fall, a trip,
actor alone,
violence is done
17.
leaping into
into a funeral
soon as another
another actor
actor is involved,
involved, dangers
dangers multiply
multiply
funeral pyre. As soon
leaping
the Greek
logarithmically and
and safety
becomes a real concern.
concern. Concerning
Concerning the
mobility of the
Greek
the mobility
safety becomes
logarithmically
tragic
Pickard-Cambridge, The Dramatic
of Athens,
revised
2nd ed. revised
Athens, 2nd
Festival of
Dramatic Festival
Arthur Pickard-Cambridge,
actor, Sir Arthur
tragic actor,
that
writes that
D.M. Lewis
Lewis (Oxford:
(Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1968),
1968), p. 171,
171, writes
Clarendon Press,
and D.M.
Gould and
John Gould
by John
degree
plays seem
imply ...
... a high
high degree
seem to imply
the plays
texts of the
the texts
century the
fifth century
the fifth
in the
play
free play
of mobility,
and a free
prostration, and
kneeling, prostration,
movement, kneeling,
rapid movement,
even of rapid
mobility, even
of gesture
gesture ...
...
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There
were only
There were
only three
three actors
actors in
in the
the theatre
theatre of
of Sophocles
Sophocles and
and Euripides,
Euripides,
and
most of
Aeschylus' plays;
and only
only two
two actors
actors for
for most
of Aeschylus'
plays; consequently,
consequently, all
all actors
actors
An actor
might have
had
had to
to play,
play, or
or be
be prepared
prepared to
to play
play several
several roles.
roles. An
actor might
have played
played
two to
to four
four roles
roles per
per play,
play, times
times four
four plays
plays in
in a
a tetralogy
tetralogy (tragic
(tragic trilogy
trilogy and
and
two
or as
eight to
to sixteen
in one
a
a satyr
satyr play),
play), or
as many
many as
as eight
sixteen roles
roles in
one day.
day. Is
Is itit possible
possible
was normally
that
that violence
violence was
normally not
not performed
performed because
because an
an actor
actor doing
doing eight
eight to
to
just could
time required
sixteen parts
sixteen
parts just
could not
not afford
afford the
the rehearsal
rehearsal time
required to
to stage
stage the
the
violence
properly, both
both convincingly
convincingly and
and safely
(and to
do both
both takes
takes an
an
safely (and
to do
violence properly,
enormous
block of
enormous block
of rehearsal
rehearsal time
time relative
relative to
to production
production time,
time, that
that is,
is, a
a one
one
minute
could need
minute fight
fight could
need five
five hours
hours or
or more
more to
to perfect
perfect itit to
to the
the point
point that
that
18 A busy
itit is
both convincing
busier playwright/direcis both
convincing and
and safe)?
safe)?18A
busy actor
actor and
and a
a busier
playwright/directhought that
onstage violence
tor/sometimes
tor/sometimes actor
actor might
might have
have thought
that a
a scene
scene of
of onstage
violence
was
not worth
the price
price in
in rehearsal
time in
in relationship
relationship to
to the
the final
final effect.
effect.
was not
worth the
rehearsal time
would be
It
It would
be far
far easier
easier to
to have
have a
a messenger
messenger describe
describe the
the violence
violence and
and let
let
the
the
the audience
audience recreate
recreate itit in
in their
their minds
minds through
through his
his speech,
speech, and
and have
have the
actor
valuable rehearsal
actor utilize
utilize his
his valuable
rehearsal time
time on
on other
other matters.
matters.
With
have been
an
With only
only three
three actors
actors itit may
may have
been considered
considered unwise
unwise to
to risk
risk an
a violent
actor's injuring
actor's
injuring himself
himself in
in a
violent scene.
scene. Certainly
Certainly a
a playwright
playwright had
had more
more
injured at any time
than
than three
three actors
actors to
to choose
choose from,
from, but
but an
an actor
actor can
can be
be injured
during
either rehearsals
were built-in
during either
rehearsals or
or performance
performance itself.
itself. Unless
Unless there
there were
built-in
understudies
understudies for
for all
all roles
roles (and
(and understudy
understudy rehearsals),
rehearsals), itit may
may have
have been
been
wisdom to
wisdom
to keep
keep actors
actors healthy
healthy by
by having
having them
them die
die or
or fight
fight offstage.
offstage. Then,
Then,
for live
as
were no
as now,
now, there
there were
no camera
camera angles,
angles, no
no retakes,
retakes, no
no stuntmen
stuntmen for
live
theatre.
theatre.
Another pragmatic
problem is:
with only
only three
three actors,
character
Another
pragmatic stage
stage problem
is: with
actors, ifif a
a character
what is
with his
were to
were
to die
die onstage,
onstage, what
is to
to be
be done
done with
his body,
body, and
and more
more importantimportantly,
done with
with any
three actors
while his
ly, to
to be
be done
any subsequent
subsequent scenes
scenes requiring
requiring three
actors while
his
body
was very
have characters
body is
is still
still on?
on? It
It was
very convenient
convenient to
to have
characters die
die offstage
offstage
Arnott believes
that
because
was then
because the
the actor
actor was
then freed
freed for
for another
another role.
role. Arnott
believes that
play, or
characters
characters died
died onstage
onstage only
only near
near the
the end
end of
of the
the play,
or ifif their
their bodies
bodies
19
could be
be borne
borne off
off easily.
easily.19
could
It
Greeks did
not normally
It is
is my
my own
own belief
belief that
that the
the Greeks
did not
normally show
show onstage
onstage violence
violence
because
because of
of the
the staging
staging difficulties,
difficulties, but
but the
the mere
mere fact
fact that
that Prometheus
Prometheus has
has
wedge spiked
Ajax falls
a
a wedge
spiked into
into his
his middle
middle onstage,
onstage, or
or that
that Ajax
falls on
on his
his sword,
sword,
per se
proves
se and
and
proves that
that the
the tragic
tragic poets
poets had
had no
no scruples
scruples against
against violence
violence per
was a
could
could do
do it.
it. The
The relative
relative lack
lack of
of such
such onstage
onstage violence
violence was
a combination
combination
of
of religious,
religious, aesthetic,
aesthetic, and
and theatrical
theatrical factors,
factors, with
with the
the emphasis
emphasis on
on staging
staging
problems.
problems.
like to
warning.
In
In conclusion,
conclusion, II would
would like
to add
add one
one final
final note
note and
and perhaps
perhaps a
a warning.
of folly
It
It may
may be
be the
the height
height of
folly for
for scholars,
scholars, including
including myself,
myself, to
to rationalize
rationalize
we are
tragedies by
the lack
the
lack of
of violence
violence when
when we
are dealing
dealing with
with only
only thirty-two
thirty-two tragedies
by
thousand that
three
three authors
authors out
out of
of the
the "more
"more than
than a
a thousand
that were
were written
written by
by
20
500 and
and 400
400 B.C."
B.C."20
numerous playwrights
playwrights between
between 500
numerous
The
written with
The only
only thing
thing that
that can
can be
be written
with any
any certainty
certainty is
is that
that the
the Greek
Greek
tragedians did
show violence
violence for
variety of
valid to
to them
tragedians
did not
not show
for any
any variety
of reasons,
reasons, all
all valid
them
at
The extant
with rules,
as
at the
the time.
time. The
extant poets
poets did
did not
not concern
concern themselves
themselves with
rules, or
or as
with
Edith
would phrase
Edith Hamilton
Hamilton would
phrase it,
it, the
the great
great ones
ones "were
"were not
not concerned
concerned with
27 And
And they
good
taste. They
good taste.
They did
did what
what they
they pleased."
pleased."21
they pleased
pleased themselves
themselves
to show
onstage violence
to
show onstage
violence sparingly.
sparingly.
But
which can
single actor
But these
these are
are all actions
actions which
can be performed
performed by a single
actor While
While I believe
believe largelargescale
would have
been difficult
difficult to
violence such
pushing,
scale violence
violence would
have been
lo stage,
stage. smaller-scale
smaller-scale violence
such as pushing,
shoving,
shoving, arm
arm twisting
twisting. pinioning,
pinioning, dragging
dragging away, would
would have
have been
been quite
quite possible,
possible, and
and
violence
the scripts
tend to back
the
scripts do tend
back up this
this belief.
belief. However,
However, even sucl1
such "simple"
"simple" scenes
scenes of violence
can cause
fact, it has
cause injuries
injuries 11
if they
they are
are not carefully
carefully staged
staged and properly
properly rehearsed
rehearsed. In fact,
been
that more
such "simple"
been my experience
experience that
more actors
actors are hurt
hurt doing
doing such
"simple" violence
violence because
because
they lower
lower their
their guard
guard and
and don't
don't take
take the
proper precautions.
precautions. Still.
Still, simple
simple violence
violence rarely
rarely
they
the proper
life-threatening, but
but iarge-scale
large-scale violence
violence can
can be.
is l1fe-tl1reatening,
18. The
hours rehearsal
rehearsal for a one
one minute
minute fight
18
The figure
figure of five
five hours
figr1t is not an exaggeration,
exaggeration,
but is based
based upon
upon my twenty
twenty years
years experience
experience as a stage
stage combat
combat choreographer.
choreographer. Even
Even
but
the actors
actors involved
involved in the
the tight
fight have
have been
been trained
trained in stage
stage combat,
combat, for the
the purposes
purposes
if the
safety I would
insist upon
upon the
the maximum
maximum amount
amount of rehearsal
rehearsal time.
time. For example,
example, in
of safety
would insist
the 1964 production
production of Romeo
Romeo and
and Juliet
Juliet at St. Louis
Louis University,
University, the
the fight
fight rehearsals
rehearsals for
the
Tybalt were
four weeks
long, approximately
approximately six
six hours
hours a week,
about twenty-four
twenty-four hours
hours
Tybalt
were four
weeks long,
week, or about
rehearsal, to safely
safely perform
perform less
less than
than five
five minutes
minutes of fencing.
fencing. And
even after
after all that,
that,
of rehearsal,
And even
had a foil tip
tip put
put within
inch of my eye and
and a broken
broken dagger.
dagger.
I had
within an inch
19. Arnott,
Greek Scenic
Scenic Conventions
Conventions of the Fifth Century, B.C.
B.G. p. 136.
19.
Arnott, Greek
Brocket, History
History of
of the Theatre, p. 19.
19.
20. Brocket,
21 Hamilton,
Hamilton, The Greek
Greek Way,
Way, p.
p. 151.
151. Although
quote her
her out
out of context
context (she
(she is writing
21
Although I quote
writing
about Aeschylus
Shakespeare), I believe
believe her
her sentence
sentence fits
fits all great
great artists.
artists.
about
Aeschylus and Shakespeare),

21
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By Craig Handel and Normand Beauregard
Chapter One: Indians
Indians
Chapter
December 19,
19, 1675,
1675,the
"Great Swamp Fight"
Fight" took place
place
On the night of December
the "Great
Kingston, Rhode Island, wiping
encampment of
in West Kingston,
wiping out the last major encampment
Indians in the Rhode Island area (the Narragansett
Narragansett and Wampanoag).
Wampanoag).
Indians
Throughout the
the winter
winter and
and spring,
spring, small
small groups
groups of
of Indians
Indians who
who had
had fled
fled
Throughout
Connecticut and Northern
Northern Rhode Island conducted
conducted a series of survival
into Connecticut
their families. On March 26,
26, 1676,
1676, Captain
Captain Pierce
raids, to obtain food for their
sixty men left Rehobeth
Rehobeth and Plymouth
Plymouth Colonies
Colonies to quell any further
further
and sixty
disturbances. While crossing the Blackstone River in Waypoisset, they were
disturbances.
ambushed. The only survivor
survivor was a Cape Indian scouting
scouting for Pierce who
ambushed.
mingled with the attacking
attacking forces to escape. Nine men were taken captive
captive
mingled
brought to the Indians'
Indians' "Swamp
"Swamp Camp"
Camp" in Cumberland.
Cumberland. They were torand brought
buried in what
what is believed
believed to be one of the first
tured and killed and later buried
Misery, an
mass graves for white men in this country. Hence, Nine Men's Misery,
historical monument,
monument, was erected on the site of the Indian camp. Later,
Later, this
historical
property would become
become the home of two Monastic
Monastic Orders: The TrapTrapsame property
Franciscans. Note: The nine men were initially
initially identified
identified
pists and The Franciscans.
because one of the captured
captured men had a double
double row of teeth, an extremely
extremely
because
phenomenon.
rare phenomenon.
Chapter Two: Monks
Chapter
group of Cistercian
Cistercian monks (Trappist) were forced to relocate
In 1892, a group
"Abbey of Petit Clairvaux"
Clairvaux" in Nova Scotia
Scotia was destroyed
destroyed by fire.
when the "Abbey
They purchased
purchased approximately
approximately five hundred
hundred acres from the bishop
bishop of ProThey
vidence and on August
1, 1900,
1900, they established
established the "Abbey
"Abbey of Our Lady
August 1,
vidence
Centrally located in the middle
middle of the town of Cumberland,
Cumberland,
of the Valley." Centrally
monasteries established
established in
Rhode Island, it was one of the first Trappist monasteries
the United States.
Cistercians (founded
(founded 1098),
1098), a Roman Catholic
Catholic religious
religious order, were
The Cistercians
their first monastery
monastery (Mother
(Mother house) in Cistercium,
Cistercium, or Citeaux,
Citeaux,
named after their
"White Monks." The founder
founder
France, near Dijon and were known as the "White
Bernard was the organizer
organizer of the Second Crusade.
and first abbot, Saint Bernard
Cistercians made major contributions
contributions involving the evolution of Gothic
The Cistercians
Architecture, and, through
through advanced
advanced agricultural
agricultural techniques,
techniques, the converArchitecture,
wastelands into good farmland.
farmland.
sion of wastelands
through the 1930's these religious
religious men worked the land in
From 1900 through
Cumberland and built a residence, chapel, library, infirmary
infirmary and hotel using
Cumberland
granite they quarried
quarried from the property. They prospered
prospered until March
blue granite
21, 1950 when misfortune
misfortune struck
struck once again in the form of a tragic
tragic fire. The
21,
damage was then estimated
estimated at two and a half million,
million, destroying
destroying four-fifths
four-fifths
damage
structures and leaving one hundred
hundred forty brothers homeless.
of the existing structures
In less
less than
than three
three hours,
hours, faulty
faulty wiring
destroyed fifty
fifty years
years of
of painstaking
painstaking toil.
toil.
In
wiring destroyed
19, 1950,
1950, the Cistercians
Cistercians disposed
disposed of all of their
their holdings
holdings in
On April 19,
Cumberland to the College
College of Our Lady of Atonement
(Franciscans).
Cumberland
Atonement (Franciscans).

Through a series of purchases
purchases dating
dating from December
December 1968 through
through
Through
December 1972,
1972, the town of Cumberland
Cumberland obtained
obtained the five hundred
hundred fifty
fifty
December
acres which had been the home of a tribe of Indians (then known as Swamp
monastic orders and now,
now, a very unusual
unusual performing
performing arts
Camp) and two monastic
company.
Chapter Three: Swashbucklers
Swashbucklers
Chapter
Monastery in Cumberland
Cumberland is now the home of a company
company that is
The Monastery
unique not only to New England
England but to the United States as well. Where
Where
unique
brothers practiced
practiced the gentler
gentler meditative
meditative disciplines,
disciplines,
once the good brothers
members of the Cumberland
Cumberland Company
Company for the Performing
Performing Arts now pracmembers
dancing, singing, juggling,
wire-walking
tice the art of stage combat, acting, dancing,
juggling, wire-walking
incongruous as this transition
transition may seem, the gothic style
and fire-eating. As incongruous
Monastery architecture
architecture does provide the perfect
perfect setting
setting for these
of the Monastery
students of Medieval and Renaissance
Renaissance performing
performing arts skills.
students
Cumberland Company
Company for the Performing
Performing Arts is the brainchild
brainchild of
The Cumberland
Normand Beauregard,
Beauregard, a Cumberland
Cumberland native. Beauregard,
Beauregard, who earns his
Normand
professional fight choreographer,
choreographer, director
director and actor, first apliving as a professional
Cumberland town officials in the Fall
Fall of 1982.
1982. His vision focusproached the Cumberland
establishing a permanent
permanent performing
performing arts institution
institution relying heavily
heavily
ed on establishing
support by local residents, performers,
performers, volunteers
volunteers and
on grass roots support
students. With
With the
the town's
town's approval,
approval, Cumberland
Cumberland Company
Company staff
staff moved
moved ininstudents.
Gatehouse of the Monastery
Monastery in the spring
spring of 1983 and began work
to the Gatehouse
on the first season.
Boasting a fine faculty
faculty of New York City
City and New England-based
England-based profesBoasting
performing artists, The Cumberland
Cumberland Company
Company for the Performing Arts
sional performing
hundred students
students into its School Program in its first year.
year.
drew over one hundred
After two and a half months
months of intensive
intensive training,
training, students
students showcased
showcased their
their
After
skills in THE FAIRE,
FAIRE, a six hour adventure
adventure fantasy drama
drama that involved over
skills
performers and drew nearly twelve thousand
thousand spectators
spectators to the
five hundred performers
Monastery on August
August 20th and 21st,
21st, 1983.
1983.
Monastery
1984, work
work began on The Baron's
Baron's Gambit,
Gambit, an original
original play written
written
In 1984,
specifically for the Cumberland
Cumberland Company
Company by Craig Handel, Normand
Normand
specifically
Beauregard and Laurence
Laurence Carr.
Carr. The play was given workshop
workshop treatment
treatment
Beauregard
summer with sections
sections performed
performed at THE FAIRE
FAIRE and original
original music
over the summer
commissioned by the traditional Celtic group "Pendragon."
"Pendragon." By January
January 1985,
1985,
commissioned
swashbuckling extravaganza
extravaganza was ready for its world
this state of the art swashbuckling
premiere in Providence, Rhode Island. After
After a two week sell out, the play
premiere
company of twenty-two
twenty-two performers
performers moved to the Westbeth
and the full company
Theatre Center
Center in New York City for a series of backers'
backers' auditions.
auditions. The
Theatre
favorable and the way was paved for the possible
possible opresponse was very favorable
production this Fall
Failoror a transference
transference to film.
tion of a later production
Baron's Gambit,
Gambit, which is based on Tales of
of the
the Knights
Knights of
of Revelry
Revelry
The Baron's
(©1983 story and concept
concept by Normand
Normand Beauregard
Beauregard and Craig Handel), is
(©1983
divided into six scenes, five of which
which contain strenuous
strenuous combat
combat
divided
choreography. Each fight is tightly
tightly woven into the context
context of the script:
choreography.
preceded, interspersed
interspersed and followed by dialogue
dialogue delivered
delivered by two or more
preceded,
fighting principals.
principals. This show is an actor/combatant's
actor/combatant's dream. But if
of the fighting
physical condition,
condition, it could be a nightmare. Aside from
actors are not in top physical
nothing worse than
the obvious risk of injury that fatigue can cause, there is nothing
gasping for air while delivering lines, so the company of twenty actors began
preparing for opening
opening night months in advance.
preparing
Once the show was cast from the outstanding students in the twelve week
conditioning became very structured. RehearSchool Program, the physical conditioning
workshop/master class feel. The first hour was spent worksals took on a workshop/master
fundamentals. Besides ingraining
ingraining good form and solid footwork
footwork
ing on the fundamentals.
muscle memory, basic floor exercises
exercises and blade work were very effecinto muscle
building leg and arm endurance.
endurance. Even after the initial twelve week
tive in building
training session, sore swashbucklers
swashbucklers abound during
during the first week of these
training
intensive rehearsals. Floor exercise drills
drills were usually
usually followed
followed by fifteen
fifteen
intensive
minutes of ballet stretches
stretches and battements;
battements; with the actors' muscles
muscles now
minutes
director/fight master, Normand
Normand Beauregard
Beauregard took over the
hot and loose, director/fight
dance captains.
captains.
rehearsal from his fight and dance
choreography and
The next hour or more was spent working
working on fight choreography
member takes part in this section,
section, whether
whether they have
stunts. Every cast member
ingenues flipped
flipped through
through the air
been cast in a fight role or not. Female ingenues
frequently as the male heroes. This was an experimentation/discovery
experimentation/discovery
as frequently
approach. For many, it was about breaking
breaking down psychological
psychological barriers,
approach.

Cumberland Company
Company for the Performing
Performing Arts
Cumberland
Arts
Normand Beauregard,
Beauregard, Director
Director and
and Craig Handel,
Handel,
Normand
Associate
Director
Associate Artistic
Artistic Director
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as well as pushing
pushing the physical limitations
limitations past yesterday's
yesterday's limits. The process was focused on the company, as a whole, developing
developing a physical repertoire. Each piece of choreography
choreography or gag was notated and given a name.
Later,
Later, when the whole choreography
choreography was being set, this repertoire
repertoire became
a valuable
valuable resource. After the choreography
choreography session, the ensemble
ensemble split
up and scene work began. Those not involved in a particular
particular scene
scene were
free to work out on their
their own.
The
The Baron's Gambit
Gambit was in rehearsal for five months before opening
opening in
Providence, Rhode Island and later moved to New York City.
City. While that may
script was in a conseem like a long rehearsal period, it really wasn't. The script
stant state of development;
development; new cuts and scenes
scenes were coming
coming in on a daily
basis. The end result was a two hour,
hour, twenty
twenty minute swashbuckling
swashbuckling adventure/fantasy
ture/fantasy play,
play, with complex choreography
choreography and stunts woven into the plot
structure
structure from start to finish.
finish. The rehearsal format
format was well conceived
conceived for
opening night, the ensemble,
ensemble, now finely
finely tuned into each
this project. By opening
other's
other's rhythm, was working
working as a unit with a great deal of trust. The
The Baron's
without injury.
injury. Hard training and conGambit performed eight shows a week without
centrated rehearsals
rehearsals resulted in success
success and survival!
survival!
centrated
Romancing the Stone)
Kathleen Turner (Body Heat, Crimes of Passion, Romancing
performance of The
The Baron's Gambit
Gambit so much that she acquired
acquired
enjoyed the performance
Normand Beauregard
Beauregard for private stage combat
combat sessions,
sessions, in preparation
preparation for
Normand
Romancing the Stone in which
which she will fight off a ship full
the sequel to Romancing
"The great thing
thing about Normand,"
Normand," said Ms. Turner,
Turner, "is
"is that he
of pirates. "The
brings a solid working
working knowledge
knowledge of theatre
theatre to this art form. He's not just
just
brings
fencing instructor. He is also a director
director and choreographer.
choreographer. That's
That's what
a fencing
impressed me about the fight work in The
The Baron's Gambit. The sheer
impressed
theatricality of
of it.
it. ItIt was
was larger
larger than
than life,
life, flashier
flashier than
than reality-exactly
reality-exactly what
what
theatricality
swashbuckler should be!"
be!"
a swashbuckler
The Cumberland
Cumberland Company
Company also offers lecture
lecture demonstration
demonstration series and
lecture/demonstration series on Stage Combat
Combat and
master classes. The lecture/demonstration
conducted by Normand
Normand Beauregard
Beauregard and focuses
focuses on the
the Fight Master is conducted
subject of stage combat
combat and safe and effective action sequences
sequences for stage,
stage,
subject
television. The presentations
presentations are tailored to target
target specific
specific age
film and television.
groups although their physicality and fast pace work extremely well for mixed
audiences. The three subjects
subjects offered in the lecture/demonstration
lecture/demonstration series
series
audiences.
"Shakespearean Swordplay
Swordplay or.
or. . .The
The Bard's Brawls," "Classic
"Classic
are "Shakespearean
Swashbucklers of the Stage and Silver Screen,"
Screen," and "The
"The History
History of PerPerSwashbucklers
sonal Combat."
Combat."
sonal
Master classes
classes in
in certain
certain specialized
specialized physical
physical disciplines
disciplines that are often
Master
taught as part of the performers'
performers' previous
previous training
training are also offered
not taught
through the Cumberland
Cumberland Company. These are skills that may be critical
critical
through
performers' future
future safety and success, such as swordplay, hand-toto the performers'
hand, stunts
stunts and
and tumbling,
tumbling, juggling,
mime, slapstick,
slapstick, sword
sword dances,
dances,
hand,
juggling, mime,
Renaissance minuet,
minuet, Baroque
Baroque dance
dance and English Country
Country Dances. Also
Renaissance
included is
is a
a master
master class
class entitled
entitled Swashbuckling
Swashbuckling 101
101 which
which is
is generally
generally
included
taught at the college
college level and serves as a basic introduction
introduction to the art of
taught
scheduled either
either as a four to twelve week
Stage Combat. This can be scheduled
residency which meets once or twice
twice a week or as an intensive
intensive one to two
residency
residency with daily
daily sessions. The course
course serves as an introduction
introduction
week residency
controlled use of the sword for stage and screen in addition
addition to basic
to the controlled
technique in the use of the quarterstaff,
quarterstaff, stunts and hand-to-hand
hand-to-hand combat
combat
technique
emphasis on safety and how to execute an exciting stage fight
with a strong emphasis
without injury!!!
without
entering into its third season, the Cumberland
Cumberland Company
Company for the PerPerNow entering
forming Arts is firmly
firmly established
established in its Monastery
Monastery headquarters.
headquarters. Extensive
Extensive
forming
dormitory into studio
work has begun on the renovation of the old monks' dormitory
spaces for the company. It is the dream of the Cumberland
Cumberland
and rehearsal spaces
in the performing arts fields while
Company to establish a national reputation in
touch with its interest in developing
developing strong community
community supnever losing touch
participation.
port and participation.
Cumberland Company
Company set some exciting
exciting goals for themselves
themselves this
The Cumberland
achieved them. And this was just the first time out! Imagine
Imagine
past year and achieved
what they can do the next time!
TumE
Normand Beauregard,
Beauregard, center, coaches
coaches Kathleen
Kathleen TurnE
further information
information on the Cumberland
Cumberland Company, The
The Baron's Gam- Normand
For further
Handel, assisting
assisting for the sequel
sequel to ROMANCIN:·
ROMANCJN:various lecture/demonstrations
lecture/demonstrations and master classes, please write Craig Handel,
bit, or the various
THE STONE.
STONE.
Cumberland Company, The Monastery,
Monastery, Cumberland,
Cumberland, THE
Normand Beauregard, Cumberland
(401) 333-9000.
Rhode Island 02864 or call (401)
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Dueling
Dueling was often illegal,
illegal, frequently
frequently murderous
murderous and sometimes
sometimes absurd,
absurd,
but for centuries
centuries the practice
practice prevailed
prevailed throughout
throughout much of the western
western
world. Men fought
fought for love,
love, for honor, to settle quarrels,
quarrels, and for the mere
notoriety of dueling. Statesmen, poets,
poets, and clerics succumbed
succumbed to the mania,
as well as soldiers
soldiers and cavaliers.
CUSTOM.
CUSTOM. Dueling probably
probably evolved out of trial by battle, a Teutonic custom
in which
which an accused
accused person had the right to challenge
challenge his accuser
accuser to a
deadly ordeal. The Burgundian
Burgundian monarch
monarch Gundobad
Gundobad established
established an official
official
deadly
code for such judicial
judicial duels
duels in an edict proclaimed
proclaimed at Lyons in 501.
501.
Pope Stephen
judicial duels
Stephen VI prohibited
prohibited judicial
duels in 887,
887, but the practice
practice spread
through
through Europe and was carried to England by William
William the Conqueror. Trial
Trial
by duel continued
continued until the 16th century
century and as that custom faded it was
replaced by duels of honor to avenge an affront.
The word "duel"
"duel" derives
derives from the Italian due/lo,
duello, the Latin duel/um
duellum (from
be/furn),
bellum), and came into general
general usage about the turn of the 17th
17th century.
Shakespeare
Romeo and
and Juliet,
Juliet, and an
Shakespeare wrote of the "duellist"
"duellist" of Tybalt in Romeo
English
English satirist
satirist and travel writer
writer named Thomas
Thomas Coryate was the first to
describe the practice
practice in Coryate's
Coryate's Crudities
Crudities (1611).
(1611).
use the term to describe
passion for dueling
dueling was at its height
height in 17th-century France. One acThe passion
count states that two thousand
thousand Frenchmen
Frenchmen were killed in the years
count
1601-1609,and
friends met in Paris salons
salons the common
common topic
topic of con1601-1609,
and when friends
versation was: "Who
"Who fought
fought yesterday?
yesterday? Who is to fight today?"
today?"
versation
practice flourished
flourished despite
despite intermittent
intermittent opposition
opposition from Church
Church and
The practice
against dueling
dueling was promulgated
promulgated in 1545 by the CounState. The first ban against
Trent, pronouncing
pronouncing it "an invention of the devil to compass
compass the destrucdestruccil of Trent,
souls together
together with a bloody
bloody death of the body." Duelists
Duelists were
tion of souls
threatened with severe religious sanctions, but the punishments
punishments were rarely
threatened
applied.
applied.
particular foe of dueling
dueling was Cardinal
Cardinal Richelieu,
Richelieu, chief minister
minister of Louis
A particular
XIII. He
He opposed
opposed the
the practice
practice for
for both
both religious
religious and
and political
political reasons
reasons and
and
XIII.
detested it personally
personally because
because his brother
brother had been killed in a duel. He
detested
persuaded the King to issue a series
series of edicts that punished
punished duelists
duelists by
persuaded
banishment and confiscation
confiscation of goods; when that failed, he secured
secured a new
banishment
edict establishing
establishing a death sentence.
edict
inspired a spirit
spirit of bravado in the comte de Boutteville
Boutteville who
The ban inspired
promptly arranged
arranged for a duel, his 22nd, scheduling
scheduling the affair
affair for midday
midday
promptly
Boutteville
on the place Royale, which was famous as a venue for duels. De Boutteville
second, the comte de Chapelles,
Chapelles, were both arrested, tried by the
and his second,
Parlement, and condemned
condemned to death. Despite their
their influence
influence they were
Parlement,
publicly beheaded
beheaded on June 21,
21, 1627.
1627.
publicly
dueling ardor only briefly
briefly and the succeeding
succeeding
This stern example cooled dueling
monarch, Louis XIV,
XIV, found it necessary
necessary to issue eleven separate
separate edicts
monarch,
against the practice. He eventually
eventually compromised
compromised by establishing
establishing a court
court
against
prospective duelists
duelists were required
required to submit
submit their
their grievances
grievances to
of honor; prospective
conciliation and if that failed might
might be given a royal permit
permit to fight.
conciliation
suppression of dueling
dueling was passed by the
The last French law for the suppression
1723.Subsequently
discourage dueling
dueling both
Subsequently Napoleon tried to discourage
Parlement in 1723.
officers and by his own example; when he was
by stern reproof to his officers
challenged personally
personally by the King of Sweden he replied contemptuously
contemptuously
challenged
appoint a fencing
fencing master to represent
represent him in the matter.
that he would appoint
Dueling in England
England waxed and waned in intermittent
intermittent fashion
fashion between
Dueling
sixteenth and nineteenth
nineteenth centuries,
centuries, reaching
reaching a peak after Cromwell's
Cromwell's
the sixteenth
republic gave way to a restored monarchy
monarchy in 1660.
1660. The great jurists
jurists Franrepublic
Matthew Hale each attempted
attempted to treat duelcis Bacon, Edward Coke, and Matthew
deaths as murder
murder but could find no juries
convict. At other
other periods
periods
juries to convict.
ing deaths
dueling was variously
variously tolerated,
tolerated, mildly
mildly reproved, or quietly
quietly ignored. One
dueling
tabulation shows that during
during the reign of George Ill
III one hundred
hundred seventy
seventy
tabulation
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duels were fought, with sixty nine fatalities, plus two duelists
duelists who were
two duels
punished by execution.
execution.
punished
association against
against dueling
dueling was formed by prominent
prominent legislators
legislators and
An association
military officers
officers in nineteenth
nineteenth century
century London, and the movement
movement was enmilitary
Victoria. Parliament
Parliament passed an act in 1844 that provided
dorsed by Queen Victoria.
one.
court-martial for any officer who took part in a duel or helped to promote one.
Dueling in other countries
countries followed a similar
similar course, the clash of sword
Dueling
crack of pistol being interrupted
interrupted periodically
periodically by various
various edicts. In 1738
1738
and crack
Naples decreed
decreed punishments
punishments ranging through
through fines, banishthe King of Naples
those who took part in a non-fatal duel, the rule applyment, and prison for those
seconds and challenge-bearers
challenge-bearers as well as combatants.
combatants. In fatal duels
duels
ing to seconds
punishment was execution
execution for all concerned,
concerned, and they were buried
the punishment
without monument
monument in unconsecrated
unconsecrated ground.
ground.
without
Frederick I of Prussia, equally
equally adamant,
adamant, gave instructions
instructions that dueling
dueling
Frederick
officers must fight in the presence
presence of a battalion of infantry. When the losing
officers
duelist fell, the battalion
battalion was to shoot the winner.
duelist
Dueling nonetheless
nonetheless remained
remained popular
popular with Germans
Germans and a sanguinary
sanguinary
Dueling
provided by city-states
city-states that legalized
legalized the custom. Such a prachaven was provided
Witzburg in Franconia, Uspach and Halle in Swabia,
tice was followed at Witzburg
numbers to settle their
their quarrels. Later
and the gentry trooped there in large numbers
German practice
practice fell into a shadow area: civil law officially
officially prohibited
prohibited duelGerman
officer who refused a challenge
challenge was so disgraced
disgraced that
ing, but an army officer
he had to resign.

METHODS. Dueling
Dueling evolved elaborate
elaborate codes that invoked the authority
authority of
METHODS.
inviolable custom. Details varied somewhat
somewhat according
according to the country
country and
inviolable
strict punctilio
punctilio was laid down for every phase of the
period but in general a strict
including the proper
proper style for giving
giving and receiving
receiving challenges,
challenges, the
contest, including
election of seconds,
seconds, and the conduct
conduct of battle. One Irish code extended
election
thirty-six clauses
clauses and was duly ratified at a special meeting
meeting of nobles.
to thirty-six
particular conditions
conditions
Dueling parties were given a wide latitude in setting particular
their pleasure
pleasure arrange
arrange anything
anything from a token encounter
encounter to a
and could at their
deadly engagement.
engagement. Spectators
Spectators were sometimes
sometimes invited to attend and a
deadly
physician was usually
usually present
present to treat the casualties.
casualties. The seconds
seconds played
physician
role: they acted as observers to guarantee a fair fight and might
an important role:
empowered to strike down any duelist
duelist who violated the rules. On occabe empowered
seconds were drawn into what became a general melee; in one sevension seconds
century French affair two dueling
dueling dukes were each accompanied
accompanied
teenth century
seconds and all involved were either
either killed or wounded.
wounded.
by four seconds
accepted dueling
dueling weapons
weapons were the saber, rapier,
rapier, the smaller
smaller and
The accepted
lighter sword, and the pistol, tradition
tradition decreeing
decreeing that the challenged
challenged party
lighter
choice of weapons. Much favored in the early era was the rapier,
rapier,
had the choice
which featured a fine-tempered, highly flexible blade as much as forty inches
length. Rapier
Rapier hilts offered a variety
variety of shielding
shielding devices
devices for protecting
protecting
in length.
wielder's hand and wrist; the cross guard or qui/Ion,
quillon, was also a potenthe wielder's
weakness because
because a skilled
skilled fencer
fencer could strike it in such a way as to
tial weakness
opponent's hand. In the sixteenth
sixteenth century
century it was
wrest the blade from his opponent's
common for duelists
duelists to hold a rapier in one hand and a dagger
dagger in the other,
common
dagger being used largely for parrying
parrying the opponent's
opponent's rapier.
the dagger
craftsmen at Toledo and Germans
Germans at Solingen
Solingen produced
produced some
Spanish craftsmen
decorated them with elaborate engravings.
engravings.
of the finest rapiers and often decorated
Spanish blade that bore an inscription
inscription on each side:
One example was a Spanish
"Do not draw me without
without cause"
cause" and "Do
"Do not sheath me without
without honor."
"Do
dueling weapons in the early eighteenth
eighteenth
Pistols came into general use as dueling
qualities in a dueling
dueling pistol included
included a long barrel for
century. The ideal qualities
accuracy and a perfect
perfect ratio of weight
weight and balance between butt and baraccuracy
dueling practice was to shoot with the arm extended
extended in straight
straight
rel. A typical dueling
shoulder; an unbalanced
unbalanced weapon would tend to produce
produce a
line from the shoulder;
either too high or too low.
low.
shot either
prescribed distance
distance between pistol wielding
wielding duelists
duelists varied accordThe prescribed
British Code
Code of
of Duel,
Duel, published
published in 1824,
1824, decreed
decreed that "ten
ing to code. The British
thirty inches
inches each is always the minimum."
minimum." Often,
paces of not less than thirty
dueling parties
parties set the rules; the standard
standard was ten to twenty
twenty paces with
dueling
opponents standing in place facing each other,
other, as opposed to dramatic
dramatic film
opponents
adversaries placed back to back, walking
walking the designated
designated
versions showing adversaries
whirling and firing.
distance, then whirling
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threatened in 1527 when Charles
Charles V
FAMOUS DUELS. A royal duel was threatened
charged Francis I of France with breaking
breaking a treaty, adding
adding an acof Spain charged
cusation that Francis was "not
"not only a base violator
violator of public
public faith, but a
cusation
stranger to honor and integrity
integrity becoming
becoming a gentleman."
gentleman." Francis demanded
demanded
stranger
satisfaction to which
which Charles
Charles agreed, and emissaries
emissaries rode back and forth
satisfaction
to negotiate details. These delays allowed tempers to cool, causing the duel
postponed several times
times and finally
finally canceled.
canceled.
to be postponed
fought in France in 1547
1547 before Henry II and
A famed judicial
judicial duel was fought
alleged slander
slander concerning
concerning the honor
his court. The legal issue was an alleged
virtue of a noble lady; the combatants
combatants were the former
former great friends
friends
and virtue
Vivonne de la Chataigneraie
Chataigneraie and Buy de Chabot,
Chabot, Baron de
Francois de Vivonne
Chataigneraie was the stronger
stronger of the two, but Jarnac
Jarnac suddenly
suddenly
Jarnac. Chataigneraie
opponent's knee tendon, effectively hamstringing
hamstringing him.
crouched and cut his opponent's
The coup de Jarnac passed into the language, meaning an unexpected and
treacherous blow.
blow. Chataigneraie
Chataigneraie was so mortified
mortified that he refused medical
medical
treacherous
attention. When his wishes
wishes were ignored
ignored and the wounds
wounds dressed,
dressed, he tore
attention.
bandages and died two days later.
later.
off his bandages
duelist in his early career
career and killed
Sir Walter Raleigh was an inveterate duelist
numerous opponents
opponents before he was stricken
stricken with remorse and vowed
numerous
neither to give nor accept
accept another
another challenge.
challenge. Once in a coffeehouse
coffeehouse arguneither
tempered young man spat in his face, but Raleigh merely
merely took
ment a hot tempered
handerkerchief, wiped his face, and said coolly: "Young man, if I could
his handerkerchief,
conscience the stain of killing
killing you, as I can the spitas easily wipe from my conscience
should not live another
another minute."
minute." The abashed
abashed agtle from my face, you should
gressor immediately
immediately begged
begged his pardon.
gressor
Numerous public
public figures
figures in Britain took part in duels; among them were
Numerous
William Pitt the younger, the Duke of Wellington,
Wellington, and the Earl of Cardigan,
Cardigan,
William
disastrous charge
charge of the Light Brigade
Brigade at Balaclava.
who led the disastrous
Bate, an editor
editor of the London Morning
Morning Post in the
The Reverend Henry Bate,
eighteenth century, was a combative
combative cleric
cleric and journalist.
late eighteenth
journalist. He was induels and lawsuits
lawsuits and once shot his own lawyer while duelvolved in both duels
another instance
instance the Reverend Bate printed
ing over a policy dispute. In another
scurrilous speculations
speculations about the wealthy
wealthy and widowed Countess
Countess of Strathscurrilous
responded with a public
public offer to marry any gentleman
gentleman who
more, and she responded
cleanse her reputation
reputation with the slanderer's
slanderer's blood. A Captain
Captain Stoney
would cleanse
applied for the honor, and a duel was arranged
arranged in the private room of a
applied
exchanging pistol shots to no effect, they rushed at each other
tavern. After exchanging
wounded before bystanders
bystanders intervened.
intervened. Capwith swords and both were wounded
sufficiently to marry the Countess the following week.
tain Stoney recovered sufficiently
In France,
France, Voltaire
Voltaire was sent to the Bastille for his impertinence
impertinence in challengIn
nobleman; later the philosopher
philosopher inveighed
inveighed against
against dueling
dueling both for
ing a nobleman;
absurdity and its aristocratic
aristocratic exclusiveness.
exclusiveness. The writer
writer Charles
Charles Saintits absurdity
dueling while accepting
accepting a challenge;
challenge; he fought
fought while
Beuve poked fun at dueling
umbrella aloft in his free hand to demonstrate
demonstrate his sang-froid
sang-froid and
holding an umbrella
ridiculousness of the custom. Another
Another literary
literary participate
participate was Alexanthe ridiculousness
duels through
through the lusty characters
characters in
dre Dumas, who re-enacted his own duels
The Three
Three Musketeers.
The
medical duel was proposed
proposed by Alesandro
Alesandro Cagliostro,
Cagliostro, an Italian
An exotic medical
magician and alchemist
alchemist who took offense
offense when a physician
physician called him a
magician
suggested that two pills be prepared,
prepared, one of them poisonous,
poisonous,
quack. He suggested
combatants swallow a pill chosen at random. The distrustful
distrustful
and each of the combatants
physician refused, probably
probably fearing
fearing some sleight-of-hand,
sleight-of-hand, and the matter
physician
ended.
A famed feminine duel was conducted between the comtesse de Polignac
Marquise de Nesle; ironically
ironically they fought over the affections
affections of Carand the Marquise
Richelieu who was particularly
particularly opposed
opposed to violence
violence in such affairs.
dinal Richelieu
noblewomen met with pistols at dawn in the Bois de Boulogne
Boulogne and
The two noblewomen
marquise fired and missed. The comtesse
comtesse
when the signal was given, the marquise
trembles with too much passion;"
passion;" she then took
said coolly: "Your hand trembles
deliberate aim and shot off a piece of the other's earlobe. Cardinal Richelieu
chose not to prosecute.
chose
Jaquette Rameau and
Paris was also the scene of a lover's duel between Jaquette
dashing army officer, who had taught
taught her how to shoot. The duel excited
a dashing
enormous interest and a large crowd came to see the unusual event. When
enormous
appointed grounds, he stood stoically
stoically waiting
waiting until she had
they met on the appointed
fired and then raised his own pistol to shoot into the air; the two then rushed
other's arms for an ardent
ardent reconciliation.
reconciliation. Actually
Actually the affair
affair was
into each other's
unbeknown to the principals, the seconds had placed love
a romantic farce: unbeknown
above honor and loaded both pistols with blanks.
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introduced with
with the
the first
first aerial
aerial duel.
duel. Two
Two
In 1808 a modern note was introduced
gallants
gallants named de Grandpree
Grandpree and le
Ie Pique quarreled
quarreled over Mademoiselle
Mademoiselle
Tirevit, a celebrated dancer, and agreed to fight with firearms from balloons.
They ascended
ascended in two balloons
balloons from a Parisian field, reached a height of
of
some eight hundred yards, and opened fire with blunderbusses.
blunderbusses. Pique's
balloon was hit and plunged to earth, carrying him
him and
and his
his second
second to
to a
a specspectacular
tacular death.
AMERICANA.
AMERICANA. Dueling enjoyed an American vogue from about 1770
1770to
1860,
to 1860,
reaching
reaching a particular
particular popularity
popularity in the southern
southern states. In
In 1838 Governor
Governor
John Lyde Wilson of South Carolina
Carolina rewrote an
an old
old Irish
Irish Code
Code Duello
Duello and
and
published
published it as a general
general guide
guide and public
public service
service to his bellicose
bellicose
constituents.
constituents.
Choice of weapons
weapons and conditions
conditions of battle
battle were
were often
often more
more deadly
deadly than
than
Choice
those in European duels. In one early encounter
encounter General Armistead
Armistead Mason
challenged
challenged Colonel John McCarthy
McCarthy who suggested
suggested dirks hand-to-hand;
hand-to-hand;
when that was refused, they met with shotguns
shotguns at
at four
four paces.
paces. They
They fired
fired
together, Mason falling
falling dead and McCarthy
McCarthy being seriously
seriously wounded.
wounded.
A deadly
deadly Kentucky custom was a knife duel in which combatants
combatants faced
faced
each other on a log an arm's reach apart, each of them secured in place
place
by having his britches
britches nailed to the timber
timber and each with one end of a
a kerkerchief in his mouth. They then fought until
until one
one was
was dead
dead or
or had
had spit
spit out
out
his end of the kerchief.
The first prominent United States citizen to die in a duel was Button GwinGwinnett, a signer
signer of the Declaration of Independence.
Independence. He was killed a year later
later
in Savannah, Georgia,
Georgia, in a pistol duel with Colonel
Colonel Lachlan McIntosh.
Mcintosh.
Two
Two revolutionary
revolutionary leaders met in a fateful pistol duel in Weehawken, New
New
Jersey, when Vice President
President Aaron Burr killed Alexander
Alexander Hamilton.
Hamilton. Burr
Burr
was convicted
convicted of murder
murder in a trial that followed; he fled to avoid imprisonimprisonment, but his career
career was ruined and he ended in disrepute.
The future President Andrew Jackson was a notorious
notorious brawler and killed
killed
one man in a formal duel; the victim was Charles Dickinson who reportedly
made slurring
slurring remarks about Jackson's
Jackson's wife. At the encounter
encounter Jackson
adopted a wily strategy, wearing
loose-fitting coat,
coat, and
and then
then twisting
twisting
wearing a long loose-fitting
his body sideways within the garment
garment to disturb
disturb his opponent's
opponent's aim. Dickinson fired first hitting
hitting Jackson
Jackson in the left arm, but he concealed
concealed his condition by refusing to flinch. Jackson
Jackson took careful aim and pulled the trigger;
trigger;
when the gun misfired
misfired he examined it calmly, recocked it, and fired with
with
deadly
deadly aim as Dickinson
Dickinson stood waiting
waiting with averted head.
Abraham
Abraham Lincoln
Lincoln accepted
accepted a duel challenge
challenge when
when he
he was
was a
a young
young Ilillinois politician, agreeing to meet an opponent named Shields who had been
offended
offended by Lincoln's
Lincoln's biting wit. They agreed on
on cavalry
cavalry swords,
swords, met
met on
on
a sandbar
sandbar on the Mississippi
Mississippi River; the fight was canceled
canceled and a compromise
promise reached after Shields
Shields watched rail-splitter
rail-splitter Lincoln take some lusty
practice
practice swings with his weapon.
By 1859 most states had enacted laws against
against dueling,
dueling, but the custom
enjoyed a reprise in the brawling cattle towns and mining camps of the West.
West.
Quick-draw
Quick-draw gunfighters
gunfighters were essentially
essentially duelists
duelists in denim,
denim, re-enacting
re-enacting an
an
old tradition in a new form. One duel in Denver featured colorful combatants
and produced
produced an ironic version
version of western justice.
The principals
principals were
were
justice. The
bordello
bordello queens
queens Mattie Silks and Katie Fulton, rivals for the affection
affection of the
the
gambler
gambler Cort Thompson,
Thompson, and they agreed to settle the matter
matter with sixsixshooters
shooters on the grounds
grounds of the Denver Brewery. Most of the town turned
turned
out to watch, a dapper
dapper Thompson
Thompson prominent
prominent in the front row of spectators.
The madames
madames took their
their places, raised their
their guns, and fired; neither
neither was
was
hurt but Thompson
Thompson slumped
slumped dead with a bullet neatly placed behind his
his
ear.
ear. Opinion
Opinion was divided
divided as to whether
whether it was an unfortunate
unfortunate accident
accident or
or
remarkably
remarkably accurate
accurate shooting.
shooting.
MODERN.
MODERN. The dueling tradition lingered on, notably in German universities,
supported by student associations that sponsored ritualistic fencing matches
intended
intended to draw token blood. The fraternities
fraternities were successfully
successfully banned
for diverse reasons by the Weimar Republic, the Nazi regime, and Allied
Allied
occupation
occupation authorities,
authorities, but after each suppression
suppression the custom was secretly
revived. One survey in 1962 found that nearly half of Germany's
Germany's eight
eight
hundred
hundred fraternities
fraternities still engaged
engaged in the practice.
The classic
classic German student
student duel is a highly
highly stylized contest
contest known as
as
the Mensur.
Mensur. Combatants
Combatants dress in padded leather
leather torso
torso jackets,
jackets, wear
wear propro-
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steel-mesh goggles
goggles and nose guard, but leave the rest of the face
tective steel-mesh
distance and exchange
exchange prescribed
prescribed strokes with
bare. They stand at a fixed distance
capable of inflicting
inflicting cuts. The main object
object
sabers that are blunt pointed but capable
fencing skill but a demonstration
demonstration of courage, collecting
collecting as proof an
is not fencing
honorable scar.
scar. Cheek scars are so ,valued
,valued as fraternal
fraternal badges
badges that some
honorable
participants resort to cosmetic
cosmetic tricks, using pepper
pepper or horsehair
horsehair to inflame
inflame
participants
the cuts.
Dueling also enjoyed a mild Italian revival after World War II. Most of the
Dueling
remarkably bloodless
bloodless even when pistols were chosen
chosen as
affairs were remarkably
weapons; discreet
discreet seconds
seconds saw to it that the weapons
weapons were loaded with
weapons;
charge insufficient
insufficient to produce
produce more than a scratch
scratch at the usual
a powder charge
distance of forty yards.
distance
American dueling
dueling traditions
traditions may have been delivered
delivered
A coup de grace to American
1972 at Hartford
Hartford University
University when student
student leader
leader Eric Litsky challenged
challenged
in 1972
university president
president Archibald
Archibald Woodruff. The latter accepted, exercised his
university
choose the weapons, and chose custard pies at arm-length
arm-length range.
right to choose
three-round exchange
exchange of pies, Woodruff
Woodruff wiped his face, observed
observed
After a three-round
improvement over other kinds of campus
campus antics
antics in eras past.
that it was an improvement
declared: "It
"It tastes a lot better than goldfish."
goldfish."
He declared:
SUMMING UP. A dying code of conduct.
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Combat for Stage
Stage and Screen
Screen
Combat

Throughout the
the ages, the
the privilege
privilege of learning
learning an art or skill
skill
Throughout
honored tradition.
tradition. The
The Society's
Society's yearly
yearly workshop
workshop
has been an honored
one means
means for those
those interested
interested in stage
stage combat
combat to learn
learn
is one
from the
the best
best fight
fight masters
masters in this
this country
country and
and to further
further the
the
from
goal of promoting
promoting "the
"the safety
safety and aesthetics
aesthetics of well conceived
conceived
goal
fight choreography."
choreography." But as interest
interest in stage
stage combat
combat continues
continues
fight
problems will
will arise
arise concerning
concerning proper
proper training
training from
from
to grow, problems
certified and
and capable
capable teachers
teachers (a matter
matter alluded
alluded to in the
the
certified
January issue
issue of The Fight
Fight Master).
Master).
January
David L. Boushey,
Boushey, founder
founder of the
the Society
Society of American
Now, David
American
Fight Directors,
Directors, has
has completed
completed a series
series of three
three video-tapes
video-tapes
Fight
intended to provide
provide a basis
basis for fight
fight instruction
instruction on the
the high
high
intended
school and
and university
university level. Mr. Boushey
Boushey covers
covers what
what he conconschool
siders the
the three
three primary
primary areas
areas of combat
combat under
under the
the following
following
siders
headings: Medieval
Medieval Weaponry
Weaponry - broadsword,
broadsword, broadsword
broadsword
headings:
and shield,
shield, and
and quarterstaff;
quarterstaff; Elizabethan
Elizabethan WeaponryWeaponry - rapier,
and
rapier and
and dagger,
dagger, and
and court
court sword;
sword; Unarmed
Unarmed Combat
Combat rapier
classical and
and modern.
modern.
classical
The format
format for the
the tapes
tapes is basically
basically the
the same.
same. Each
Each is
The
ninety minutes
minutes long. Each begins
begins with
with a fight
fight sequence,
sequence, filmed
filmed
ninety
from a production
production choreographed
choreographed by Mr.
Mr. Boushey,
Boushey, to illustrate
illustrate
from
the fighting
fighting style
style of that
that particular
particular period.
period. He then
then gives
gives a
the
brief history
history of the
the weapons
weapons in their
their time
time and
and introduces
introduces the
the
brief
weapon's nomenclature,
nomenclature, the
the stance
stance and
and grip
grip before
before moving
moving
weapon's
into movement
movement and
and cuts
cuts and parries.
parries. Much
Much stress
stress is placed
placed
into
safety factors
factors in the
the use of weapons
and in choreography.
choreography.
on safety
weapons and
Further time
time is devoted
devoted to discussing
discussing
principles
Further
principles
of
choreography and notation
notation with
with attention
attention given
given to style
style as well
choreography
pure technique.
technique.
as pure
the tape
tape on unarmed
unarmed combat,
combat, Mr. Boushey
Boushey utilizes
utilizes his
In the
partner's (Robert
(Robert McDougal)
McDougal) skills
skills in teaching
teaching moves
moves from
from
partner's
the martial
martial arts
arts as well
teaching the
the standard
standard repertoire
repertoire
well as teaching
the
punches, slaps,
slaps, falls
falls and so on.
of punches,
Once the
the instructional
instructional sequence
sequence is completed,
completed, David
David and
and
Once
Robert demonstrate
demonstrate the
the technique
technique in a choreographed
choreographed seRobert
quence that
that is then
then replayed
replayed in slow
slow motion
motion while
while voice
voice over
over
quence
talks the
the viewer
viewer through
through the
the moves
moves and
and safety
safety factors.
factors. The
The
talks
smoothness of both
both fighters
fighters fosters
fosters the
the "I could
could do that"
that" atsmoothness
titude that
that would
encourage rather
rather than
than intimidate
intimidate the
the student.
student.
titude
would encourage
The personal
personal warmth,
concern, enthusiasm
enthusiasm and humor
humor Mr.
The
warmth, concern,
Boushey exhibits
exhibits in person
person comes
comes through
through on the tapes. Even
Boushey
when
the teleprompter,
teleprompter, he comes
comes across
across as
when working
working off the
though he is talking
talking to you rather
rather than
than at you.
though
One facet
facet of his presentation
presentation I appreciate
appreciate is his willingness
One
willingness
give points
points of view
view other
other than
than his own.
own. Then
Then he explains
explains
to give
why
prefers his own approach.
approach. Further,
Further, his instructions
instructions
why he prefers
cover both
both what
and what
do to preserve
preserve the
the look
look
cover
what to do and
what not to do
realism while
maintaining the
the safety
safety factor.
of realism
while maintaining
Technical aspects
aspects of the
the filming
filming are quite
quite good.
good. The
The
Technical
photography and
and graphics
graphics are clear
clear and
and sharp.
sharp. The
The studio
studio
photography
the teaching
teaching takes
takes place
place is lit so that
that distracting
distracting
in which
which the
shadows are eliminated
eliminated and
and all moves
moves are clearly
clearly seen.
seen. Forshadows
tunately, Mr. Boushey's
Boushey's outfits
outfits bring
bring a touch
touch of color
color to an
tunately,
otherwise sterile
sterile atmosphere.
atmosphere.
otherwise
personal negative
negative comments
comments are few. The
The action
action in
My personal
some footage
footage from
from both
both choreographed
choreographed fights
fights and
and instrucinstrucsome
tional sequences
sequences is fast
fast enough
enough that
that the
the fighter(s)
fighter(s) moves
moves out
out
tional
frame and
and we miss
miss the
the full
full picture
picture of what
happening.
of frame
what is happening.
teaching sections,
sections, the moves
moves are broken
broken down
However, in the teaching
and repeated
repeated so the
the student
student should
should have
have no trouble
trouble underunderand
standing what
what is happening.
happening. Once
Once in a while
Mr. Boushey
Boushey slips
slips
standing
while Mr.
description, but
but never
never to the
the point
point of misleading
misleading
on a word
word or description,
the view
view as to what
meant.
the
what is meant.
As for meeting
meeting the
the objectives
objectives of teaching
teaching stage
stage combat,
combat, the
the
tapes are excellent.
excellent. The
The progression
progression is logical,
logical, complete
complete and
tapes
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presents a format
format an instructor
instructor could
could easily
easily follow. Perhaps
Perhaps
presents
Boushey would
consider proving
proving a manual
manual to accompany
accompany
Mr. Boushey
would consider
the tapes
tapes suggesting
suggesting a day
day by day
day plan
plan for the
the less experexperthe
ienced teacher,
teacher, if he has not planned
planned to do so already.
already.
ienced
There is a good
good deal
deal of overlapping
overlapping information
information in the tapes,
There
but one
one must
must remember
remember that
that they
they are designed
designed to be sold
sold
but
separately as well
well as part
part of a package.
package. Besides
Besides that,
that, repetirepetiseparately
tion will
will help
help solidify
solidify the
the information
information for the
the novice
novice fighter.
fighter.
tion
Frankly, I found
found myself
myself being
being reminded
reminded of principles
principles we tend
tend
Frankly,
slide, like
like putting
putting less physical
physical effort
effort into the
the fight
fight than
than
to let slide,
we often
often do. The
The video-cassettes
video-cassettes serve
serve as a great
great refresher
refresher
for those
those already
already experienced
experienced or certified
certified in stage
stage combat.
combat.
for
believe Mr. Boushey
Boushey has made
made a tremendous
tremendous amount
amount of
I believe
material accessible
accessible to those
those interested
interested in teaching
teaching stage
stage comcommaterial
provided an invaluable
invaluable service
service to those
those who
who canbat. He has provided
flO\. afford to repeatedly
repeatedly bring
bring in a certified
certified fight
fight instructor. With
flO\
th~ initial
initial investment,
investment, one
one has
has material
material in hand
hand that
that can be
thl;l'
/1:1Sed
again and
and again.
again.
/-OSed again

Robert W. Albright

Suspicion
Suspicion
Suspicion, an original
original participatory
participatory mystery
mystery conceived
conceived by
Suspicion,
Landau of Murder
Murder to Go, was staged
staged for INFOCOM
INFOCOM durDavid Landau
the 1985 Winter
Winter Consumer
Consumer Electronic
Electronic Show
Show in Las Vegas
Vegas
ing the
introduce the
the new
new computer
computer interaction
interaction mystery
mystery game
game
to introduce
"Suspect." Guests
Guests were
were invited
invited from
from the
the various
various electronics
electronics
"Suspect."
companies attending
attending the
the convention
convention to a cocktail
cocktail party
party at the
the
companies
Hart Mansion,
Mansion, a former
former home
home of the
the late Elvis
Elvis Presley,
Presley, beHart
tween 7:00
7:00 p.m. and
and 10:00
10:00 p.m. on January
January 6th.
tween
As the
the evening
evening began
began and the
the guests
guests circulated,
circulated, ate, drank
drank
and conversed,
conversed, several
several confrontations
confrontations occurred
occurred between
between
and
guests at the
the party
party and
and a Jonathan
Jonathan Smith,
Smith, who
the proguests
who was
was the
duct manager
manager for Suspect,
Suspect, the
the new
new interaction
interaction mystery
mystery
duct
developed and
and marketed
marketed by INFOCOM.
INFOCOM. Later
Later in the
the evening
evening
developed
shots were
were heard
heard and
and Mr. Smith's
Smith's body
body was found
found in the
the
shots
enclosed pool area. A police
police detective
detective arrived,
arrived, an ambulance
ambulance
enclosed
removed the
the body
body and the
the investigation
investigation began.
began. Guests
Guests at the
the
removed
party identified
identified people
people that
that Mr. Smith
Smith was
seen arguing
arguing with
party
was seen
with
and these
these suspects
suspects were
turn questioned.
questioned. After
the interinterand
were in turn
After the
rogation, the
the guests
guests wishing
participate in solving
solving the
the
rogation,
wishing to participate
mystery were
were given
given police
police reports,
reports, memos
memos and
and the
the coroner's
coroner's
mystery
report as they
they became
became available
available during
during the
the course
course of the
the
report
evening.
evening.
Throughout the
the rest of the
the evening
evening the
the guests
guests talked
talked to the
the
Throughout
identified suspects,
suspects, inspected
inspected the
the scene
scene of the
the crime
crime and
and
six identified
overheard numerous
numerous intriguing
intriguing confrontations
confrontations that
that revealed
revealed
overheard
major clues
clues to solve
solve the
the mystery.
mystery.
major
The evening's
evening's events
events culminated
culminated with
fight beside
beside the
the inThe
with a fight
door pool between
between a commercial
commercial artist,
artist, Peter
Peter Cairo
Cairo (Richard
(Richard
door
Raether), who
who was an unstable
unstable recently
recently released
released mental
mental
Raether),
patient, and
and Miles
Miles Archer
Archer (Allen
(Allen Suddeth),
Suddeth), the
the deceased's
deceased's
patient,
former partner
partner in a New
New York advertising
advertising firm.
firm.
former
The fight
fight began
began rather
rather tentatively
tentatively due
due to the
the size
size of the
the
The
crowd and the
the restricted
restricted area
area in which
which they
they were
crowd
were working.
working.
Since the
the suspects
suspects had been
been in character
character for nearly
nearly three
three
Since
hours without
without a break
break and
and had been
been closely
closely scrutinized
scrutinized and
hours
interviewed at all times
times by the guests
guests at the party, neither
neither cominterviewed
batant had had the
the opportunity
opportunity to warm-up
warm-up prior
prior to the
the fight.
fight.
batant

obvious to the
the audience/guests
audience/guests from
from the
the beginning
beginning
It was obvious
the fight
fight and
and by its location
location that
that the participants
participants would
would go
of the
into the pool.
pool. Steven
Steven Vaughn's
Vaughn's choreography
choreography had a few surinto
prises though.
though. At one
one point
point when
when Peter Cairo
Cairo went
went berserk
berserk
prises
good hold on Miles
Miles Archer,
Archer, who
who had dominated
dominated the
the
and got a good
offensive action
action of the fight
fight up to this
this point,
point, the audience
audience was
offensive
prepared for Archer
Archer to fly
fly into the
the pool.
pool. Instead,
Instead, Peter sent
sent
prepared
crashing through
through the INFOCOM
INFOCOM display
display (which
(which had been
him crashing
built of break
break away
away styrofoam
styrofoam pieces).
pieces). The
The audience
audience was
built
stunned at the
the mutilation
mutilation of the
the display
display and
and believed
believed that
that an
stunned
accident had
had really
really occurred.
occurred. This
This made
made the
the fall into the
the pool
accident
even more
more of a surprise
surprise when
when it occurred
occurred immediately
immediately afteraftereven
wards. (A surprise
surprise also
also to the
the fighters
fighters when
when they
they hit the
the water
water
wards.
and found
found out
out the
the pool
pool was not heated
heated and it was in the
the 30's
30's
and
that evening
evening outside).
outside).
that
The knife
knife being
being used
used in the
the fight
fight got
got lost in the
the pool
pool and
and
The
even though
though a back
back up was planted,
planted, the
the crowd
crowd in the
the pool
even
area was so densely
densely packed
packed and unwilling
unwilling to move
move that
that the
the
area
actor was unable
unable to get
get to the
the planted
planted knife. Staying
Staying in
actor
character the actor/combatants
actor/combatants got out
out of the pool, improvised
improvised
character
and carried
carried on with
with a quickly
quickly substituted
substituted knife
knife which
which ended
ended
and
with Peter Cairo's
Cairo's being
being stabbed
stabbed to death
death and
and Miles
Miles Archer
Archer
with
being shot
shot by another
another suspect.
suspect.
being
though the
the crowd
crowd was so large
large that
that it was difficult
difficult to
Even though
get all the
the clues
clues that
that motivated
motivated
the fight,
fight, it was ~till a~ exget
the
citing and entertaining
entertaining climax
climax to a suspenseful
suspenseful evening.
evening. Fights
citing
with Murder
Murder to Go in staging
staging these
these parR Us has joined
joined with
ticipatory mysteries
mysteries around
around the
the country.
country. And
And frankly,
frankly, I don't
don't
ticipatory
know how they
they could
could culminate
culminate an intriguing
intriguing evening
evening without
without
know
the extremely
extremely talented
talented capabilities
capabilities of such
such actor/combatants
actor/combatants
the
Suddeth and Raether.
Raether.
as Suddeth

Linda Mccollum

Romeo and
and Juliet
Juliet at the Unicorn
Unicorn Theatre
Theatre
Romeo
Charles Coyl produced
produced and
and directed
directed an action
action packed
packed
Charles
Romeo and
and Juliet
Juliet at the Unicorn
Unicorn Theatre
Theatre in Wilmette
Wilmette last sumsumRomeo
mer which
which was reviewed
reviewed
Suzanne Weiss
Weiss in A Pioneer
Pioneer
by Suzanne
mer
July 19,
19, 1984. The rough and tumble
tumble proPress-Newspaper
on July
Press-Newspaper
duction, which
which was heavily
heavily laced
laced with
with fighting,
fighting, shed
shed some
some
duction,
new light
light on this
this timeless
timeless tale
tale of young
young love
love and parental
parental opnew
position. Ms. Weiss
Weiss described
described it as a "fast
"fast moving,
moving, brawling
brawling
position.
bawdy affair
affair with
with little
little that
that is elegant
elegant and much
much that
that is
bawdy
human ...
... ".
human
served well for the
the scene
scene changes
changes to
The multi
multi level set served
The
keep pace
pace with
with the
the lightning
lightning swift
swift speed
speed of the
the production,
production,
keep
and although
although some
some lines
lines were
were sacrificed
sacrificed for maintaining
maintaining this
this
and
the delivery
delivery of lines
lines was geared
geared to sense
sense and
and not to
pace, the
style which
which made
made the play
play well worth
worth seeing,
seeing, especially
especially if you
style
were not a Shakespeare
Shakespeare fan.
were
Coyl included
included lots of physical
physical action
action with
with some
some rough
rough
Mr. Coy!
horseplay between
between Romeo
Romeo and his friends,
friends, the
the young
young toughs
toughs
horseplay
the Verona
Verona streets.
streets. He also
also had Old
Old C,,apulet
C)ipulet slapping
slapping
of the
around his daughter,
daughter, Juliet
Juliet (who
(who g~utnely
g~utnely
passed for a
around
passed
thirteen year
year old), when
when she dared
dared !0defy
Wdefy him.
him. And the
the duelduelthirteen
scenes were described
described as beingElxciting
being Elxciting and well handled.
handled.
ing scenes
this production
production Mr.
Mr. Coyl also
also played
played the
the sneering
sneering Tybalt
Tybalt
In this
with more
more than
than just
hint of a sexual
sexual relationship
relationship between
between
with
just a hint
character and Juliet's
Juliet's mother,
mother, and Romeo
Romeo and
and Juliet's
Juliet's
his character
lovers' embrace
embrace was described
described as "not
"not just
empty show."
show."
lovers'
just an empty
though the
the performances
performances by some
some actors
actors in the
the proEven though
duction were
were uneven,
uneven, the fast pace
pace of the
the production
production as weH
well
duction
the physicality
physicality of the
the staging
staging allowed
allowed the
the audience
audience to
as the
overlook the
the flaws,
flaws, making
making this
this production.come
productioncome close
close to the
overlook
probably really was.
way it probably

Tale of Two Workshops
Workshops
were fortunate
have two
We were
fortunate to have
two stage
stage combat
combat workshops
workshops
back to back
back here
here in Las Vegas
back
Vegas during
during January.
January. Katy Winters
Winters
and Steve
Steve Edwards
Edwards of Fights
Fights R Us were
performing
and
were in town
town performing
Best Little
Whorehouse in
Union Plaza
Plaza Hotel
in The Best
Little Whorehouse
in Texas at the
the Union
and agreed
agreed to do a two
hand-to-hand workshop
and
two day
day hand-to-hand
workshop at the
the
University. The
British American
Institute was
University.
The British
American Theatre
Theatre Institute
was also
also
Pinter's Betrayal,
in town to do Pinter's
Betrayal, with
with a whole
whole week
week of workshops
workshops
on Pinter, Shakespeare,
Shakespeare, Stagecraft,
Stagecraft, Acting,
Acting, and
and Stage
Stage ComComsponsored by the
both
the City
City of Las Vegas.
Vegas. Attendance
Attendance at both
bat sponsored
workshops was
people participating
participating
workshops
was small
small with
with only
only six
six people
throughout, but
but this
individual
throughout,
this allowed
allowed for
for a great
great deal
deal of individual
attention.
attention.
Katy and
and Steve's
Steve's workshop
workshop was
was on the
the weekend
weekend with
with two
two
three hour
hour sessions.
Both sessions
began with
Katy's
three
sessions. Both
sessions began
with one
one of Katy's
intensive warm-ups
muscle
intensive
warm-ups which
which concentrated
concentrated on those
those muscle
groups we would
using during
groups
would be using
during the
the two
two days. Katy and
and Steve
Steve
stressed safety,
knaps. They
stressed
safety, eye contact,
contact, distance
distance and
and knaps.
They
demonstrated techniques
pairs under
under
then worked
worked in pairs
demonstrated
techniques and
and we then
their close
close supervision.
both sessions
their
supervision. At the
the end
end of both
sessions Katy and
and
Steve put
put together
moves, compiling
had
Steve
together a series
series of moves,
compiling what
what we had
learned that
into a fight
then worked
worked
learned
that day
day into
fight sequence
sequence which
which we then
the end
had a nice
nice fight,
using
on. By the
end of the
the second
second day
day we had
fight, using
most of the
moves we had
had been
been taught.
most
the moves
taught. And
And since
since everyone
everyone
was doing
doing the
~ conwhat~
conwas
the same
same sequence
sequence it was
was surprising
surprising what
trast size, personality
personality and
made to the
trast
and sex made
the same
same senes
series of
moves.
moves.
The second
immediately followed.
The
second workshop
workshop immediately
followed. Anthony
Anthony
Naylor trained
trained with
Barry in the
his
Naylor
with B.H. Barry
the early
early seventies
seventies and
and his
mellow and
nonaggressive in both
both his
his
approach was
approach
was very
very mellow
and nonaggressive
manner and
philosophy. Little
Little or
involved and
contact was
was involved
and
manner
and philosophy.
or no contact
major safety
his major
safety approach
approach was
was one
one of trust
trust - "I'll
"I'll take
take c~re
c~re
and you
me." He began
began by
by?emonstrat.lng
of you and
you take
take care
care of me."
?emonstrat_mg
how the
the illusion
illusion of violence
phySical
how
violence could
could be created
created Without
without physical
contact between
between the
Each ninety
ninety minute
minute session
contact
the combatants.
combatants. Each
session
began with
with a non-strenuous
non-strenuous warm-up
more of a stretching
began
warm-up - more
stretching
out than
than an actual
learned techniques
actual warm-up.
warm-up. We learned
techniques and
and then
then
out
the group
group choreographed
inclu~ed
the
choreographed a fight
fight sequence
sequence which
which inclu~ed
everyone.
Anthony
begin with
person attacking
everyone.
Anthony would
would begin
with one
one person
attacking
someone, using
using one
had learned.
learned. Then
someone,
one of the
the techniques
techniques we had
Then
someone else
react. After
main line
line of action
someone
else would
would react.
After the
the main
action was
was
established, minor
minor actions
established,
actions were
were set
set so that
that everyone
everyone was
was
doing something.
something.
doing
personally was
I personally
was concerned
concerned about
about some
some safety
safety factors.
factors. We
were working
working slowly,
but there
were
slowly, but
there was
was a tendency
tendency to speed
speed up
with the
the mounting
mounting excitement
becomes
with
excitement of the
the action
action which
which becomes
concern when
During the
a concern
when the
the technique
technique is so new. During
the week
week
also worked
we also
worked with
with quarterstaffs
quarterstaffs and
and swords.
swords. The
The safety
safety element here
here really
really disturbed
me in some
instances since
some instances
since the
the
ment
disturbed me
stress was
was still
stress
still on taking
taking care
care of each
each other,
other, and
and there
there was
was
never a discussion
never
discussion on distance
distance or
or footwork;
footwork; at the
the end
end of the
the
day we were
brawl using
using weapons.
day
were staging
staging a brawl
weapons.
two workshops
provided us with
interesting contrast
The two
workshops provided
with an interesting
contrast
approaches and
in approaches
and a variety
variety of techniques
techniques with
with good
good info~mation being
being learned
learned in each.
mation
each. I found
found Katy and
and Steve's
Steve's techmtechniques to be more
more readily
readily applicable
believable. More
More time
ques
applicable and
and believable.
time
was spent
spent learning
learning and
perfecting technique.
was
and perfecting
technique. The
The safety
safety facfactor was there;
knaps, the
reactions. Anthony's
tor
there; the
the knaps,
the acting
acting of reactions.
Anthony's
workshop gave
workshop
gave the
the student
student a taste
taste of a lot of things
things without
without
polishing the
make us aware
polishing
the technique.
technique. He tended
tended to want
want to make
aware
possibilities that
long as we kept
kept the
the conconof the possibilities
that existed
existed as long

cept of trusting
trusting and working together.
together.
cept
Linda McCollum

(Reviews continued on next page)

EXTREMITIES at the Ensemble Theatre
Project
I recently had the opportunity to see the Ensemble Theatre
Project's production of Extremities in Santa Barbara. This extremely effective production (the L.A. Times called it "... a
fine, ferocious production") included the considerable contribution of actor/combatant Craig English as Fight Director.
While containing no actual fights, the production and
several protracted scenes of violence were effectively staged
by Craig. Highlights included an extremely well executed slap
during the ultra realistically staged rape, the use of a fireplace
poker as a weapon, the "trashing" of several items of
glassware and set pieces, the use of the attacker's own knife
against him in a threatened castration, and, of course, the
spraying of insecticide into the rapist's eyes. The less effective illusions of violence involved the use of liquids. At one
point the victim pours boiling water over her attacker, at
another it's gasoline which she then threatens to set afire with
a match. The attacker is tied to a chair in both these instances,
and the effectiveness of the illusion depends for the most part
on his reactions, especially vocally. Mark Browning (Raoul)
fell short of the needed intensity. Jerri Lee Young, as the
woman who is first victim, then tormentor, was particularly effective in executing her choreographed violence with flawless
technique and frightening emotional intensity. The L.A. Times
reviewer described her performance as having "...a whitehot ferocity, relentless and implacable.. .Young is a Medea
afire with vengeance." An added obstacle for Craig as the
choreographer and for Young as the performer is that her
costume throughout consisted of a T-shirt, underwear, and
later a flimsy robe, affording no protective padding whatsoever.
Mark Browning, as the attacker, was padded easily, including
a leather jacket. Finally, Craig is to be commended for bringing off his assignment so effectively, with absolutely no injuries. The Broadway production went through three major
actresses, all of whom sustained injuries during the run (some
of them serious).
Tony Soper
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The appearance and presentation of The Fight Master
is first class, and the articles are very interesting.
Congratulations!
However, the picture of "Sabres" on page 15 accompanying the "Weaponry" article in the September issue
is incorrectly captioned. The weapons pictured are
eighteenth century Small Swords, not sabres. Even if the
blades are sabre blades (the actual blades are not shown)
they remain Small Swords because of their hilts.
Identify any stage weapon by its hilt, since often blades
other than historically correct ones have been added for
theatrical use. The Small Sword hilt is essentially small,
though the patterns may vary. Always a small guard, small
knuckle guard, small cross piece. A curved guard, protecting the hand nearly completely. Thus the weapons pictured must be Small Swords not Sabres.
Yours sincerely,
Henry Marshal
Editor, The Fight Director

I recently read an article on B.H. Barry and his work in
New York in People Magazine. I can only say that I still don't
believe in constant eye contact as he so fervently expresses. I believe the man attacking should spot the target
while the defender keeps eye contact. There is constant
eye contact in between the beats while the actors are
acting, but if someone is going to make a cut to my crotch,
he damn well better be looking where he is cutting! Of
course, you don't turn your head away and swing and hope
for the best. But, if you are cutting for the knee, look at
it and you won't be off the mark. It is up to the attacker
to be on the money. The defender should know that if he
places his blade for the proper parry, the parry will meet
the attacker's blade with a sufficient parry. I also think
actors have a tendency to become mesmerized when they
make constant eye contact. I cannot disagree more with
B.H. on this particular matter although I have much respect
for his work. And by the way, if B.H. is getting fifteen
thousand for a Broadway show, he is making more than
the director, as the minimum for Broadway directors is
twelve thousand five hundred. And five hundred a day
seems a little steep! i do not recommend that members
of the Society ask for five hundred a day; I am afraid you
would be pricing yourself out of a job unless of course it
is a major feature film. It was good to see a fight
choreographer getting press in an influential magazine.
D. L. Boushey
Having just returned from the SETC Convention in Tampa, I can tell you the membership was well represented
with overwhelming enthusiasm. Although Mr. Leong and
Mr. Martinez were unable to attend, Mr. Boushey and Mr.
Fracher spoke in their place, work was viewed, and questions were fielded. I might add, S.A.F.D. workshops are
always well attended by many folks, members and non,

which brings me to a small suggestion ... It's so fulfilling
to see S.A.F.D. members who are eager to learn and quite
frankly proud to support their Society in person. ·Although
most of the members in attendance were able to have access to the Masters, an even more positive flow could have
happened if there were a formal meeting of sorts to share
recent happenings, discuss problems, and gain grains of
wisdom from senior members. I see it as another forum
besides The Fight Master. However, persons with power
to convene such gatherings do not include myself, nor do
I know if it would be a desirable notion among others.
Maybe a Membership Meeting with as many as fifteen is
too formal? Just a suggestion for future gatherings. Thanks
for listening.
Cordially
Sally Knight
I agree entirely with David Boushey's letter on "Earning Your Spurs" in the January issue of The Fight Master.
I'm sure we all had some of that ego blood in us when
we started or we wouldn't have continued, but I hope it
was tempered with reason. I am celebrating my tenth year
as a fight instructor and director and I have only in the past
year begun to feel that I deserve the title of "master artist"
in the fights that I do. I know I didn't feel that I knew as
much as Masters MacKay, Ransom, Hobbs, Lacaze or
Duresseix after more than four years of study with them.
Is there a possibility of beginning a program of apprentices to the Fight Masters which one might call fight
choreographer training? Somehow we need to formalize
the difference between director and actor in this field or
we shall surely be irreparably diluted. This entire argument
may sound like drivel coming from one who isn't a full
member of the Society, but the experience is here even
if the title isn't.
Sincerely,
James Finney
I'd just like to endorse whole-heartedly the issues raised
by David Boushey in his letter on "Earning Your Spurs."
I raised similar concerns after working as David's assistant in my article "The Assistant Fight Director: More Than
Just a Glorified Fight Captain." The Society can only
benefit from any action it takes to encourage a closer relationship between student and master.
I would go further and encourage all Society members
to become more aware of the work of "the next generation of FD's. I realize it's difficult for most members to travel
to see their colleagues' work in person, but videotape
(while prohibited in professional situations by union rules)
provides an excellent opportunity for everyone to see the
work of his contemporaries ...
There is an enormous amount of activity in the "fight
game" out there, and I encourage all members who are
free of the restrictive union rules to start a library on videotape of their work and to circulate those tapes. We can
all learn from each other, and there is no reason that fear
of (healthy) criticism should keep one member's knowledge and skill from being shared with the rest of the
membership.
Tony Soper
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PATRICK CREAN
Thoughts Fast,
Thoughts
Blades Slow,
Blades
Low,
Points Low,
Fight
Light.
Fight Light.
rehearThe above little ditty came into being during fight rehearGascon's swashbuckling
swashbuckling production
production of The
The
sals for Jean Gascon's
Three Musketeers in December
December of 1982 at the Citadel
Citadel
Three
Theatre in Edmonton.
Edmonton. I thought
thought it up one afternoon
afternoon after
Theatre
particularly brilliant
brilliant display
display by the actors of rapier pointa particularly
Directors are aware, it is when fight
work. As all Fight Directors
rehearsals are going
going superbly
superbly well that concentration
concentration on
rehearsals
important aspect of action on-stage
on-stage safety - the most important
highest; for it is then, so to speak, that the
must be at its highest;
actor's mental guards
guards are down and they tend to take the
actor's
safety lessons they have learned for granted in the excitement of fencing
fencing moments. So the "Thoughts
"Thoughts Fast.." little
Citadel, and every so often
verse was put on tape at the Citadel,
management played it over the back-stage
back-stage
the stage management
closed-circuit loudspeader
loudspeader as a reminder
reminder to the company.
closed-circuit
When an actor knows that what he
Safety always, always. When
is doing is safe, he has room, as it were, for his acting.
Laurence Olivier
Olivier once said to me: "Is
"Is that jump
Laurence
jump safe,
Paddy?" "Not
"Not night
night after night,"
night," I advised.
advised. But he did it
Paddy?"
anyway. An actor might look at the top level of the Stratcould jump
ford Festival stage, for instance, and say: "I could
jump
is. But not night after night duroff that. It's easy." Right. It is.
exciting things, an
ing a long run. One has to find things, exciting
sequences, even if he has a cold,
actor can do in action sequences,
doesn't feel well from a hang-over
hang-over or whatever
whatever the cause.
doesn't
though, because
because whatever
whatever the
Perhaps not a hang-over, though,
circumstances, reflexes are at a very low ebb then; so one
circumstances,
compensate and that's
that's when accidents
accidents
tries too hard to compensate
audiences expect to see on-stage action
can happen. But audiences
as good as it is in movies or TV; better if possible. This
way. Ralph Richardson
Richardson wouldn't
wouldn't
is the magic. This is the way.
arranged for his Macbeth
Macbeth
fight with a whip in the fight I arranged
because it wasn't safe. It was - and with bull-whips
bull-whips
not because
difficult. Ralph just didn't
didn't like whips. One of
safety is very difficult.
favourite action plays is the Canadian
Canadian play Dreaming
my favourite
which I did for Alberta
Alberta Theatre Projects in
and Dueling which
play, though
though I had read it four
Calgary. This is a very great play,
times before I was convinced.
convinced. The fencing
fencing is a great
times
challenge to the Fight Director
Director in Dreaming. He has to
challenge
experienced competitive
competitive epee
make two actors look like experienced
fencers who could pass muster
muster in any Salle d'Armes,
d'Armes, and
fencers
time be swashbuckling
swashbuckling with the sword when
at the same time
sequences occur. None of my actors in Dreaming
Dreaming
fantasy sequences
had ever fenced epee before, but after the first night openperformance of the play,
play, they were congratulated
congratulated by
ing performance
members of Alberta
Alberta University
University Fencing Club. That sort of
members
Director feel very good ...
...
thing makes a Fight Director
conclusion, when I am asked, "What
"What is fight direcIn conclusion,
tion?" I say that is an act of love - love for one's fellow
tion?"
intense dedication
dedication to make even the tyros
actors and an intense
champions. Sabre au Clair!
among them look like champions.
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Photo: David Leaney, Stratford.

Dubbed "The
"The Dean"
Dean" by colleagues,
colleagues, his distinguished
distinguished
Dubbed
theatre career has included
included acting in over three hundred
hundred
theatre
fifty films, and the staging
staging of sword fights and
plays and fifty
sequences for productions
productions ranging from the BBCbattle sequences
series Robin
Robin Hood
Hood to Sir Laurence
Laurence Olivier's
Olivier's Hamlet.
Hamlet.
TV series
The Sun Never.$ets
Never.$ets has toured a
His one-man show The
number of countries,
countries, and in 1983 and 1984 was a Shaw
number
Festival production
prod uction at Niagara-on
Niagara-on the-Lake.
the-Lake. His
Festival
autobiography More Champagne
Champagne Darling was published
published
autobiography
1981, and the Society
Society of British
British Fight Directors
Directors has
in 1981,
established the Patrick Crean Prize to be awarded annually
"Outstanding Performance
Performance
at the RADA Prize Fights for "Outstanding
in Armed Combat." Among his most notable students have
Guinness, Paul Schofield,
Schofield, John Gielgud,
Gielgud,
been: Alec Guinness,
Michael Redgrave,
Redgrave, Donald
Donald Wolfit,
Wolfit, Brian
Brian Bedford,
Bedford,
Michael
Christopher Plummer, Heath Lamberts
Lamberts and Errol Flynn.
Christopher
for the Shaw
Recently he staged the duel scene and battle tor
production of Cyrano de Bergerac at the Royal
Festival production
Alexandra Theatre, Toronto,
Toronto, the critics
critics choice
choice for the best
Alexandra
Canadian production
production across the country
country in years. His first
Canadian
credit was in 1932.
1932. And in the words of Errol Flynn,
fight credit
concludes his autobiography
autobiography My Wicked,
Wicked,
with which Flynn concludes
Ways: "The
"The second half-century
half-century looms up, but I
Wicked Ways:
coming on."
don't feel the night coming

CERTIFICATION
CERTIFICATION TESTS
TESTS - CAL
CAL ARTS
ARTS
I adjudicated
adjudicated fourteen
fourteen students
students at the
the California
California Institute
Institute
for the
the Arts
Arts on November
November 25th.
25th. All in all, there
there were
were some
some
distinct
distinct differences
differences in the
the quality
quality of the
the students'
students' work.
work. It was
was
pretty
pretty obvious
obvious that
that some
some worked
worked hard
hard and
and that
that others
others tried
tried
to bluff
bluff their
their way through
through the
the test. Unfortunately
Unfortunately for those
those that
that
didn't
judge saw
didn't work
work hard,
hard, this
this judge
saw through
through their
their facade.
facade. I must
must
say
say that
that some
some of the
the participants
participants tried
tried hard
hard but
but simply
simply didn't
didn't
have the
the necessary
necessary abilities
abilities to pass
pass certification.
certification. Perhaps
Perhaps they
they
will
will try
try again.
again. I know
know the
the teacher
teacher tried
tried to encourage
encourage all the
the
participants
participants to work
work hard
hard but
but as we all know, you can not do
the
the test
test for them.
them. The
The students
students have
have to put
put in the
the hours.
hours. As
it were, I passed
passed eight
eight and
and failed
failed six. I hope
hope this
this group
group of
students
students will make
make it clear
clear to others
others who
who follow
follow them
them that
that these
these
fights
fights must
must be taken
taken seriously
seriously by all who
who wish
wish to be certified
certified
by the
the Society.
Society. Those
Those who
who passed
passed were:
were:
422
422
423
423
424
424
425
425

John
John Hill
Hill
Dion
Dion Donaldson
Donaldson
Stephanie
Stephanie Burnham
Burnham
Lisa Gershten
Gershten
Lisa

426
426
427
427
428
428
429
429

Terry
Terry Pugh
Pugh
Diane
Diane Reyolds
Reyolds
Patrick
Patrick Johnston
Johnston
Craig Cavanah
Cavanah
Craig

CERTIFICATION TESTS
TESTS - DRAMA
DRAMA STUDIO
STUDIO
CERTIFICATION
the delightful
delightful fortune
fortune to adjudicate
adjudicate J.R. Beardsley's
Beardsley's
I had the
mad-cap bunch
bunch down
down at the
the Drama
Drama Studio
Studio in Berkeley
Berkeley on
mad-cap
December 10th. They
They did
did an excellent
excellent job
with seven
seven people
people
December
job with
getting recommendations.
recommendations. There
There was
was some
some very
very inventive
inventive
getting
work especially
especially in the
the "Batman
"Batman & Robin
Robin versus
versus The
The Joker
Joker
work
Penguin." The
The acting
acting was
was very
very enjoyable.
enjoyable. Also,
Also, Kristina
Kristina
& Penguin."
Lankford was
was excellent
excellent (who says women
women can't
can't fight?)
fight?) My hats
Lankford
getting these
these people
people ready. Also, I hear
hear that
that Kacie
off to J.R. for getting
Stetson had a lot to do with
with the
the overall
overall success
success of the
the group.
group.
Stetson
failed no one!
one!
I failed
Kristina Lankford
Lankford (Rec)
(Rec)
Kristina
Michael Myszkowski
Myszkowski (Rec)
(Rec)
Michael
Mark Rousseau
Rousseau (Rec)
(Rec)
Mark
Arte Whyte
Whyte (Rec)
(Rec)
Arte
John Rocha
Rocha (Rec)
(Rec)
John
Dusty James
James (Rec)
(Rec)
Dusty
Doug Steindorff
Steindorff (Rec)
(Rec)
Doug
Jivoff
Ray Jivoff

Colleen
Colleen Kelly
Kelly
8318 Lydell
Lydell Drive
Drive
Richmond,
Richmond, VA 23228
23228
Richard
Richard Raether
Raether
110 Terrace
Terrace View
View Ave., Apt. A2
New
New York, N.Y.
NY 10463
10463
Fred
Fred Salancy
Salancy
465 W. Park
Park Drive
Drive #11
#11
465
Miami,
Miami, Florida
Florida 33172
Kent Shelton
Shelton
46th # FE
410 W. 46th
New
New York, New
New York 10018
David
David Sollars
Sollars
43 Allston
Allston #2
Cambridge, MA
MA 02139
02139
Cambridge,
Tony Soper
Soper
P.O. Box 1012
P.O.
New York, New
New York 10185
New

Instructor: Gray
Gray Stevens
Stevens
Instructor:
Adjudicator: David
David Boushey
Boushey
Adjudicator:

430
430
431
432
432
433
433
434
434
435
435
436
436
437
437

Scott
Scott Robert
Robert Gordon
Gordon
2840
2840 Eastlake
Eastlake E #404
#404
Seattle,
Seattle, Washington
Washington 98102
98102

438
438
439
439
440
440
441
442
442
443
443
444
444
445
445

Tom Allen
Allen
Tom
Jesslyn Newhall
Newhall
Jesslyn
Dixie Partington
Partington
Dixie
Jules Finkle
Finkle
Jules
Claire Nomura
Nomura
Claire
Laurie Mayer
Mayer
Laurie
Stewart Washington
Washington
Stewart
Louis Lotorto
Lotorto
Louis

Chris Villa
Villa
Chris
Georgia
4134 Georgia
San Diego,
Diego, California
California 92103
92103
San

NEW MEMBERS
Ralph Anderson
Anderson (Friend)
(Friend)
Ralph
P.O. Box 238
238
P.O.
Berry, Georgia
Georgia 30149
30149
Mt. Berry,
Craig Cavannah
Cavannah (Affiliate)
(Affiliate)
Craig
Cal Arts
Arts CV-13
Cal
Valencia, California
California 91355
91355
Valencia,
Michael Donahue
Donahue (Affiliate)
(Affiliate)
Michael
7731 Turf Lane
Lane
7731
Richmond, VA 23225
23225
Richmond,
Steven Griffith
Griffith (Affiliate)
(Affiliate)
Steven
p.o. Box 365
365
P.O.
Harrodsburg, Kentucky
Kentucky 40330
40330
Harrodsburg,

Instructor: J.R.
J.R. Beardsley
Beardsley
Instructor:
Adjudicator: David
David Boushey
Boushey
Adjudicator:

Rhett
Rhett Johnson
Johnson (Affiliate)
(Affiliate)
P.O. Box 1371
1371
P.O.
Berry, Georgia
Georgia 30149
Mt. Berry,

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

John Pecora
Pecora (Affiliate)
(Affiliate)
John
2700 Tulane
Tulane Drive
Drive
2700
Lansing, Michigan
Michigan 48912
48912
Lansing,

Allan Barlow
Barlow
Allan
111 Grove
Grove Ave. #1
#1
111
Richmond, VA 23220
23220
Richmond,
Nathan "Mark"
"Mark" Clark
Clark
Nathan
2003 Vista
Vista Del Mar
Mar
2003
Angeles, Cal1L
Calif<: ;-nia
;"nia 90068
90068
Los Angeles,
Erik Frederickson
Frederickson
Erik
Theatre Department
Department
Theatre
California Institute
Instiiute of the Arts
California
Valencia, California
California 91355
Valencia,

James Thorpe
Thorpe (Friend)
(Friend)
James
Slaterville Road
Road
1965 Slaterville
Ithaca, New
New York 14850
14850
Ithaca,
Scott Thun
Thun (Affiliate)
(Affiliate)
Scott
1119 4th St. N.E.
N.E.
1119
Minneapolis, Minn.
Minn. 55413
Minneapolis,

JOSEPH MARTINEZ'S Advanced Workshop in the Stage
Combat Arts which is being held on his Irish Creek Farm in
the Shenendoah Valley of Virginia from August 19th through
the 30th still has a few positions left. The workshop will include six hours of in-depth daily instruction and practice in
the areas of Rapier and Dagger, Rapier and Gauntlet, Rapier
and Cloak and Sword and Buckler. Four choreographers will
be in training and will be choreographing the combatants in
the evening which will be rehearsed and then video-taped to
be critiqued the following day. Workshop participants who
have had previous training with another Fight Master or an
Associate are eligible to participate in this advanced workshop.
Those interested should register as soon as possible since
space is limited. For further information contact J.D. Martinez,
Irish Creek Academy, P.O. Box 1053, Lexington, Virginia 14450
or call (703) 463-8639.
EDWARD ROZINSKY will be conducting a professional
workshop on Basic Stage Movement at the University of Miami
this summer. This is a three week intensive program entailing a six hour day schedule of lectures and practical work.
In addition to basic movement exercises, period movement,
stage falls and carries, hand-to-hand combat will also be
covered. The number of attendees is limited. The workshop
is for people who are working professionally or who are planning to make Stage Movement their profession. For further
information, contact Edward Rozinsky, University of Miami,
Drama Department, P.O. Box 248273, Coral Gables, Florida
33124. or call (305) 284-4474.
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THE CUMBERLAND COMPANY FOR THE PERFORMING
ARTS offers one of the most comprehensive stage combat
training programs in the country. This intensive twelve week
train in~ begi_ns _Ju_ne 1 and offers exposure to a wide variety
of physical dIsc1plines: epee, courtsword, rapier and dagger,
quarterstaff, hand to hand, broadsword, juggling, tightrope
walking, fire-eating, stunts and tumbling, falls, period dance
(including the Buffens - a sword dance), mime, music and
acting classes. Under the direction of Normand Beauregard,
SAFD Fight Master, this program of study culminates in performance at the end of the summer, whereby all students are
given the opportunity to ply their new found skills at THE
FAIRE, a ten acre adventure fantasy spectacle, involving hundreds of performers. Attendance for the two weekend event
is well over thirty thousand. The twelve week training program
can cost as little as seventy five dollars. The Cumberland
Company created THE SCHOOL to be ultimately affordable,
providing the kind of long term commitment to training which
brings the student closer to mastering certain skills. A student's level of commitment determines how much time they
spend with the company. It's up to you whether you spend
one, two, three, four, up to seven days a week with the
Cumberland Company! Housing is the individual's responsibility. Cumberland is a rural area, with lots of reasonably
priced housing in the immediate vicinity. For information concerning THE SCHOOL: call (401) 333-9000 or write:
Cumberland Company for the Performing Arts, The
Monastery, Cumberland, RI 02864.

JAMES FINNEY, after spending the summer in Britain, returned to the Goodman School to an academic year blessed
with fights. He did Bella ltkin's production of Romeo and Juliet
and a production of Extremities at an off Loop theatre in the
spring. His latest play, Body Parts is being produced in London this spring by JCT Productions.
GEORGE FOSGATE directed Ubu Rex in Minnesota and
staged the fights for a local production of The Rivals.
ROBERT ALBRIGHT was David Boushey's assistant on both
Romeo and Juliet and Peter Pan at the Missouri Repertory
Theatre.
J.R. BEARDSLEY choreographed As You Like It at Cal State
Hayward, Jesse and the Bandit Queen at Cal Rep in Monterey
and Romeo and Juliet at Delta College in Stockton and cochoreographed Romeo and Juliet at the Skylight Theatre in
Los Angeles with David Boushey. J.R. also choreographed
an unusual production of Macbeth at the Drama Studio of London which was set in a contemporary setting and used switchblades and flashlights in the fight sequences. After teaching
at the National State Combat Workshop this summer, J.R. will
be artist in residence at P.C.PA., teaching acting and stage
combat and choreographing the fights for Hamlet in
September.
NOfilMAND BEAUREGARD'S Cumberland Company for the
Performing Arts is heading into its third year on the grounds
of the Monastery in Cumberland, Rhode Island. Having
recently completed a Providence, R.I. and New York City production of The Baron's Gambit, an original play written by Craig
Handel, Laurence Carr and Beauregard himself, the company
has begun preparations for the Summer Season, with an expanded School Program and THE FAIRE doubling its scope
to two weekends, August 10th, 11th and 17th, 18th. The
Cumberland Company has just received its first grant from
the Rhode Island State Council on the Arts for "Friar Tuck's
Flicks for a Buck," the company's traditional music concert
and film series which runs for eight weeks in June and July.
Currently, Normand is in New York City coaching Kathleen
Turner in stage combat for the sequel to Romancing the Stone.
ERIC BOOTH did Design for Living on Broadway and Episode
26 off Broadway this past winter. In the spring Eric will be
directing and staging the fights in Cinderella, a new play written by his wife, which will be at Lincoln Center.
DAVID BOUSHEY recently choreographed Peter Pan at the
Missouri Repertory Theatre to much praise from the local
press. He also choreographed Romeo and Juliet with J.R.
Beardsley in Los Angeles. The show was held over and the
fights were very well received. David recently choreographed
King Leartor the Oregon Shakespeare Festival. This summer
he will be choreographing King John at the Oregon
Shakespeare Festival as well as King Lear and Cymbeline at
the Illinois Shakespeare Festival. David will also be
choreographing the fight sequences in the outdoor drama
Blue Jacket in Ohio as well as Romeo and Juliet at the Fort
Worth Shakespeare Festival and Twelfth Night and Anthony
and Cleopatra at the Utah Shakespearean Festival. He will
conclude his summer work by teaching at the National Stage
Combat Workshop in Cedar City, Utah. David is quite pleased
with the results of his video series Combat for the Stage and
Screen which is getting substantial notice from the academic
community.
CHARLES COYL produced and directed Romeo and Juliet
at the Unicorn Theatre in Wilmette last summer with exciting
reviews. He also played ·rybalt in the production.
STACY EDDY recently worked with Vinny Murphy of Theatre
Works. He reworked the King Lear that they did in Idaho and
set the fights as well as designed the set for the production.
Stacy also set the fights for Amherst College's production of
Hamlet.

DREW FRACHER completed a residency during the winter
quarter at Ohio University where he taught hand-to-hand and
rapier as well as choreographing Taming of the Shrew and
King Lear. Drew went on to do a workshop at SETC on staging
violence in contemporary drama. He choreographed the opening scene of Merchant of Venice at Virginia Commonwealth
University using hand-to-hand, quarterstaff and small sword
in this production which was set in Georgian England. This
summer, Drew will be doing the outdoor dramas, The Legend
of Daniel Boone and Lincoln in Harrodsburg and Aracoma in
Logan, West Virginia as well as assisting David Leong at the
Champlain Shakespeare Festival. Drew will be assisting at
the National Stage Combat Workshop and performing swordplay sequences for the Green Show during the Shakespearean Festival.
ERIK FREDRICKSON will be choreographing Romeo and
Juliet for the Colorado Shakespeare Festival in June and
teaching at the National Stage Combat Workshop in Cedar
City in July.
HOLLIS HUSTON is co-founder and executive director of the
Holy Roman Repertory Company (HRRC), a performing group
using material in literature and music from the Middle Ages
through the Renaissance which tapes their performances for
the local National Public Radio affiliate in St. Louis. Hollis is
artist in residence in the drama department at Washington
University and teaches voice and movement there.
DAVID LEONG will assist Drew Fracher this summer in
choreographing the fights for The Legend of Daniel Boone and
Lincoln at the James Harrod Ampitheatre in Harrodsburg, Kentucky. Following this engagement, David will stage the fights
for the outdoor dramas Hatfields and McCoys, Honey in the
Rock and Oklahoma at the Theatre West Virginia. David's fight
work can be seen this summer in Hamlet and Man of La Mancha at the Champlain Shakespeare Festival. In between these
adventures David will study privately with Paddy Crean (he
has received a grant) and teach at the National Stage Combat Workshop. His latest article on staging realistic violence
appeared in the April issue of Dramatics Magazine. He recently adjudicated fights at Illinois State University, University of
Illinois, Rutgers University and the University of Michigan.
LINDA MCCOLLUM developed and directed an improvizational, audience participatory production of Aladdin for the
Rainbow Company Children's Theatre Ensemble in Las Vegas
which toured the rural areas of Nevada and the county school
system. One of Linda's students from the Rainbow Company,
Joe Kucan, staged an exciting quarterstaff fight for the production. Linda and Joe also conducted a hand-to-hand
workshop for the Spring Mountain Youth Camp which is a
juvenile correction facility that was staging a production of
Treasure Island in the spring.
TONY SOPER played Prince Hal in the Center Stage production of Henry IV, Part 1 in November which was directed by
Stan Wojewodski and choreographed by B.H. Barry. He went
on to the Denver Center to teach a class with Craig Turner.
Tony also appeared on the NBC mini-series Evergreen in
February.
DAVID WOOLEY choreographed King Lear this spring as well
as kept the Moose Productions' show Dungeonmaster going
into its third year.
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BADGE
BADGE

David Boushey
Boushey
3 Video Tapes by
by David
Founder of The
The Society
Society of American
American Fight
Fight Directors
Directors
Founder
Steven Spielberg,
Spielberg, Director
Steven
Director
were among
among the best
best I
"His fights
fights were
had ever seen on stage."
stage."
had

Jon Jory, Artistic
Artistic Director,
Director, Actors
Actors
Theatre, Louisville
Louisville
very simply
best and
and
"It is very
simply the best
safest
combat work
work I have
have seen
safest combat
anywhere comparing
comparing favorably
anywhere
favorably
with the quality
quality at
at all
all three
with
Stratfords. "
Stratfords."

Kyle Mclachlan,
McLachlan, Actor
Kyle
Actor
"Boushey's training
training was
was
"Boushey's
invaluable to me in my
my work
work
invaluable
with Dune."
with
Dune."
Robert Hobbs,
Hobbs, Director,
Robert
Director, P.A.T.P.,
P.A.T.P.,
University of
of Washington
Washington
University
"Combat for
the Stage
Stage and
and
"Combat
for the
must for
any drama
drama
Screen is a must
for any
depnrtment who
who wants
wants to
department
promote
and exciting
exciting fight
promote safe
safe and
fight
choreography. The
The content
content and
and
choreography.
i~ exceptionally
exceptionally
quality i~
quality
thorough."
thorough."

COMBAT
COMBAT
FOR THE STAGE AND SCREEN
Produced
by David
at the
the University
University of
of Washington,
Washington,
Produced by
David L.
L. Boushey
Boushey at
these three
three video
video tapes
tapes cover
cover the
the essentials
essentials of
of stage
combat:
stage combat:
these
MEDIEVAL
MEDIEVAL WEAPONRY-9Qminutes
WEAPONRY-9QJ:ninutes

BROADSWORD,
SHIELD,
BROADSWORD, BROADSWORD
BROADSWORD AND
AND SHIELD,
QUARTERSTAFF
QUARTERSTAFF

ELIZABETHAN WEAPONRY-9o
WEAPONRY-9o
ELIZABETHAN

SINGLE RAPIER,
SINGLE
RAPIER, RAPIER
RAPIER AND
AND DAGGER,
DAGGER,
COURTS WORD, AND
SINGLE DAGGER
COURTSWORD,
AND SINGLE
DAGGER

minutes
minutes

UNARMED COMBAT-90
COMBAT-90
UNARMED

minutes
minutes
CLASSICAL AND
CLASSICAL
AND MODERN
MODERN EMP1Y-HANDED
EMP1Y-HANDED

#'2 hours
hours of
of tape
tape provide
basis for
ten-week training
training course
course in combat
combat techniques.
techniques. The
Together the 41/2
provide the basis
for a ten-week
extensive use of
of slow
motion and
and stop
action allows
allows for
careful analysis
analysis of
of movement,
movement, emphasizing
emphasizing safety
extensive
slow motion
stop action
for careful
safety
techniques and
and realism.
realism. The substantial
of combat
combat footage
introduces fight
choreography and
and a practical
substantial use of
footage introduces
fight choreography
practical
techniques
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notation
system.
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The Official
Official T-Shirt
T-Shirt of
of the
The
the
Society of
of American
American Fight
Fight Directors
Society
Directors
biege
Comes in biege
Depicting the
Depicting
the
1/Hotspure
Ha I/
Hotspure
fi'ght
in
fight in
Henry IV
Henry

small
Sizes: small
medium
medium
.large
Jarge
x-large
x-large

$
$
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(includes mailing)
mailing) ORDER
ORDER YOURS
YOURS NOW!
NOW!
7.00
4720 -- 38th
38th N. E.
4720
Seattle, Washington
Washington 98105
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Seattle,
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BRONZE MEDAL
Portrait
of Patrick
Patrick
Portrait
of
Crean
Crean
size:5x4
size:5x4
price:$85.
price:$85.
wr i te:
write:
susan murar
murar
susan
box 142,
142, stratford,
stratford,
box
CANADA
N5A 6S8
688
CANADA
N5A
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IORAL
WORKSHOP
WORKSHOP
Instruction Daily:
Up to 8 Hours of Instruction
Broadsword
Courtsword
Rapier and Dagger
Dagger
Broadsword
Courtsword
Rapier
Quarterstaff Unarmed
Unarmed Combat
Combat
Quarterstaff

JULY 15 • AUGUST
AUGUST2
JULY
2 1985
SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FIGHT 01FlcT0Rs
DIFlcTORS
soc1ETV

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

SOUTHERN UTAH STATE COLLEGE AND THE UTAH SHAKESPEAREAN FESTIVAL

PROFESSIONAL TEACHING
TEACHING ARTISTS
ARTISTS
PROFESSIONAL

further information
information contact:
contact:
For further

Coordinator:
SAFD Coordinator:

Daphne Dalley
Coordinator of Conferences
Conferences and Workshops
Workshops
Coordinator
Southern Utah State College
College
Southern
84720
Cedar City, Utah 84720
(801) 586-7853
(801)

David Leong
Dept. of Fine Arts,
Northern Kentucky
Kentucky University
University
Northern
Highland Heights,
Heights, Kentucky
Kentucky 41076
41076
Highland
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Theatrical Weaponry
Weaponry and
and Accessories
Accessories
Theatrical
We carry
carry fighting
fighting caliber
caliber and
and dress
dress weapons
weapons for
for
We
all theatrical
theatrical stagings
stagings
all
Our armaments
armaments are
are historically
historically accuaccuOur
rate and
and handcrafted
handcrafted from
from the
the finest
finest
rate
quality materials
materials
quality

Sales and Rental
Brochure and
and price
list
Brochure
price list
available on
on request
request
available

Box 791
791 Cooper
Cooper Station
station
P.O. Box
New York,
New York 10003
New
York. New
212-962•1464
212'962'1464
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Exclusive North
Ameri-can
Exclusive
North Ameritan
agent for
for Alan
Alan Meek
Meek
agent
designs
designs

GEORGE
GEORGE SANTELLI,
SANTELLI, INC.
INC.

AMERICA'S
AMERICA'S
FIN EST
FIN

FENCING
FENCING
EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT

465
465 south dean
englewood,
englewood, n. j.

st.
st. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
07631
07631

tel.201:871-3105
tel.201:S71-3105
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